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JAMES J DAMMAN 

LIEUTE"IANT GOVERNOR 

Dear Friends: 

STATE OF MICHIGAN 

OFFICE OF THE LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR 

LA.NSING 

As Chairman of the Committee on Volunteerism, it is with pride that I 
offer this 11Final Report on the National Conference of Lieutenant 
Governors Multistate Volunteer Project. 11 

This project was a demonstration effort among the eight participating 
states who represent a broad geographical and size distribution. Some 
states have more advanced programs in volunteerism than others and 
some are at the initial stages of creating a state office of volunteer 
services. This demonstration provides examples of what can be accom
plished at the state government level in supporting and encouraging 
the development of volunteerism. 

The Volunteerism Committee of the National Conference of Lieutenant 
Governors will continue to provide active leadership in the effort 
to expand and improve the role that state governments can play in this 
important area. 

Our appreciation to ACTION for providing the needed funding and 
assistance in making this project a success. Thanks to the partici
pants from our eight states for their support and active involvement. 

This report attempts to not only review the actual activities that were 
a part of this demonstration project but also to offer information 
and materials that will be useful to any state or organization that 
wants to learn something more about how government can join hands 
with volunteerism to help tackle the tremendous human services prob
lems we face. 

There is much to be done. It is my hope that this project will make 
an important contribution to the body of knowledge about volunteerism 
and that it will be a useful tool for those who want to move forward 
in this field. 

Sincerely, 
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JAMES J 0AMMAN 

LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR 

Dear Reader: 

STATE OF MICHIGAN 

OFFICE OF THE LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR 

LANSING 

As Director, I have found this Multistate Volunteer Project (M.V.P.) to be a 
most worthwhile and rewarding experience. The opportunity the M.V.P. afforded, 
in terms of exchanging and sharing ideas and information relative to volunteer
ism, was unique in that it was the first demonstration of its kind. The M.V.P. 
was a cooperative effort among the eight participating states who represented 
varying levels of activity and sophistication in the area of volunteerism. The 
purpose of the M.V.P. was the development, maintenance, and enhancement of local, 
human service-oriented volunteerism at the state level. 

The outcome of the M.V.P. Workshop, held in St. Louis, Missouri, on July 19, 20, 
and 21, 1977, was the mini-workshop proceedings, the PERTs (Program Evaluation 
and Review Techniques) and individual state plans based upon the critical issues 
identified by each state. In the following months, each state began the actual 
implementation of their own plan, making any revisions deemed appropriate to 
their goals and objectives. During the same period, four conference calls were 
held, drawing upon the expertise of the participants. This provided an excellent 
opportunity to discuss individual concerns and share each state's progress. In 
addition, some reports on selected topics on volunteerism were developed in order 
to share some additional information and experiences relative to volunteerism. 

My sincere appreciation is extended to each of the participants whose cooperation, 
enthusiasm, and active involvement made this M.V.P. a successful demonstration. 
To Tf1Y staff, workshop facilitators, and project consultant, who were instrumental 
throughout the M.V.P., I owe my deepest gratitude. Thanks to the support from 
ACTION and the genuine interest of the Volunteerism Committee of the National 
Conference of Lieutenant Governors for making this M.V.P. possible. 

I trust you will find this final report most valuable in developing, implementing, 
and analyzing your own state's role in volunteer services. Although the M.V.P. 
has come to a conclusion, I am confident this report will continue to serve as a 
successful example of how state governments can facilitate citizen involvement 
through voluntary action. 

Si~ 

Ed Harris 
Director 
Multistate Volunteer Project 



PROJECT ABSTRACT 

The Multistate Volunteer Project Conference took place at the Breckenridge 

Inn, St. Louis, Missouri, on July 19, 20, and 21, 1977. The conference included 

participants from Michigan, Missouri, Minnesota, Louisiana, Colorado, South 

Carolina, New Jersey, and Wisconsin. 

The overall goal of the conference was to assist the participants in the 

development of individualized plans for the promotion of voluntary action efforts 

in their respective states. Toward this end, the conference was structured to 

meet the following objectives: 

1. The development of a sense of group cohesiveness which would 

facilitate the creation of personal working relationships and a 

sharing of information and other resources among participants. 

2. The identification of issues and problems involving the development 

and ongoing operations of state volunteer agencies. 

3. The creation of action plans based on the most critical issues 

identified by each state at its respective stage of development. 

The conference began with opening remarks by Lieutenant Governor Danman of 

Michigan and Lieutenant Governor Phelps of Missouri concerning the current and 

potential status of volunteerism. An introduction exercise followed which was 

designed to facilitate the development of an informal working atmosphere for the 

participants. 

The group was then asked to consider the goals and objectives of the 

conference and to enter into a contract regarding their role at the conference, 

the role of the facilitators, the objectives of the conference, meeting times, 

constraints, etc. 
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Once consensus was achieved, the participants were asked to individually 

generate what they considered to be critical elements in an ideal state plan 

for voluntary action. These elements were then shared with the whole group using 

the Delbecq process.* 

At this point the group was divided into three subgroups and each subgroup 

was instructed to PERT the items identified, i.e., to arrange the items in a time 

flow, noting which items must occur before the others could be undertaken, which 

could be developed together, and, in general, how the elements and overall develop

ment of a state plan could be most efficiently undertaken. Three plans were thus 

developed and presented to the whole group for their consideration. 

The participants were then asked to come to consensus on six issues or compo

nents that they considered to offer the greatest potential for further investigation 

given the stage of development that their state office had achieved to date. 

These six issues then became the focus for mini workshops or focused discussions in 

which one or more of the participants acted as resource person(s) and discussion 

leader(s). The six issues selected were professionalism in volunteerism. program 

development, legislation impacting volunteerism, mobilizing support for volunteerism, 

recruiting minority volunteers, and conducting a needs' assessment. 

Upon the completion of the mini workshops, a presentation was made on the 

Governor's Aesthetic Environment Program by the delegates from Minnesota, and 

state delegates were requested to prepare their state action plans, which were then 

presented to the entire group for review the last morning. A workshop evaluation 

was conducted. 

*Dr.Andre Delbecq and Andrew VandeVen, Journal of Applied Behavioral Science, 
Vol. 7, No. 4. 
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Following the July workshop in St. Louis, workshop staff and facilitators 

met in Lansing to review the materials, notes, etc., generated at that 

conference. Utilizing these materials, the state plans submitted by participants, 

conference evaluations, etc., a "Report on the National Conference of Lieutenant 

Governors Multistate Volunteer Project Workshop" was developed. This report 

was then made available to conference participants and other interested parties 

including those attending the Lieutenant Governors Conference in Seattle, 

Washington, for their review and comment. 

During August and September following the conference, participating states 

were contacted periodically to access their progress in implementing the state 

plans they had developed at the conference. From such contacts a number of 

issues/problems were identified by Multistate Volunteer Project staff. At the 

same time it was recognized that there existed some expertise on some of 

these issues/problems among the participants themselves. It was then decided 

that project staff could provide the most effective technical assistance, in 

these instances, by arranging for a vehicle to bring those participants with 

expertise in such an area into contact with those expressing concern in the 

area. The result was a series of four conference calls between participants 

providing for an exchange of information and practical suggestions concerning 

means of impacting the specific concern. In this way participants were also 

further encouraged to develop and utilize effective communication channels 

with each other. Summaries of these conference calls are included in this 

report. 

August and September were also the first two months after the drafting of 

state plans to begin the implementation of same. As noted earlier, multistate 

project staff provided technical assistance as necessary and requested 

participants to submit a summary of their progress in implementing the plans 
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as of October 1st. These updates are included in this report following a sulllllary 

of the initial plans. As you will no doubt observe while extenuating circum

stances impacted the implementation of some states' plans, overall progress has 

been impressive. 

Finally, conference participants were also invited to submit information 

(mini-papers) on selected topics with which they had had unique experience 

and which might be of general benefit. These discussions are also included 

in this report. 

We of the staff of the Multistate Volunteer Project believe this 

demonstration project has in fact resulted in significant progress toward 

"developing, maintaining, and enhancing local human services oriented 

volunteerism activities at the state level." While a great deal remains 

to be done in this area, some important initial steps have been taken as a 

result of this demonstration: each state has acquired a better understanding 

of where it stands relative to the others; each state has developed a clearer 

picture of the directions it will seek to move in during the coming 

months; each state has acquired some new conceptual tools for planning and 

implementing state volunteer programs; and perhaps most importantly, each state 

has developed effective communication linkages and personal working relation

ships with the other states participating in the demonstration. 
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V. List of Key Elements of an Ideal State 
Plan for Volunteerism Generated by 
Workshop Participants 



CRITICAL ELEMENTS IN AN IDEAL STATE PLAN FOR 

VOLUNTEERISM IDENTIFIED BY CONFERENCE PARTICIPANTS 

l. Gaining and maintaining support from elected officials for state office. 

A. For needed legislation. 
B. For necessary funding. 
C. For the creation of a state office of volunteerism. 

2. Gaining and maintaining the support of the volunteer corrmunity, i.e., 
VAC's, existing volunteer organizations like Red Cross, etc. 

3. Obtaining funding for the state office from the legislature. 

A. Should be independent of partisan politics. 
B. Funding level should assure adequate staff to carry out mandated 

and/or approved projects/responsibilities. 
C. Basic funding should be planned and assured for the long term. 

4. Developing clear and specific job descriptions for state agency staff and 
developing clear expectations for volunteers. 

5. Developing specialized recruitment procedures to meet specific criteria 
both in terms of the nature of the volunteer desired and in terms of 
matching the volunteer to the job. 

6. Education/Public Relations, i.e., developing effective two way communication 
channels which allow the state office to corrmunicate information, demonstrate 
needs, and provide effective feedback. 

A. To funding sources. 
B. To potential volunteers. 
C. To exisiting volunteer organizations and their volunteers. 

7. To develop a precise definition of the role and the scope of the state 
office. 

8. To execute a needs assessment for the state agency. 

A. Establish contact with and define the target populations providing 
and receiving voluntee~-services. 

B. Identify gaps in service, duplication of efforts and areas that will 
most readily benefit from coordination assistance. 
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9. Program development -

A. Identification of program elements. 
B. Securing office (with high visibility in terms of organizational 

structure ideally), staff, etc. 

10. Establishing two-way communications with local programs, particularly in 
reference to rural programs. 

11. Recruitment of volunteers. 

A. Care should be given to communicate the actuarial nature of the role. 
B. Developing recruitment procedures for single event and ongoing tasks/ 

projects. 
C. Developing recruitment procedures for specific demographic target 

populations. 

12. Training -

A. Of state agency staff. 
B. Of local volunteer coordinators. 

13. Developing a means to provide for the movement of volunteers. 

A. From less skilled to more skilled, possibly leading to new employment 
opportunities especially for youth and lower SES demographic groups. 

B. From area of recruitment to area of need. 

14. Develop a means to provide cost analysis information on agency operations. 

A. Information should be collected in such a way as to demonstrate 
movement toward meeting mandated objectives/goals. 

15. Developing the means to provide technical assistance to local organizations. 

A. Identification of resources, both human and material. 
B. Training of trainers. 

16. Resource identification -

A. Identification of existing and potential volunteers and how they are 
allocated geographically and demographically. 

B. Identify training needs and resources. 
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17. Assist in the development of a sense of professionalism in the area of 
volunteerism. 

A. Through education. 
B. Through assisting the volunteer to grow in skills and responsibilities. 
C. Through upgrading skills of staff of state agency and local organizations. 

18. Establish advisory councils and/or task forces. 

A. Care should go into the selection of participants, in terms of social, 
political and technical considerations. 

19. Develop a means to quantify the volunteer activities in the state. 

A. In terms of the number of agencies delivering volunteer services. 
B. In terms of the number of real and/or potential volunteers. 

2D. Establish recognition activities for volunteers (meaningful activities). 

A. As a means of improving retention of volunteers. 
B. As a means of fostering professionalism. 
C. As a recruitment aide. 

21. Develop a public relations program to maximize visibility, upgrade profes
sionalism, aid in recruitment and provide feedback to legislature, etc. 

22. Provide technical assistance in training management skills to local program 
directors. Same for communication skills. 

23. Develop a specific definition of the state office's role in the actual 
implementation of programs. 

24. Develop both long and short term goals for the state office. Such plans 
should stress flexibility. 

A. For use in program development, evaluation, etc. 

25. Number 25 is omitted due to duplication. 

26. Locate state office in such a way as to maximize organizational visibility. 

A. Linked to budget and public relations considerations. 
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27. Develop a means to serve as a catalyst for assisting state organizations to 
pool resources to help meet specialized human needs within the state. 

28. Develop a plan for the optimal allocation of resources to meet agency goals 
and objectives. 

29. Avoid needless duplication of services through communication of needs 
assessment information to local organizations, etc. 

30. Provide for a means of obtaining continuous local input on program development, 
needs assessment program implementation and evaluation of services. 

31. Serve as an advocate for increased benefits for volunteers, e.g., insurance, 
workmen's compensation, transportation, tax credit, experience credit with 
educational institutions, etc. 

A. With public, legislature, etc. 

32. Develop a means of two way communication between federal and state levels of 
volunteer activity, legislation, etc. 

33. Provide for a means of soliciting and utilizing feedback from the consumers 
of your services and the constituents they serve, i.e., design and implement 
an effective feedback mechanism. 

34. Establish a task force to consider benefits for volunteers. 

35. Establish an information clearinghouse for volunteerism related legislation, 
educational materials, etc. 

A. Publish a newsletter. 
B. Keep information on grants, etc., relative to volunteersim. 

36. Develop and implement a plan to involve volunteers in the workings of 
various state agencies. 

37. Provide for a means of program evaluation that incorporates adequate 
documentation regarding the program(s) objectiies. 

A. Such a program should attempt to incorporate unobtrusive measures of 
the impact of volunteer programs on both the deliverers and receivers 
of the services provided. 

38. Develop a means to act as an advocate of volunteers in various state departments 
and organizations. 
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39. Provide for a means of advancing policy development in the area of volunteerism. 

40. Develop a means of ongoing assessment of the adequacy and relevance of 
established goals and objectives. 

41. Develop a two-way communication channel with statewide associations dealing 
with volunteers or volunteerism, as well as with state VAC's. 

42. Establish and/or maintain active linkage with associations of professionals 
in volunteer administration. 

43. Establish active linkage with N.I.C.0.V., N.C.V.A., the Alliance, the 
Assembly and with national leaders and/or experts in the area of volunteerism. 

These numbers represent ongoing functions: 

l 
2 
6 

10 
21 
30 
32 
33 
38 
40 
41 
42 
43 



VI. Program Evaluation and Review Techniques 
(PERTs) Developed by Participants 



PERT CHART KEY 

I 

:--"=' Indicates ongoing functions • 

. 1 

Indicates the critical path. 

Indicates an interface for complimentary tasks. 



NEEDS ASSESSMENT 

Avoid needless dupli
cation of services 
through communicatio1 
of needs assessment 
information to local 
organizations, etc. 

I 
To execute a needs 
assessment for the 
state agency: 1 

a) Establish contact 
with and define the - -
target populations 
providing and 
receiving volunteer 
services. 
b) Identify gaps in 
service, duplication 
of efforts, and 
areas that will most 
readily benefit from 
coordination assist-

' ance. 
I 

Devebp a means to 
quantify the volun
teer activities in 
the state: 
a) In terms of the 
number of agencies 
delivering volun
teer services. 
b) In terms of the 
number of real and/ 
or potential volun
teers. 

Develop a two-way 
communication 
channel with state
wide associations 
dealing with volun
teers or volunteer
ism, as well as 
with state VACs. 

· Develop a 'mearis Develop a specific ·r 
of two-way definition of the 
communication state office's role 
between federal • ~--in the actual 
and state levels !implementation of 
of volunteer programs. 
activity, 
legislation, 

, etc. 

PROPOSAL 

Program devei-opment: 
,a} Identification of 
·program elements. 
'b) Securing office 
(with high visibility 

:in terms of organiza
:tional structure 
:ideally), staff, et<;:_, ____ _ 

I ' 
...,: D_e_v_e l~o-p~b-ot~h~l_o_n g-and ---
!short term goals for 

-~ the state office. 
Such plans should 
stress flexibility 
a) For use in program 
development, evaluation, 
!etc. 

Provide for a means of , 
advancing pol icy develop-I 
ment in the ar_ea of I 
vol unteeri sm__. __ 

Group I 

EstabiTih a· task 
force to consider, 
benefits for I 
VO l unteers . r= 



;Develop a 
:means to 
'provide 
I cost 
,analysis 
information 

:on agency 
operations: 

=,a)Informa
tion should 
be co 11 ec ted 
in such a 
way as to 
demonstrate 
movement 
toward 
meeting 
.mandated 
objectives/ 
goals~--___ _ 

PROPOSAL 

Deve op a Av-oid need- Gaining and 
plan for the less dupli-. maintaining 
optimal allo- cation of support from 

= cation of I= services elected 
resources to: through officials 

Establish 
advisory 
councils 
and/or 
task 

meet agency communica- :for state 
goals and tion of _._:office: 
objectives. needs l--ia) For 

-----· assessment i 
1
needed legis-

information / :1ation. 
to local ! ib) For nece-
!Organi za- ,ssary funding. 
'tions, etc.• I 

, forces: 
= a) Care 

should go 
into the 
selection 
of parti
cipants, 
in terms 

Serve as an 
advocate 
for increased ' 
benefits for ' 
volunteers , 
ie.g., insur
;ance, work
:men's com
ipensation, 
'transporta
lti on, tax 
lcredit, 
lexperi ence 
:credit with 
!educational 
!!institutions, 
etc.: 
:a) With , 
1public, legis-: 
IJ ature, etc_'._ __ ! 

Gafnrng aiia--j 
maintaining i 
the support 
of the vol un- i 
teer community) 
i.e., VACs, ! 

1
existing I 
1vol unteer 
organizations 
like Red Cross, 
etc. 

of social, 
ipol itical, 
:and tech
lnica l 
!cons i dera
i ti ons. 

I - 2 
GAIN SUPPORT 

Obtaining evelop a Develop a··--T 
funding for two-way public 
the state communi- relations 
office from cation program to 

1the l egi s- channel maximize 
:lature: with visibility, 
ia) Should state-wide= upgrade 
ibe independ-, associa- profession-

_:ent of par- ._
1
tions alism, aid 

-tisan poli- ,-dealing in recruit-
ti cs. with ment, and 
b) Funding volunteers provide 
level or volun- feedback to 
should teerism, legislature, 
assure ade- as well as etc. ==----' quate staff with state 
to carry VACs. 
out mandated'. :...:..:..=:..::__ _ _, 

Education/ 
'Public Rel a-

and/or 
approved 
projects/ 
responsi-
bilities. 
c) Basic 
funding 
should be 
planned and 
assured for 
the long 
term. 

To develo 
a precise 
definitio1 
of the 
role and 
the scope 
of the 
state 
office. 

:tions, i.e., 
developing 
effective 
two-way 
communication 
information, 
demonstrate 
needs, and 
provide 
effective 
feedback: 
,a) To funding 
:sources. 
:b) To poten
:tial volun
iteers. 
'c) To existing, 
:volunteer · 
!organizations : 
[and their 
,vol u nteers • 

Develop a specific 
definition of the 
state office's role 
in the actual imple
mentation of oroarams. 

= 



CREATE STRUCTURE 

Locate state Provide for 
office in sue a means of 

=a w~y_as to _ advancing 
,max1m1ze - policy 
iorganizational development 
lvisibility. in the area · ---·- of 

volunteerism. 

,__ ___ ------·--
Devel op a plan 

,for the optimal 
'allocation of 
resources to 
meet agency 
goals and 
objectives. 

Developing 
cl ear and 
specific job 
descriptions 

====;,== 00 == for state 
agency staff 
and developing 
clear expecta
tions for 

--------·--.. 
Resource r 

identification: 1 

a) Identifica
tion of existing 
and potential 
volunteers and 
how they are 
allocated 
geographically 
and demographic
ally. 
b) Identify 
training needs 
and resources. 

vo 1 unteers . 

I - 3 
IMPLEMENT PLAN 

Developing the Recruitment Develop a 
means to pro- of volunteers:· means to 
vide technical a) Care should,

1

1 serve as a 
assistance to be given to catalyst for 

i= local organi- = communicate 1= assisting 
zations: , the actuarial· state organi-
a) Identifica-1 nature of the zations to 
tion of , role. pool resources 
resources, b) Developing to help meet 
both human and recruitment specialized 
material. procedures human needs 
lb) Training of for single !within the 
[trainers. event and on- _state. 
----- · - ·- going tasks/ ~-----· 

projects. 
c) Developing 
recruitment 
procedures 
,for specific 
jdemograph i c 
,target 
,populations. 

I 
Training of: 
a) State 
agency staff. 
b) Local 
volunteer 
coordinators. 



Serve as an 
advocate for 
increased 
benefits for 
volunteers, 
e.!J., 
insurance, 
workmen's 
compensation, 
transportation, 
tax credit, 
experience 
credit with 
educational 
institutions, 

·etc.: 
:a) With public, 
legislature, etc. 

-- , ·-· ,-----'-I ___ _ 

Establish , Establish an I Develop and 
recognition , information ' implement a 
activities I clearinghouse plan to 
for volun- l for volunteerism- involve 
teers ! 'related legisla- volunteers 
(meaningful : ltion, educational:= in the 
activities):l=!materials, etc: i workings of 
a) As a i !a) Publish a j various 

_ means of , ,newsletter. : ,state 

IMPLEMENT PLAN 

-·· improving I '.b) Keep informa- i agencies. 
retention of tion on grants, ' 1Assist in the 
volunteers. :etc., relative ; jdevelopment of 
b) As a to volunteer_i_s_m. 1a sense of pro-
lmeans of I lfessionalism in 
!fostering rstabilsh a task · Develop a 'the area of 
jprofession- force to consider_ means to act ;volunteerism: 
jalism. benefits for as an advo- , .a) Through 
le) As a volunteers.______ !cate of vol- •education. 
;recruitment unteers in : b) Through 
1a i de. various state' assisting the 
----------~ departments volunteer to grow 

and organiza- in skills and 

Provide technical assistance in training . 
management skills to local program directors. 
Same for communication skills. 

---------
Education/Public Relations, i.e., developing 
effective two-way communication channels which 
allow the state office to communicate informa
tion, demonstrate needs, and provide effective 
feedback: b) To potential volunteers, and 
c) To existing volunteer organizations and 
their volunteers. 

I 

Develop a two-way communication channel wit_h __ 
state-wide associations dealing with volunteers -·= 
or VO 1 un~e.e_ri_srn, as_l'le.! 1 . as with state VACs. 

I 
0

Establ ishing.two:way communications with local -
programs, particularly in reference to rural 
programs . ______ .... _ ... __ _ 

i I 
' I - • -· ---····-·- •• --· --·--- -----···-------- ·--····-· ... --- ---

•~ Develop a mea .. ns of two-way .communicatio. n between 
federal and state levels of volunteer activity, 

- legislatio~ _etc.____ ______ ___ : 

tions. responsibilities. . 
·c) Through upgrading· 
skills of staff of 
state agency & local 
organizations. 



Provide for 
a means of 
obtaining 

- continuous 
local input 
:on program 
development, 
needs assess 
ment program 
impl ementa•
tion and eva 
luation of 
serv1c~s. 
eve op a 

public 
relations 
program to 
maximize 
visibility, 
upgrade 
profession
alism, aid 
in recruit
ment, and I 
provide I 
feedback to 1 
legislaturei 
etc. 

' - --~-·-··-

[

Provide for a means 
of program evaluation 
that incorporates 

= adequate documentation 
,regarding the program(s) 
:objectives: a) Such a 
iprogram should attempt 
!to incorporate unobtru-
sive measures of the 
impact of volunteer 
programs on both the 
deliverers and receivers 
of the services provided~ 

REVIEW AND EVALUATION 

!Developing a means to provide · 
1for the movement of volunteers: 
'a) From less skilled to more 

1Provide 
·for a 
means of 

I - 5 

- - - . ~ - - ----

Demonstrate a means to 
provide cost analysis 
information on agency 
operations: 
a) Information should 
be collected in such 
a way as to demonstrate 
movement toward meeting 
mandated objectives/ 

: goals. 
l -- --~ - -··1 

~De_v_e~l-op--~evelop a means of 
a public ongoing assessment 
rel at ions .of the adequacy 

-:skilled, possibly leading to 
inew employment opportunities 
!especially for youth and lower 
.SES demographic groups, and 

~:soliciting 
and utili
zing feed
back from 

= program ,-:and re 1 evance of 

b) From area of recruitment 
to area of need. ~~----- --•-- .. ,-

I 
' 

I 
-- -----------------~ 

Avoid needless duplication of 
!services through communication 
;of needs assessment informatio~ 
t:t_o local organi~ati_ons, __ etc. I 

~~~~!t o~n p;~~~!:~~~~ft:;\ ~f t~e1 
area of volunteerism: 
a) Through education. , 
b) Through assisting the 
!volunteer to grow in skills and\ 
lresponsibilities. 1 
c) Through upgrading skills of! 
staff of state agency and local! 
organization~:___ ___ __ _ I 

:the con
,sumers of 
iyour 
iservices 
:and the 
i,constitu
:ents they 
: serve, i • e. , 
!design and 
'implement an 
'effective 
:feedback 
:mechanism. 
- -----~-·J_------cc--
Provide for 
a means of 
-obtaining 
continuous 
l oca 1 input 
on program 
,development, 
'needs assess
ment program , 
ii mp 1 ementa ti onj' 
1and evaluation 
-of services. 

to maxi- · !established goals 
!and objectives. mize 

visibility, 
upgrade 
profession
al ism, aid 
in recruit
ment and 
provide 
feedback 
to legisla
ture, etc. 

I 

Develop both long 
and short term 
goa 1 s for the 
state office. Such 
plans should stress 
fl exi bil ity. 



NEEDS ASSESSMENT 
f- - - - - - - - - -- c- - -· ---- - -
1
Develop a means of two-way I 

1
Establishing two-way 'Provide for a means 

!of soliciting and 

Group II 

1
co11111unication between I ~tabl ish-activ-e, 1communications with I 
federal and state levels -➔ llinkage with local programs, parti-, 
1of volunteer activity, 1N.I.C.O.V., 1cularly in reference ' -

0 

I~~~~ i ~~~\~~:~~:~~ 
;Ie[isla0on, -~tc: :N.C.V.A., the ito rural programs. 

1 1Alliance, the ··· ·- -- -· 1 · __ - - __ 

'Gaining and-maintaining- - -- 1 Assembly, and I Provide for a means of 
1support from elected offi- .with national 1 · 1obtaining continuous 

,of your services and 
,the ~onst~tuents t~eyl 
·service, i.e., design 
•and implement an I 
:effective feedback lcials for state office: 1 leaders and/or 11ocal input on program 

1a) For needed legislation. - experts in the I development, needs 
1
b) For necessary funding. T 'area of volun- 1 

1assessment program 
------,_l!!echani~m._ _ I 

,c) For the creation of a I :teerism. i 'implementation and 
\state office_ o!_ v~l~t_E:e~Slll_:j · •-- -- - · - 1evaluati_on ___ of_se!'vi~es.j 

I 

Obtaining funding , _ 1 .. 

for the state 'To execute a needs 
office from the assessment for the state ,-----------

Education/Pub] ic Relations, legislature: , agency: 
1i .e., developing effective a) Should be inde- I a) Establish contact with 

I 
I Gaining anci maintain-
1 ing the support of 
the volunteer commu-

' nity, i.e., VACs, 
[existing volunteer 
organizations like 

, Red _ _fros~, e_tc. 
ltwo-way communication pendent of partisan\ iand define the target 
!channels which allow the !politics. I ,populations providing 
,sate office to communicate (b) Funding level i'=/receiving volunteer 

and' Establish advisory Establish a 
_ councils and/or task _ task force 

information, demonstrate 1should assure ade- , 1services. - forces: , - to consider 
a) Care should go l benefits 1needs, and provide effectiv~"' quate staff to I :b) Identify gaps in 

,feedback: carry out mandated service, duplication of 
a) To funding sources. I and/or approved 'efforts and areas that 

1b) To potential volunteers. projects/responsi- .will most readily benefit, 
c) To existing volunteer I bilities. from coordination 
,organizations and their c) Basic funding •assistance. 

iVO~nte~s._ 1- - - - ,!~~u~~s~~e~1 ~~~ed iDevelo·p a means to quan- I 
1Develop a -public- relations the long term. :tify the volunteer acti- I 
1program to maximize visi- vities in the state: ' 
lbi li ty, upgrade profess i ona 1-, a) In terms of the number · 
1ism, aid in recruitment, and - of agencies delivering 
1provide feedback to legisla- 1 volunteer services. 
1ture, etc. I rE;tabi i ~h ~od/o-;:, b) In terms of the number 

P:v~l; ~ two
1

-~a; c:~n-{c:-1 :~~~;;~nw~~~ive : ~~l~~~~e~~~/or potential 
tion channel with state-wide 1 1associations of · -- ---''-----~ 
1associations dealing with -,-

1
professionals in Avoid needless duplica-

,volunteers or volunteerism, I volunteer tion of services through 
as well as with state VACs. 'administration. communication of needs 

·-·- --- -- ' · - · ·- - - - - assessment information to 
1 oca 1 or_ga_n~ zati ons, etc. 

into the selection for 
of participants, in volunteers. 
terms of social, 
political, and tech
nical considerations. ioevelopa -

1means to act, 

l
as an advo- ' 
cate of I 
1 vo 1 unteers 
in various · ---> 

I state , 

l
departments · 
and organi - I 

~ations • _ _ 
1 



ESTABLISH GOALS 
ANO OBJECTIVES PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT AND FUNDING II - 2 

/To develop 
•a precise 
'definition 
of the role 
and the 

------ scope of 
the state 
office. 

r 
Develop a 
specific 
definition 
of the state 
office's 
role in the 

1 

actua 1 im- : 
plementationj' 
of programs., 

Program l 
development: 1 

a) Identification i 
of program 
elements. 
b) Securing 
office (with high 
visibility in 
terms of organi
zational structure 
ideally), staff, 
etc. 

Establish recogni
tion activities 
for volunteers 
(meaningful acti
vities): 
a) As a means of 
improving retention 
of volunteers. 
b) As a means of 
fostering profes
sionalism. 
c) As a recruitment 
aide. ~-----'----~ 

'Resource Develop a means ---------'---1--c-_~___, 
identification: to provide cost Develop a plan for 

·oevelop both, , [Locate-·state a) Identification analysis infor- the optimal allo-
1 ong and office in 
,short term 11:such a way 

:of existing and mation on agency I cation of resources 
:potential volun- '_operations: i_to meet agency 

goals for , as to maxi-
the state ' mize organi-

1
teers and how they ,- a) Information .-.goals and object-
iare allocated . should be ives. 

=·office. 1- zational igeorgraphically collected in --------
====== ;and demographically.: such a way as Such plans : ,visibility: 

1should a) Linked to lb) Identify training. to demonstrate 
,needs and resources. 'movement toward ·stress budget and , 

1flexibility: public 
:a) For use relations 

-------1·-· · ·- meeting mandated 
,objectives/goals. 

•in program considera- Developing special-
:development, tions. ized recruitment ____ , 
'evaluation, 1 _ __ _ _ procedures to meet 
etc. ___ , Developing -, 

1

Develop a specific criteria 
------,- c 1 ear and means of both in terms of the 

specific jobi !ongoing nature of the volun-
descriptions, ,assessment lteer desired and in 
for state · of the ;terms of matching 
agency staff -'adequacy ---;;.jthe volunteer to the 
and develop-: ,and rele- I :job. ______ _ 
ing cl ear 'vance of 1 

expectations !established' 
for volun- ,goals and I 

:.~eer-_s_. ---- ~bj~ct_1v~s. ! 

]Devel op~otli"long 
'and short term 
goa 1 s for the 
state office. 
Such plans should 
stress fl exi- I 
bility. j 



II - 3 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT AND FUNDING Establish recognition 
activities for volunteers 
(meaningful activities): 

Serve as an advocate Establish an 
for increased bene- information 
fits for volunteers, clearinghouse 
e.g., insurance, for volunteerism-
workmen's compensa- related legisla-

p== tion, transportation,-
1
tion, educational 

tax credit, exper- 1materials, etc,: 
ience credit with 1a) Publish a news-
educational institu- iletter. 
tions, etc. !b) Keep informa-

l ,---:----; ition on grants, 
Develop and implemen" \etc., relative to 
a plan to involve ;vol~nteerism. i 

,volunteers in the 
:workings of various 
'state agencies_. ____ _ 

a) As a means of improving 
retention of volunteers. 
c) As a recruitment aide. __ _ 

I 
Recruitment of volunteers: 
a) Care should be given to 
communicate the actuarial 
nature of the role. 

,b) Developing recruitment 
1procedures for single event 

_ ____ ______ _ _ __ _____ ,and ongoing tasks/projects. ' 
_!Provide for a means [ Provide for ic) Developing recruitment 
!of program evaluation ia means of: :procedures for specific demo-
,that incorporates 1 ,advancing ' graphic target populations. ; 
\adequate documentation I :pol icy i , _ _ -- , --:---:~-:_::::_ 

_:regarding the program(s) _,development - !Training: 
- objectives: -iin the area_ a) Of state agency staff.; 

ia) Such a program should, 'of volun- !--- ,b) Of local volunteer , 
attempt to incorporate te~i sm. ~coordinators. 
·unobtrusive measures of - -- ------ ·--- ·---··1- -- · 
!the impact of volunteer ,Provide technical !Developing - -
programs on both the ' 'assistance in the means 

,deliverers and receivers ltraining manage- ito provide 
-of the services provided./ lment skills to =!technical 

; local program ;assistance 
: di rectors. Same :to local 
'for communication 1organiza-
skills._ _ --~ ,tions: 

I ______ :a) Identi-
-Develop a means :fication 
to serve as a :of resources, 
catalyst for 

1
both human , 

assisting state ·and material. 
organizations to b) Training ' 
pool resources 1of trainers . 

. to help meet 
specialized human 
needs within the 
state. 



STUDY PHASE 
Group I II 

IEducatfon/P.ubl 1c· Refatfons·, i.e .• 
1developing effective two-way 
conmunication channels w,rich allow 
lthe state office to communicate 
information, demonstrate needs, 
land provide effective feedback: I----:-= 
a) To funding sources. 

'Avoid needless 
duplication of 
services through 
communication of --'3 needs assessment 

1b) To potential volunteers. 
,c) To existing volunteer organi
,zations and their volunteers. - - ·- ... I . . 

Establishing-two-way communica-i 

information to 
1local organiza
tions, etc. 

--- - ---

- -------,-------, 
To execute a needs assessment 

It ions with local programs, 1 --;;:,-

1 particularly in reference to 
1 

L.!:_Ura l _programs. __ 

for the state agency: 
a) Establish contact with and 

-define the target populations 
providing and receiving volun-, 
teer services. 

'Develop a means to quantify the 
lvolunteer activities in the 
state: 
la) In terms of the number of 
1agen~ies delivering volunteer 
services. 
lb) In terms of the number of 
, rea_l_ and/or _ _potenti~l VQl Ul'):!;eers_. 

I 

b) Identify gaps in service, 
duplication of efforts and 
areas that will most readily 
! benefit from coordination 
iassistance. 

I 

!Establish advisory councils 
· ,and/or task forces: 
i -;;3>• a) Care should go into the 

'selection of participants, in 
,terms of social, political, 
'.anq_te_chnic11l con~ideration~. 

1-- - - - --- ·--· - - -
1Provide for a means of obtaining' 
continuous local input on 1 

1program development, needs 1--;;,.. 
1assessr:ient program implementa- 1 ,tiori_ an~ev~uation of services._, 

r Devel op a means i Research the-: 
to provide cost state of the : 
analysis infor- art for volun-· 
mation on agency;= teerism acti-
operations. _, vities 

·· · (including 

. Resource-,identi =i 
fication. 

benefits for 
volunteers). 



III - 2 
PLANNING ESTABLISHMENT 

[ T~ - .. 

\deveh:p , 
!,~ pre-
1cise 
•defini
•tion of 
the role 
and the 
scope of 
the state 
office. 

I Locate state office : 
: in such a way as to / 

maximize organiza- I 
• tional visibility: JI 

a) Linked to budget 
and public relation, 

1 considerations. i 
I 

i Program development:· [Provide-for-a--! 
[ a) Identification of 

1

means of soli- I 
program elements. citing and 

1 b) Securing office 
1

utilizing feed-1 
(with high visibility back from the ! 
in terms of organiza-Hconsumers of I___,... 

!tional structure your services I 
11ideally), staff, etc. !and the consti-l 
· ·----- · tuents they 
, _____ I I serve, i.e., I 

Obtaining Education/Public ,design and 
funding for Relations, i.e., 1implement an I 
the state developing effective ieffective feed-
office from, 1 two-way communication jbac_~me~an_isl!I~ 
the legis- 1 channels which allow 

'Serve as an advo=-· . .. Education/Pub] i C ! 
lcate for increased Relations, i.e., 1 

!
'benefits for volun-' developing I 
teers, e.g., insur- I effective two- : 

1
ance, workmen's 1 way corrmunica- i 
compensation, --,,, tion channels , 

1
transportation, tax I which allow the i 

credit, experience state office to 
!credit with educa- I communicate 

1
tional institutions,! information, 

i!_t<:_:_ l _ _ _ _J !demonstrate 
needs, and pro-
vide effective 
feedback: 

lature: •Jlthe state office to 
a) Should ' communicate informa-

- be i nde- •- tion, demonstrate 

!Develop a nieans Develop a 
=ito quantify the =means to 

'volunteer acti- provide 

lviti.es in the cost 

a) To funding 
Gaining and main- I sources. 

•= taining support from,= b) To potential 
elected officials I volunteers. 

pendent of / needs, and provide 
partisan i effective feedback: 
politics. ,a) To funding sources. 
b) Funding I lb) To potential 
level '!volunteers. 
should i fc) To existing volun-
assure 1 ,teer organizations and 
adequate 1 _ ',t_he_ir vol_~nteers. __ ... 
staff to 
carry out 
mandated 
and/or , 

' approved 
projects/ 
responsibi-
lj't8·es, , 
c as1c , 
funding j 
(long term). 

state. analysis 
- - information 

on agency 
operations., 

I 
Contrnuea 
study of 

1 

the status , 
i 

of volun- \ 
teerism. 

for state office; c) To existing 
... -. vo 1 unteer organ-

izations and 
their volunteers. 



OPERATIONS 

Developing specialized recruitment 
procedures to meet specific criteria 
both in terms of the nature of the 
volunteer desired and in terms of 
,matching the volunteer to the job. 

I Developing cl ea~- an_d __ ;p;cific,', -=-== /Ri~~~_it~e~t--o-f~_ v-o-_l~n!ee_r_s_. '======= Jrraining. 
\job descriptions for state 

"-~~~-iagency staff and developing 
\clear expectations for 
!vo 1 unteers. L____ ____ , 

~ l'rog-r_am deve 1 opment I 
,Developing the means to provide 
technical assistance to local 
organizations. 

III - 3 



Devel op a two-way _ 
conmunication ' 
channel with state- I 
wide associations 'I 

dealing with volun
teers or volun- : 
teeri sm, as we 11 as ! 
with state VACs. I 

---··-·---- - ------ ---------- ____ _j 

I 
Develop a means to 
serve as a catalyst 
for assisting state 
organizations to 
pool resources to 
help meet 
specialized human 
needs within the 

Developir1g : ,state. 

EVALUATION AND DEVELOPMENT 

' ~-~-~,---- -
a means to l ,---------------- ---------- --- ,- - -- ----- -

the move- , ,the optimal alloca- to act as an means to pro-

III - 4 

Develop a means to Provide for Develop a 
provide cost a means of means of 
analysis informa- program I ongoing i 
tion on agency evaluation assess-

provide for
1
! :Develop a plan for Develop a means -{Developing a 

- - - ment of .~ tion of resources 1=. advocate of -- vi de for the ,= operations: = that incor- Sament of 
a) Information porates · .the volunteers. to meet agency goals ·volunteers in~ movement of I ,and objectives. 'various state volunteers. 

,_ - 1 . departments and ---~----r~-_-__ _ 
Assist in ,Establish recogni- !organizations. Assist in the 
the develop- tion activities for -- - 7 ----- ___ development 
ment of a volunteers (meaning- Establish an : of a sense of 
sense of ful activities). information professional-
profession- ' ·-- clearinghouse ism in the 
a 1 ism in for vol unteeri sm- area of vol un-
the area of - related legisla- teerism. 
volunteer- 1tion, educational 
ism. ' )materials, etc. -~ ____ . __ l L-,______ i 

should be collected adequate j adequacy 
/in such a way as to documenta- i and 
,demonstrate move- tion regard-! relevance 
!ment toward meeting ing the I of estab-
1mandated objectives/ , program(s) j' l ished 
!goals. :objectives. goals 

. ·------c· _ ~-~~~-- ___ . __ _ ,~ __ j_______ _ __ and 
Develop both long !'Provide for object-

: and short term goals a means of I i ves. 
:for the state office.· advancing ------ -
,Such plans should ! policy 
:stress flexibility. i development 

--- - --- : in the area 
, of vol un-
: teeri sm. 



Mini Workshop Summary 

PROFESSIONALISM IN VOLUNTEERISM 

Resource person - Linda Lewis, South Carolina. 

Participants - Chuck Tyson and Lavon Bliesener, Michigan; Leon Halford and Susan 
Carskadon, Louisiana; Lieutenant Governor Da1T111an, Michigan; Lieutenant Governor 
Phelps, Missouri; and Rosemary Goff and Barbara Rohde, Minnesota. 

This workshop began with a discussion of South Carolina's program to foster 

professionalism in volunteerism. Basically their approach was to form an inde

pendent statewide association of volunteer directors. Once formed, the state 

office functioned in providing technical assistance, including training in manage

ment techniques, to the association's membership. The statewide association later 

formed regional associations to more effectively consider regional needs and 

problems, and these associations were also provided technical assistance. 

In addition to enhancing the professional skills of the local volunteer 

directors, this approach also facilitated two-way communication at these levels 

and resulted in greater visibility and support for the state office by the local 

directors. 

The remainder of the workshop focused on what constitutes professionalism in 

volunteerism. Aspects considered were the formal credentials of volunteer 

directors. Some participants felt that upgrading qualifications would result in 

a more professional status. Others approached the issue from the standpoint of 

upgrading specific skills. 

Finally, factors adversely affecting professionalism in volunteerism were 

considered. Participants discussed the organizational status of volunteer directors, 

their control over the funding of their programs, and salary considerations. 



Mini Workshop Summary 

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT 

Group Resource Persons - Maxine Beady and Stanley Stewart, Michigan. 

Participants - Josie Johnson, Colorado; Bernice Shepard, New Jersey; Kenneth 
Krautbauer, Minnesota; Richard Wagner, Wisconsin; and Stanley Pratt, Michigan. 

This mini workshop primarily focused upon the procedures for application for 

funding through ACTION and/or the grant application procedures employed by VISTA. 

Guidelines were col!ITiunicated to participants. Those interested in further infor

mation should contact Stanley Stewart, State Director, ACTION, 231 West Lafayette, 

Room 616, Detroit, Michigan 48226. 



Mini Workshop Summary 

VOLUNTEERISM LEGISLATION 

Resource Person - Barbara Rohde, Minnesota. 

Participants - Rosemary Goff, Minnesota; Chuck Tyson and Lavon Bliesener, Michigan; 
Susan Carskadon, Louisiana; Linda Lewis, South Carolina; and Charlotte Speck, New 
Jersey. 

This workshop considered two main areas, influencing legislation concerning 

volunteerism and the status of benefits for volunteers. 

The workshop opened with a discussion of Minnesota's experiences in the passage 

of the bill to create the Governor's Office of Volunteers. In the course of the 

discussion, the following considerations were emphasized by participants: 

1. One critical element to obtaining and maintaining legislative support is 

good cost-benefit documentation of needs and programs. 

2. Legislative status is important for long-term operation of a state office 

because it maximizes visibility and because it is the most secure status 

for stable and continuous funding. 

3. It is necessary for state office staff to become active in legislative 

lobbying. In Minnesota, the Advisory Council drafted the legislation 

creating the state office, and staff carried the proposed legislation 

thruugh the necessary steps for its enactment. 

Toward this end it was considered valuable to secure a prominent resident in 

each legislative district to lobby for the desired legislation. Involving legisla

tors in volunteer programs in their districts, through recognition activities, media 

coverage, etc., was also found to be helpful in both educating the legislator to the 

value of volunteerism and in linking the legislator with local volunteer leaders in 

the public perceptions. The suggestion was made that members of the advisory council 

register as lobbyists. 
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The importance of obtaining the support of the state Governor or Lieutenant 

Governor was also stressed. And, finally, it was proposed that any state involved 

in legislative activities PERT their program for action and thus obtain maximum 

effectiveness and develop the most comprehensive approach possible. 

The remainder of the workshop was devoted to information sharing relative to 

the status of benefits for volunteers. Washington and Virginia were considered by 

participants to be the models in the field as their programs incorporated liability 

insurance, workmen's compensation, reimbursement for meals, the use of state vehicles 

for volunteer activities, and the provision of uniforms for volunteers where applicable. 

It was also pointed out that national legislation does exist which allows the 

volunteer to deduct seven cents per mile for volunteer-related transportation. 

Participants cited the federal 501 bill which makes provision for volunteer 

organizations to engage in lobbying activities. Also cited was federal legislation 

which provides credit for volunteer experience for civil service examinations. How

ever, it was stressed that such experience must be properly documented, which nece:

sitates thorough recordkeeping but pays off in terms of fostering volunteer 

professionalism and motivation. 

The workshop concluded with a discussion which considered the need for a new 

civil service classification scheme which would more accurately reflect state office 

staff's actual functions and would allow more flexibility in the hiring of professional 

personnel. 



Mini Workshop Sunmary 

MOBILIZING SUPPORT FOR VOLUNTEERISM 

Resource person - Lavon Bliesener, Michigan. 

Participants~ Richard Wagner, Wisconsin; Robert Fowler, Missouri; Lieutenant 
Governor DaITITian, Michigan; Susan Carskadon, Louisiana; Barbara Rohde and Kenneth 
Krautbauer, Minnesota; and Charlotte Speck, New Jersey. 

The workshop opened with a brief discussion of Michigan's efforts to mobilize 

support for their state office. The Michigan office began with a coIT1Tiission 

appointed by the Governor, consisting of 15 persons. One of the problems noted 

here involved some of the groups or organizations excluded from the coIT1Tiission 

and not included in the early stages of development. 

With this base, Michigan soon established task forces and brought in larger 

segments of the volunteer coIT1Tiunity, thus expanding their base of involvement and 

support, e.g., D.O.V.A. Key legislators were included whenever possible on task 

forces and kept informed on projects that were planned or operating in their 

districts. These steps were considered very successful in both educational and 

visibility aspects and were considered to have resulted in much more cooperation 

than might otherwise have been the case. 

Oklahoma's situation was briefly discussed. It was the feeling of the 

participants that this case demonstrated the wisdom of establishing an advisory 

council, including the V.A.C. 's, from the very beginning. This group can then 

assist in needs' assessment and can do a great deal to assist the state office in 

developing the necessary interfaces with other volunteer organizations, and thus 

greatly enhance the credibility of the state office's role. 

In addition to a discussion of the experiences of these two states, a number 

of other ideas and suggestions were discussed. Items included the following: 
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The advisability of trying to locate and monitor as many new and/or existing 

programs as possible and share the information with all volunteer organizations, 

requesting their feedback on such information. The key to a successful state 

office, according to participants, lay in demonstrating how the office could 

provide realistic assistance to its service organizations and maintain its 

accountability to them. To realistically accomplish this goal, ongoing tasks and 

new growth would have to be prioritized and integrated into a realistic program of 

planned services. 

It was also the consensus of the participants that involving regional level 

organizations in needs' assessment and then acting on their input was an effective 

means of gaining their support. 

The mass media was discussed as another means of mobilizing support for the 

state office. It was felt that the office could gain a great deal more visibility 

if it had the support of a high-ranking state official, hence the prestige and 

media coverage such an individual could command. The example was used of 

Lieutenant Governor Phelps contacting the United Ways of Missouri and informing 

them of the important role played by the states' V.A.C.'s, which resulted in both 

more cooperation between these organizations and even increased funding for some 

of the V.A.C.'s by the United Way. 

Mobilizing support among legislators and other key state personnel, including 

department heads, was considered an important area by participants. Support of 

the state legislature was considered vital to the long-range success of a state 

office. Means discussed for involving legislators included first identifying key 

legislators and then approaching them, educating them through some key person in 

their legislative district. Another method proposed centered on the idea of 

creating a volunteer program in the district of those legislators identified as 

high-priority potential supporters, and then inviting those legislators to visit 
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the program (preferably with media coverage) and allow the program directors to 

explain the importance of the state office for that program. 

Another means of involving legislators centered on enlisting their aid in 

recognition programs for volunteers. This technique is of value to the legislator 

as it increases his visibility and identifies the legislator with the volunteer 

programs. 

Participants also stressed the need to involve experts in volunteerism 

planning, including planning for expanding support. Sociologists can identify 

local leaders, economists can assist in designing cost analysis procedures, etc. 

These people represent a great potential asset in any volunteer program. 

The concluding point concerned the need to mobilize the support of those 

individuals and organizations involved in volunteerism at the federal level, e.g., 

ACTION, appropriate federal agencies, well-known national volunteer advocates, 

etc. However, time limits cut short any discussion of specific strategies 

designed for this purpose. 



Mini Workshop Summary 

RECRUITING MINORITY VOLUNTEERS 

Group Resource Persons - Bernice Shepard, New Jersey; Leon Halford and Susan 
Carskadon, Louisiana. 

Participants - Maxine Beady, Michigan; Lieutenant Governor Pehlps, Missouri; 
Rosemary Goff, Minnesota; Josie Johnson, Colorado; Linda Lewis, South Carolina; 
Stanley Stewart and Chuck Tyson, Michigan. 

The workshop opened with a discussion of the "common knowledge" assumption 

that minorities do not volunteer. It was decided that minorities do indeed 

volunteer but that a number of conditions exist which result in an underrepre

sentation of minorities in volunteer programs. Such factors include, but are 

not limited to, the normal recruitment techniques used; the types of volunteer 

projects recruited for, which often do not address minority concerns; limitations 

that minorities often have to contend with to a greater degree than non-minorities, 

such as economic insecurity, low educational levels, etc. 

Given that certain limiting factors to in fact condition the rate of 

volunteerism among minorities, the discussion turned to means for obtaining 

greater involvement among minority segments of the population. Suggestions 

considered included the following: 

1. Provide local voluntary organizations with the necessary training 

in specialized recruitment techniques for minorities. Such training 

should also include techniques for retaining recruited volunteers 

and would include a sensitivity to the volunteers' needs. 

2. Use minorities to recruit minorities whenever possible. 

3. Employ educational and public relations skills in minority groups 

to inform the potential volunteer of services being provided and 

how he/she might assist. Point out the value of the project to 

the community in general and the minority community in particular. 
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4. Make every attempt to develop programs that are of interest to 

the minority population. Such programs could be identif;ed 

through a needs' assessment which includes minorities. 

5. Public and private industries have proven to be good resources for 

the recruitment of minority volunteers, as are organized minority 

organizations. 

6. Make every effort to attend the planning sessions of minority group 

organizations to provide information/education and input regarding 

potential contributions through volunteerism. 

7. Make every effort to inform minorities on the benefits of volun

teerism, especially in regard to skills obtained, exposure to job 

markets, etc. Make sure your programs include these components if 

this approach is used. 



Mini Workshop Summary 

NEEDS' ASSESSMENT 

Group Resource Person - Kenneth Krautbauer, Minnesota. 

Participants - Lieutenant Governor Damman, Michigan; Leon Halford, Louisiana; 
Josie Johnson, Colorado; Kenneth Krautbauer, Minnesota; Lieutenant Governor 
Phelps, Missouri; Bernice Shepard, New Jersey; Stanley Stewart and Chuck Tyson, 
Michigan; and Richard Wagner, Wisconsin. 

The workshop opened with a discussion of assessment techniques. In this 

example, agency staff made personal contact with local volunteer organizations 

to informally discuss their ideas regarding their needs and to obtain their 

suggestions for conducting a needs' assessment. (While this technique might be 

more costly than a written questionnaire, it is psychologically sound and does 

allow you to accomplish a number of additional tasks, e.g., open channels 

of communication, demonstrate interest, establish rapport, identify key resource 

people, quantify volunteer efforts, etc.) 

Next, an Advisory Council was established utilizing persons from various 

backgrounds necessary to obtain an overall view of the task at hand. In the 

example under discussion, V.A.C. centers, R.S.V.P. or Action, hospital auxiliaries, 

Girl Scouts, Dig Brothers, etc., were selected as members. 

Within this structure, regional forums on volunteerism were conducted which 

had the effect of providing information relative to needs' assessment but also 

increased the visibility of the state office and educated the communities involved 

with regard to the role and accomplishments of voluntary efforts generally and 

locally, thus also providing some measure of recognition. 

In addition to the regional meetings, small group meetings were conducted 

to discuss the needs of the local volunteer directors and of their communities. 

In this manner the state office was able to identify existing local resources 

and gain information on the type and number of volunteer agencies and volunteers 
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currently providing services, and the nature of those services. Also, lines 

of communication were opened for an exchange of other pertinent information, 

e.g., legislation, etc. 

In addition to a discussion of the experiences of Minnesota in conducting 

a needs' assessment, a number of other ideas were discussed. 

It was suggested that a meeting be conducted to involve statewide civic 

and fraternal organizations in the needs' assessment process. The purpose 

would be,first, to enlist their aid in identifying and prioritizing their needs 

and discuss what role the state office might play in helping meet those needs; 

and, secondly, to communicate their findings to their legislators and other key 

personnel. 

It was further suggested that upon completion of a needs' assessment, the 

needs identified be grouped into some manageable number of categories and then 

prioritized on the basis of the feasibility of their potential for being impacted 

by state agency efforts. (This is, no doubt, a very important step, as one 

common problem expressed by many, if not all, of the workshop participants was 

the inability of a limited staff to assist in all aspects of volunteerism. The 

consensus seemed to be that such an approach paralyzed and burned out staff.) 

Once such a prioritization has been conducted, the state office program can 

then be designed around existing needs and resources. 

Any such program, once developed, would require some means of documenting 

movement twoard meeting its identified goals. One method discussed to assist in 

accountability was a quantitative breakdown of the services provided by the state 

agency on a monthly basis. Such items as the publication of a newsletter, the 

number and nature of instances of technical assistance provided local organiza

tions, the number and nature of referrals made, etc. In addition, such documen

tation could be broken down into whatever demographic categories were appropriate 
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for the state office in question, thus providing the state office ready access 

to the information it would be called on to provide to regulating agencies and/ 

or other organizations. 

The mini workshop concluded with a general discussion of the rationale for 

conducting a needs' assessment. The following points were made: 

1. To serve as a basis for program development, as discussed above. 

2. To serve as a tool for promoting needed legislation. 

3. To assist in meeting constituents' needs relative to volunteerism. 

4. To use in documenting the need for funding existing and/or proposed 

programs. 

5. To assist planners in avoiding needless duplication of services. 

6. To assist in obtaining the necessary support for operating and/or 

proposed programs with funding sources, state agencies, etc. 

Group participants also stressed that needs' assessment should be an ongoing 

process. In this manner, new needs can be discovered and addressed, and agency 

impact can be more accurately detected. 

Finally, two other areas to consider when conducting a needs' assessment 

were discussed. These were public and private industry, and other state 

departments and agencies. By incorporating these areas into a needs' assessment, 

it was felt that relevant information already collected could be utilized, 

visibility would be improved, volunteerism education could take place, potential 

volunteers could be located, and potential additional resources, including 

funding, could be identified. 



VIII. State Plans Developed at Workshop, 
Revisions and Progress Reports by 
State 



MULTISTATE VOLUNTEER PROJECT STATE PLAN 
Volunteerism in Michigan Commission (VIM) 
Submitted By: Lavon Bliesener and Maxine Beady 

MAJOR GOAL: To re-evaluate and review current programs and activities of the 

VIM Office as they relate to the stated goals and purposes of the 

Commission in order to develop and implement a more comprehensive 

and effective action plan for the state of Michigan. 

In order to accomplish this goal, the following activities will be under

taken. 

First, by a review of the executive order establishing the office, the 

relevant state of the state messages, and our stated program goals and budget, 

a determination of assessment criteria will be made in the next week. 

In the following two week period, evaluation strategies and instruments 

will be developed utilizing staff, multistate volunteer project personnel and 

the VIM information clearinghouse. 

In the next three months, information and feedback on the effectiveness of 

VIM services will be solicited from the VIM Commissioners, the Volunteer 

Agency Task Force, community contracts, regional training meetings and ACTION. 

Staff will then compile this evaluation data in the following month. 

In the succeeding two months, staff will compile a report on the strengths 

and weaknesses of current operations and identify possible alternative courses 

of action. They will then develop a comprehensive plan for improving agency 

effectiveness and begin to implement the plan in the next three months. 



According to the major goal of the VIM Commission of re

evaluating and reviewing current programs and activities in order 

to develop and implement a more comprehensive and effective action 

plan for the State of Michigan, we have established our program 

priorities for 10/l/77 - 10/1/78. These priorities were accepted by 

the Commission members at their September 1977 meeting. The action 

steps to each program priority will be available to anyone from 

our office. Please request from: 

Ms. Lavon Bliesener 
Director 
Commission for Volunteers 

in Michigan 
357 Hollister Building 
Lansing, Michigan 48933 
(517) 373-8870 



VIM COMMISSION 1977-78 PRIORITIES 

Date ot Comoletion 

ACTIVITIES Seo. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan Feb Mar Aor Ma, Jun, Jul, Au~. Sen. Oct. NOTES 

VIM evaluation and needs 15 
Multistate project proposal 

assessment -- ··-~···--

Student Interns (2) 1 
a. newsletter 
b. training coordinator 

Enabling Legislation 1 

ACTION Project Ongo ng--- -- -- -- -- ----· ----· --- - . ---- ---- 1---------- ----- 1-------) 55 volunteers should be 
olaced on projects through-
but the state by Oct. 10th 

Clearinghouse ·ng---Ongo· - - - -· ----· ----· ----· -- --- ---- ---- ---------1----- 1-------➔ 
Hews letter Ongo ng-- -- --· ---- ---- ---- --- - ---- ---- ---- ----- ----

._ ____ 
--=> 

State Dept. Council - 15 
"'irst meeting 

Legacv Proiect 

Community Involvement Proj ec, Dates to be determined 

Regional Training Conference: X bctober training will be 
held in U.P. Other training 
nates will be determined 

Grantsmanship Conferences Dates to be determined 
co-sponsored with MSU Colleg, 
of Urban Development 

Director's site visits X-· -- -- - - - --- - - - - - - --- . ----· -- - - . ----- ---- 1-----1-----1-----~---- '--X lrwo a month will be made to 
'
7 IMs local constituents 

Volunteer Recognition h. Assistance will be given 
a. MAVP Press Release X Ito local communities in pro-
b. local VISTAs public X- - -- - - -- -· ----· ----- 1-----1-----1-----~---- '--X rooting public awareness of --- - - - --- ---- "ISTA activities awareness 
c. st-a~---wirle task force X X 

VIM Task Force on insurance X X 
Research and identify pro-

for volunteers blem areas, present report 
and 11ro11osals to VU! 
Comm1.ss1.on. 



---- ------------------------

PRIORITIES - Page -2-

uate ot Como1et1.on 

ACTIVITIES Sen, Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan, Feb. Mar. Anr Ma, Jun1: Jul, Aug. Seo. Oct. NOTES 
Information and issue ex-Meetings with VAC Directors X X change with VAC Directors twice a vear 
Information and issue ex-Roundtable meetings with 16 change between VI!1 and volunteer coordinators - 15 X volunteer leaders twice a vear 



Summary Sheet 
GOVERNOR'S OFFICE OF VOLUNTEER SERVICES 

130 State Capitol 
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155 

(612) 296-4731 

2-25-77 

PURPOSE: To provide a non-portisan,central office at the highest level of state govern
rne-;;-t-to promote volunteerbm by effecrively coordinating and channeling voluntary' action 
to improve the qualify of life for Minnesota's citizens. 

NEED: While mony excellent volunteer programs exist, there is often little communication 
and coordination between thc7n, leading to duplic;J.ti_on of effort, competition for volun
teers and resources, and inadequate support for volunteers. Leadership and resources 
are needed to strengthen Minnesota's voluntary sector. 

Nee<ls .:rnscssmPnts completed during 12 outstate Regional Forums and a meeting of statewide 
voltinteer organi~ations confirm the need for a statewide office of vQlunteerism. Needs 
identified by the surveys are addressed in the proposed biennial goals and objectives for 
G.O.V.S. 

UNIQUENESS: Only a statewide office such as G.0.V,S, can: 
1. promote and coordinate voluntary action statewide; 
2. give visibility and recognition to volunteer efforts through the highest 

office in tl1e state; 
3. work with state '1epartments on an interdepartmental basis to strenghten 

their volunteer programs; 
4. have a crnnnunicatio;..s network of statewide contacts; 
5. respond to statewide inquiries resarding volunteerism when no local 

resource exists; 
6. convene groups across disciplines and ideologj.cs i 
7. i<le11tify and address statewide volunteer needs and iss11es; 
8. spearhead state-wide volunteer C\1ents. 

_ll,'s(:_KCJ<Oll_l-i:.r!_: G.O.V.S. is one of 33 State Offices established to promote both private and 
pub] :Le voh,nteerism. The great majority of them were initiated by state governors, with 
the nssistance 3nd partial f11nding of ACTION, the federal volunteer agency. 

G.O.V.S. ,~·as in1tiateri June. 30, 1975, by Executive Order, and is now seeki.ng enabli1:g 
and fundili.g legislation for the biPnnium to continue and strengthen its operation. 

_Bl_is:S0,::1_A_J~_C:,()_Al_~S_: Goals and objectives reflect the statewide nature of the Office. G.O.V.S. 
wil.l work cooperatively with other org~nizations in providing services to meet the needs 
of vnlur.t<'(~rs ;-rnd volunteer ;;r,-,gram::; in Minnesota. 

] • To pro1~,ot:e volunteeri~,;n statewide in order to increase. the visability and status cf 
Yoluntei::rs and thcjr .'.lccompl ishm~'nts and "to encourage additional citizen participation in 
voluntary ef(ortd. 

2. To str2nothen .:1nd f'>:p,1n.i. v0luntecr programs within Minnesota state human service depart
r1211t.s and azencies and to promote increased citizen participation in state services. 

3. To collect and distri:H1~:e, upo:i. re.quest, existing nat.ional, state and local resource 
m'1Lerin.ls mid :information and to dc\'eloµ resource materi_'al when nee<led. 

To provide assista1Jce ln volunt< .. ·cir pr-.)gram Jcvelopment when such assistance is not 
.::ivaiL.1ble thraugh other sul;Yces. 

5. To increase c.01~municat.ion b<?twcen volunteP-rs and volunteer organizations; and to pro-
111l)t e coo rd inat. :i.on 0f r1.::-; .. 1u 1-c.es and progr~1:ns. 
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6. To develop greater public/private cooperation in the volunteer sector, 

7. To serve as a statewide advocate regarding issues affecting volunteers and volunteer 
organizations. 

BIENNIAL BUDGET: G.O.V.S. is requesling $289,000 for the 1978/79 biennium. The $120,000 
budget for FY 1978 will hopefully be augment<ed by a third year ACT!ON grant of approxi
mately $33,712. No ACTIO~ grant will be available for fourth year funding. 

CURRENT STAFF: Director, Information Officer and Secretary. 
assistance. Two additional staff positions are requested for 

Volunteers provide additional 
the bfonnium • 

.A.JlY-1 SORY COMM.J~TTEE: The Advisory Cornmi ttee. and its Task Force s true ture. assure citizen 
• input from the private and public voluntary sectors into the operation and direction of 

the Office. Tl1ough it cannot take action itself, it has the authority to r~commend re
visions in goals and objectives; i.n the budget, a!ld in the services provided by G.O.V.S. 

Appointed by Governor Anderson, its 33 members were selected on a regional, at-large 
basis and to represent state human S(~rv:i.ce agencies. He:mbers prov] de statewide repre
sentation and a cross-section of volunteer interests and experience. 

PAST ACCOMPLISHNENTS: G.O.V.S. has directed its efforts in six major areas over the 
past year and a half of operation: 

1. Promot1.on of volunteerism by coordinating national Volunteer Week activiti.es; initiat
jng the first stR.tC\.)ide Y0uth Volunteer R.ecognit j0n Day; pro;rioting media coverage of 
volunteer activities; a11d attending volunteer recogriition event&. 

2. Comrmni.cation among volunteer P~_9_g_!'__:-1ms thro11gh distrjbution of a statewj_de nPwslett.er; 
convening and attending meetings of volunteer leaders; correspondence on matters relatnd 
to voluntecrism with public officials, Voluntary Action Ce:nt.ers, and other local and 
statewide volunteer organizations throtighout }finnesota. 

3. Coordination of volunteer~_gr_an!s _;md~rcsour_ces by initiating or participating in 
meetings of public and private volunteer orgnaizations; estab)ishing files on volunteer 
programs and resourc.:es; developing a library for volu:1teer le<:.<lc!rs ,~•ho do not have access 
to needed resource inforniation; distribl1ti11g rEsource ~ateri?ls; pt1blis11i11g a calendar 
of events on training opportunities and by worl:ing witl1 state human service depart1n2nts 
and agencies to initiate or .strengthen their local volunteer programs. 

1-t-. StatPw1.de asse-ssrnents of ~:h~.!2..l:~:.~!~ of volunteers, volunteer directors, c1nd voluntary 
orga11izations by conducti11g 12 Rcgion;1l Forums cut·state; an<l by convening a statewide 
mc2tJng of c.ivl_c, fraternal <'.nd service organiz2tl-::i:.1s. 

5. lnformation_.satht:>rh~g :md re!;:e<1rch by ccn<luctir, 1; ::Ol,rveys rc13t0d to: a) volunteer 
prc,2,rams in public agencies and nursing lh)mes; b) f\:nding, staffing, and sP.rvices pro
vided by \'oluntary Acti0n Cc:nters; c) training o.n,1 ct1ucati.onal opportur,it:i.es for volun
teer ~d~inist1·ators, ;ig011cy staff, ilnd volunteers in state colleges and u11iversitics; 
and through a r;pcc-ial research 1:.-roject on the f1.-'.l!.0· .• :ing volunteer issues: 

--insurance pr0t~ct:ion for volunteers; 
--workers compensation cov,.-.r:1.2,e fur v01unteers; 
--ac,1dc•mic credi.t for volunteer exrerie1:ce; 2nd 
--~~ploymcnt credit for volunteer ~xr~r~ence. 

6. Special_. Pt·ojccts and Actj_y_i_~_ie2_, includin:;: n) wc•rk with the Minnesota Hc-spital Af;socia 
tion to de\'cloµ a training program for hospital .-md nu1:sinp. homt?. aux:ilL,ries; b) participa
ti,""ln in a co:;i;,;_ittee spon.sort:-d by the~ iwln C:i.tie~ VACs to il1vestir,atc the 11r;e.d for 3 certi 
~:ate prn!_:l"3m in volun1.cer ;,dministr.::il "i~)n; c-) co-··-~p<.."'nsfJring ''''--"'rkshops .:w.i particip.1ting in 
r:01:f,~rl...'nccs fur volunteer lQ:id(?r.s; d) tr:-.c.ti.fyin:; on vo]unlu:.:r concern:; ;:;t a he.1.ring of the 
Cn•1n....-.ll <111 thP E1··nnt.•111i.c SLill'S of i,'ci::i~-:.n; c) a~;::;i_:'..~t.in~.~ in ::.he c.le.v!,,;!lop:TJcnt: of an Advocacy 
prot;r.:un for 1111Ldng hurne re.•: idc•nts. 



Governor's Otfi~e 
of Volunteer Services 

130 state Capitol 
SJint p;1ul, Minnesota 55155 

(612) 296-4731 

GOVERNOR'S OFFICE Of VOLUNTEER SERVICES 
Revised Biennial Go?.ls & Objectives 

June 9, 1977 

The following statement of G.O.V.S. goals and objectives for the 1978/79 biennium 
is intended to reflect the statewide r.a.ture of the Offj~e. 

G.O.V.S. will work cooperatively vith other orznnizatiom; in providine seryices t0 
mePl the needs of volunteers and voluntee-i: prograr;:is in Minnesota. 

The listing of goals and objectives is in priority order. We welcomE:c coIIIll\ents ,md 
sur,gest:ions .. 

1. TO promote volunteerism stat.e'IYide in oi·der to increa!:c. the visability anrl 
statuD of volunteers and their acco21plishr::euts and to encourage additiori?l 
citizen participation in voluntary pfforts. 

a~ TO develop and ll.!aintain .::. state~:ide public: awareness campaign on volun
t:eerism ! hrcugh ::tt: lc.,;;:-~t: th1·t•c c1iffercJJt. puhl:i.c relations mr:chaD5 .. 8m.":;~ 

(by June 30, l~i9} 

b. TO continue publishing antl di.stributing the C.O •. V.S. newsletter. 
(6 issues/yea,:) 

c... To establish a Task rorce to coordinate aimuaJ. VolunteBr Recognitier:. 
Week activities state·h~ide and to investiga.te the possibility of spon~ 
soring a st:-1.tc 1 . .;r:i.d,! Youth/Senior Volunteer Recognition Day within 
1/olunteer Rccogni.tion \-leek~ 

2~ ~~O ~::::x\·c -.:s u statL\.:-id~ ach~,t.::aL.e regarding issues c:f:fecting volunteers anC. 
volunteer organi:C:ations. 

a~ 1'(; follow~up ..::-.,_ th~ rc~co•::~,.~ndations for action of: at lf:•.ast one of t.ht 
following volunteer issues addressed by the G.O. V .s. special projec.t:s: 

1. EoployT,ent crr,dit for volunteer expe1·ience; 
2. Academic c1·edit for volu::1teer experience; and 
3. Insurance and Worker's Co~pensation coverage for volunteers. 

(by June 30, 1979) 

b. TO encourage at least t~o·colleges or universities to develop and offer 
courses dealing with the philosophy of volunteerism and staff/volunteer, 
relationshi.ps, or t:ri 5-nc.orporate into existing courses in their human 
service de par t1cents. (by .lune 30, 1979) 

c.. TO encourage at. least three outstate private industry and business<::s to 
beco:,e involved in eorpocate volunteerism. (by June 30, 1979) 

3. TO strengthen and expancl volunteer progra!:::!5 within Minnesota state human sen 1 ice 
departnents and agenc:.ics (e.g., health, education, cor•rections, welfare, 
emergeucy services, etc .. ) and t"o pro!D.ote increased citizen. participation :i.n. 
state services. 

a. 'fO continue mc~tin~ uith state human service department heads to promot·e. 
more effective volunteer programs. (at least once/_year) 

b. TO encourage/provide training opportunities 5.n volunteer administration 
and program development for personnel within state human service 
a.r,,cneies in order t.o :i.mr,rove/strenzthen volunteer programs and p1:0~• 

jects. (nt lea~t one progrnQ/year) 
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c. TO provide technical assistance on volunteer concerns to public agency 
personnel, upon request. (continuous) 

4. To increase communication between volunteers and volunteer organizations; to 
promote coordi.nati.on of resources .:?.nd proera;ns; and to develop greater. 
public/private cooperation in the volunteer sector. 

a. TO convene at ]cast three annuc,.l meetings of the. C.O.V.S. Advisory 
Committee and to facilitate the work of Task Forces. 

b. TO facilitate ne.cessary follow-up to Regional Forums, as recommended 
by a Regional Fonm Task Force. (by June 30, 1978) 

c. TO convene,. annuallyi a meeting of statewide. civic,. fraternal and 
service organizations. 

d. TO convene a state conference o:-: voluntcerism,. in c.oor.dination with 
other voluute . .-.r ore,nizatio:,s. {by .Tune, 30, 1979) 

e. TO develop and partic.ipatc in Task Forces with representatives of 
community volunteer groups to work on specj_nl projects relat€.~d to 
voluntecrism. (at least twoiyear) 

f. TO continue conveniog statet,dd;;- rneetings of Voluntary Action Centers at 
the reque:!lt of the VACs. (t,.,i_cc./ycar) 

g. TO work cooper.ntivcJy with private volunteer and coI!l.l!lunity organizations 
in programs or events which further the goals of G.O.V.S. (at lea.st 
one/year) 

5. TO collect and distribute, upon request, existing national> state and local 
resource mater-ials an<l infornation; t0 rlevelop resource material when needet!; 
and to provide assistance in volunteer program development when such assist2.:tc.c 
is not available through other sources. 

a. TO serve as a liaison with national, state and local volunteer and civic 
organizations in order to obtain inforoation and u1aterials which will 
be helpful to other volunteer prograos. (continuous) 

b. TO continue compiling and up-dating a monthly calendar of traininz and 
edu.cational opportunities in the field of volunteer ism. (6 tir.,es/yea1) 

c. TO maintain and C}.."'Pand the G.O.V.S. resource file and :t.1aterials .. (207. by 
June 30, 1978) 

d. TO reprint resource materials fr, the bi-monthly G.O.V.S. newsletter. 
(continuous) 

e. TO participate in national co~ferences, workshops and programs related to 
volunteerism, when appropriate. 

f. TO facilitate training and educational opportunities for volunteers and 
volunteer directors by referral or direct services, when not availabl-:'. 
through other sources. (continuous) 

g. TO respond to re.quests for sv~c1.fic infon,.1tion or or.sist.:1nc~ relating Lo. 
volunteer prozrara developr.1..:::.nt, oaintcn.:ince, and expansion, and to rJak...:. 
referrals wh.er<> appropriate. (at least 100/year) 

h. TO continue, upon request, the regular mer:io to "lolunt~ry Action r.enter:-; 
serving Minnesota communitie;;. (6 times/year) 



GOVERNOR'S OFFICE OF VOLUNTEER SERVICES 
SEMI-ANNUAL REQUEST/ACTIVITY REPORT 

JANUARY THROUGH JUNE, 1977 
IY.e.E January February March April May June TOTAL TO DATE 

Information on G.O.V,S, 23 62 27 33 21 71 237 
G.O.V.S. Resource • 25 , 35 29 77 26 143 335 
G.O.V.S. Activities 35 • • 31 36 45 46 131 324 
Mail List . . . . . 67 • • 12 51 378 15 20 543 
Calendar of Events • • 2 • • 3 • • 6 2 16 34 63 
Volunteer Recognition 0 • • 2 . • 3 90 20 4 119 
Consultation 3 • • 6 • . • 9 9 7 11 45 
Meeting Attendance 21 12 14 35 8 20 110 
Volunteer Issues • . 5 • 6 9 24 13 9 76 
Services of Other Organizations 10 11 1 9 15 15 61 
Other Organizations Resources 6 6 3 6 4 2 27 
Library (Category added Feb., 1977) 0 3 10 4 3 20 
Other 29 6 8 5 12 19 79 
TOTAL. . . . . . . . • 226 202 199 723 207 482 2,039 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

8.RE.8. 
Metro . . . 50 40 46 73 56 102 367 
Non-Metro . 21 28 13 99 33 115 309 
Out of State 1 4 ,, 10 13 13 16 57 
State Offices 16 28 17 28 30 38 157 
Statewide Organizations 17 17 18 34 19 64 169 
TOTAL 105 , 117 • • , 104 247 151 335 1,059 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

PERCENT BY AREA 
Metro , . . . • • . • • , 47.6% , , 34,2% • 44,2%, 29.6% 37,1% 30.4% 34.7% 
Non-Metro . 20.0% 23.9% 12.5% 40.1% 21.9% 34.3% 29.1% 
Out of State 1.0% 3.4% 9.6% 5.3% 8.6% 4.8% 5.4% 
State Offices 15.2% 23.9% 16.3% 11.3% 19.9% 11.3% . 14.8% 
Statewide O.izations 16.2% 14. 5% , •• 3% 13.8% 12.6% , 19,1% .• 0% 



STATE OF MINNESOTA 
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

ST. PAUL 55155 RUDY PERPICH 

GOVERNOR 
GOVERNOR'S OFFICE OF VOLUNTEER SERVICES 

October 3, 1977 

Mr. Ed Harris, Director 
Multistate Volunteer Project 
Office of the Lieutenant Governor 
The Capitol 
Lansing, Michigan 48909 

Dear Ed: 

As you requested, enclosed is the quarterly progress 
report for the Minnesota Governor's Office of Volunteer 
Services for the period July 1, 1977 to September 30, 1977. 

If you have any questions please let me know. 

LLG/ml 

Enclosures (7) 

Sincerely, 

Laura Lee M. Geraghty 
Director 



,----------------------------------------------------, 
PART II - GOAL ACHIEVEMENT 

Insert copy of Goals ond Objectives pages (SECTION 11, PART A) from program narrative for fir;1t quarterly report and complete the "Actual Accomplishment" col
umn. For subsequent quarterly reports make a copy of previous report's Goal Achievement, Scc·tlon A and continue to fill In the "Actual Accomplishment" column, 

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 

GOAL #1. To promote volunteerism statewide 
in order to increase the visability 
and status of volunteers and their 
accomplishments and to encourage 
additional citizen participation 
in voluntary efforts. 

a. To develop and maintain a.state:
wide public awareness campaign 
on volunteerism through at 
least three different public 
relations -mechanisms. 

b. To continue publishing and 
distributing the G.O.V.S; 
newsletter. 

c. To establish a Task Force. to 
coordina.te annual Volunteer 
Recognition Week actiwities 
statewide and 'to inv~i;ti'gate 
the possibility of sponsor·ing 
a statewide Youth/Seriior Volun
teer' Recognition Day ~ithin 
Volunteer Recognitfo* Week. 

SECTION A. 

PLANNED PERICO 
OF ACCOMPLISHMENT 

6/30/79 

continuous 

ACTUAL 
ACCOMPLISHMENT 

GOAL #1.a. -A job description for· a volunteer 
public awareness campaign coordinator has 
been developed -(see enclosed) and· the 
recruitment process has been started. 

b. July-August issue distributed 8/29/77. 
(see enclosed) 

c. The Task Force has been established, 
and has met twice. It has recommended 
to the G.O.V.S. Advisory Committee that 
G.O.V.$. not·sponsor Volunteer Recogni
tion Days for specific types of volun
teers. At the last G.O.V.S. Advisory 
Committee meeting the committee voted 
to follow this recommendation. The 
next meeting of the Task Force is 
scheduled for Oct. 11, 1977. 



r-------'-------------------------~------------. 
PARTJI-COALACHIEVEMENT 

Insert copy of Goals and Objectives pages (SECTION II, PART A) from program narrative for fir:rt quarterly report end complete the "Actual Accomplishment" col• 
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. . 

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 

GOAL 112. To serve as a statewide advocate 
regarding issues affecting vplun
teers and volunteer organizations, 

a. To follow-up on the recommenda
tions for action of at least one 
of the following volunteer 
issues addressed by the G. 0. V. S .• 
special.projects: 

1. Employment credit for volun
teer experience; 

2. Academic credit for volun
teer experience; and 

3. Insurance and Wprker'13 
Compensation coverage, for 
volunteers. 

' 

SECTION A. 

PLANNED PERIOD 
OF ACCOMPLISHMENT 

6/30/79 

ACTUAL 
ACCOMPLISHMENT 

GOAL #2. a. As of Sept. 30, 1977, follow-up 
work has .begun on all 3 issues. Letters 
have been sent, along with informational 
packets to, l) mayors of all of Minnesota's 
communities; 2) county boards; 3) businesse, 
who partiicpated in the original sutdy; and 
4) college ·admission officers, urging them 
to recognize volunteer experience. A Self
Inventory on Volunteerism for Personnel 
Directors {see enclosed) has been developed 
and.distirbuted. Other informational items 
distributed include: a reprint of a news
paper article on the volunteer issue 
reports; summaries and full reports; and 
materials on the Council for the Advance
ment of Experiential Learning (CAEL). 

In addition, meetings are being .conducted 
with groups of volunteer directors to 
obtain tneir input into G.o.v.s. follow-up 
ac~ivities. 

In the area of Insurance and Worker's Com
pensation, we have been meeting with ·repre
sentatives from MN .State Departments and 
legislators to investigate providing 
Worker's Compensation coverage to all vol
unteers for state dept. (see complete 
l.isting of "Follow-Up Activities to 
Special Reports 0 , enclosed) . 



r-------------------------------------~------------~.., 
PART 11 - GOAL ACHIEVEMENT 

Insert copy of Goals and Objectives pages !SECTION II, PART Al from program narrative for fir,1t quarterly report and complete the "Actual Accomplishment" col
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GOALS ANO OBJECTIVES 

GOAL #2. b. To encourage at least t~o 
Cont'd. colleges or universities to 

develop and offer courses deal
ing with the philosophy of 
volunteerism and staff/volunteer 
relationships, or· to incorporate 
into existing courses in. their 
human service departments. 

c. To encourage at least three out
state private indu_stry and 
businesses to become involved 
in corporate volunteer.ism. 

SECTION A. 

PLANNED PERIOD 
. OF ACCOMPLISHMENT 

6/30/79 

6/30/79 

ACTUAL 
ACCOMPLISHMENT 

GOAL #2. b. No progress as of Sep. 30, 1977 
con't. 

c. No progress as of Sept. 30, 1977. 



r-----------------------------·-------~------------~-, 
PART II - GOAL ACHIEVEl\lENT 

Insert copy of Goals and Objectives pugcs (SECTION II, PART A) from program narrative for fir.;t quarterly report nnd complete the "Actual Accomplishment" col• 
umn. For subsequent quarterly reports make a copy of previous report's Goal Achievement, Sec-tion A and continue to fill In tho "Actual Accomplishment" column. 

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 

SECTION A. 

PLANNED PERIOD 
OF ACCOMPLISHMENT 

ACTUAL 
ACCOMPLISHMENT ~-~-------------------~----,-+-----------,,-+---------------------------! 

GOAL #3. To strengthen and expand volunteer 
programs within Minnesota state 
human service departments and 
agencies (e.g., health, education, 
corrections, welfare, emergency 
services, etc.) and to promote 
increased citizen participation in 
state services. 

a, To continue meeting with state 
human service department heads 
to promote· more effective 
volunteer programs. 

b. To encourage/provide training 
opportunities in volunteer 
administration and program 
development for personnel with
in state,human service ag~ncies 
in order to improve/strengthen 
volunteer programs ·and projects. 

c. To p,ovide technical assistance, 
on volunteer. concerns to public 
agency personnel, ·upon request. 

at least 2/year 

at least 1/year 

continuous 

GOAL #3. All department heads have been con
tacted by phone regarding the Worker's 
Compensation issue. No direct contacts 
as of Sept. 30, 1977. 

b. Conducted workshop session for Dept. 
of Public Welfare volunteer directors 
Aug. 17, 1977. Management Seminar 
for Volunteer Services in Criminal 
Justice held Sept. 19, 1977. 

c,, Providing technical assistance material 
on a continuing basis. 



r----------------------------------------------------,-----, 
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Insert copy of Goals and Objectives pages !SECTION II, PART Al from program narrative for fimt quarterly report and complete the "Actual Accomplishment" col
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GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 

GOAL 114. To increase communication be.tween 
volunteers and volunteer organiza
tions; to promote coordination of 
resources and programs; and· to 
develop greater public/private 
cooperation in the volunteer sector. 

a. To convene at least three ,annual 
meetings of 'the·'G-.0,V.S. Advi
sory Committee.and to facilitate 
the work of the Task Forces. 

b. To facilitate neoessary follow
up to Regional Forums; as 
recommended by a Regional Forum 
Task Force, 

c. To convene, annually, a meeting 
of sta.tewide civic, fraternal 
and service organizations. 

SECTION A. 

PLANNED PERIOD 
OF ACCOMPLISHMENT 

6/30/78 

GOAL #4. 

ACTUAL 
ACCOMPLISHMENT 

a. G,O.V.S .. Advisory Committee met 
Sept. 8, 1977. Task Force on Advisory 
Committee Structure and Criteria met 
3 times and completed task as of 
Aug. 18, 1977. 
Volunteer Recognition Task Force has 
met 3 times and is continuing activity. 
Newsletter Task Force has met twice and 
is continuing activity. 

. b. Forums are tentatively scheduled for 
Spring 1978. A sub-committee has been 
formed to plan Regional Forums or 
Workshops. 

c. The meeting is tentatively scheduled 
for early November 1977. Letters sent 
to organizations 9/9/77 to notify them 
of meeting and up-date G.O.V.S; mail 
lisL A sub-committee is meeting to 
plan agenda, speakers, etc. 



r-----------------------------·-------~------------~.., 
PART II - GOAL ACHIEVEMENT 
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GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 

SECTION A. 

PLANNED PERIOD 
OF ACCOMPLISHMENT 

ACTUAL 
ACCOMPLISHMENT --------------------------1------------+------------------------4 

GOAL #4. d. To convene a state conference on 6/30/79 
Cont'd. volunteerism, in coordination 

with other volunteer organiza
tions. 

e. To develop and ·participate _in at least 2/year 
Task Forces with representatives 
of community volunteer. groups 
to work on special projects 
related.to V?lun~eerism. 

f. To continue conve_ning statewide twice/year 
meeting'l of Voluntary Action 
Centers at the re_quest. of the 
VACs. 

g.· To work cooperatively ·.with private at least one/year 
volunteer and community organi-
zations ·in.prog:rams·or events 
which further the g_oa:J.s of 
c.o.v.s. 

GOAL #4. d. No progress as of Sept. 30, 1977. 

e. G.o.v.s. has established 3 task forces 
involving representatives from commun
ity volunteer groups: 
1. Advisory Connni ttee Structure & 

Criteria {completed task 8/18/77). 
2. Volunteer Recognition Week (still 

active) 
3. Newsletter Planning (still active) 

f. Next statewide VAC meeting is sched
uled for 10/27/77. Notification sent 
to VAC directors 9/29/77. 

g. Extnesive activity with connnunity and 
volunteer organizations has centered 
around G.O.V.S. Follow-Up Activities 
to Special ·Reports. 



,---------------------------------------------·--......, 
PART II - GOAL ACHIEVEMENT 

Insert copy of Goals and Objectives pages (SECTION ii, PART A) from program narrative for fir.it quarterly report and complete th~ "Actual Accomplishment" col
umn. For subsequent quarterly reports make a copy of previous report's Goal Achievement, Sec·tion A and continue to fill in the "Actual Accomplishment" column. 

SECTION A. 

ACTUAL 
ACCOMPLISHMENT 

. -----;,-----------------------l--,------------1-------------------------l GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 
PLANNED PERIOD 

OF ACCOMPLISHMENT 

GOAL #5. To collect and distribute, upon 
request, existing national, ~tate 
and local resource materials- and 
informat·ion; to develop resource 
material when needed; and to pro
vide assistance in volunteer program 
development when such assistance is 
not available through other source·s. 

a, To serve as a liaison with na
tional, state qnd local volunteer 
and civic organizations in order 
to obtain information ·and 
materials which will· be_ helpful 
to other voluntee-r programs. 

b, To continue compiling and up
dating a monthly calendar of 
training. and .educational ~ppor
tunities in the field' ·of yolun
teerisi;n. 

c. To ~intain and expand. the c;.o.' 
V. S, resource file and l,llaterials. 

Continuous 

6 times/year· 

20% by 6/30/78 

GOAL #5. a. Telephone contacts have been com
pleted with the_foilowing organizations as 
of 9/30/77: ACTION, NICOV, NCVA, AAVS, The 
Assembly, Nat'l Assoc. of Volunteer Services 
in Criminal· Justice, H.E.W., N.S.V.P., Inc., 
N.S.V.P. and other state offices on volun
teerism .. 

b. _Monthly calendar is being distirbuted on 
a continuing basis. 

c. Resource file is being expanded continually 



PART II -GOAL ACHIEVEMENT 

Insert copy of Goals ond Objectives pages (SECTION II, PART Al from prooram narrative for fir:;t quarterly report ond complete the "Actual Accomplishment" col
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. . 

SECTION A. 

GOALS ANO OBJECTIVES 
).,-: .. ----------------------'---l------------·-+--------------------------1 

PLANNED PERIOD 
OF ACCOMPLISHMENT 

ACTUAL 
ACCOMPLISHMENT 

GOAL #5. d. To reprint resource materials in 
Cont'd. the bi-monthly G,O,V,S, news

letter. 

e, To participate .in national con
ferences, workshops and programs 
related to volunt_eerism,. when 
appropriate. 

f. To facilitate ;raining and educa
tional opportunities for volun
teers and volunteer directors 
by referral or direct ·services, 
when not available ·thro~gh _other 
sources. 

g, To respond to requests for 
specific_ info_rmation or assis
tance relating to volunteer pro
gram development, mainten'ance, 
and expansion, and to ... make 
referrals where appropriate, 

h. To continue, upon·reqµest, the 
regular memo to Volunt!aFyAction 
Centers serving Minnasot·a 
commu:nities. 

Continuous 

Continuous 

At least '1OO/year 

6 times/year 

GOAL #5. d. Resource material being reprinted 
in Newsletter continually. 

e. 

f. 

participated in conference for ACTION'S 
Multi-State Project 7/19-21/77, in 
St. Louis Missouri. 

Training sessic:ms conducted by G.O.V.S.: 
8/17/77 Dept. of.Public Welfare Volunteer 

Coordinator 
8/19/77 Governor's Aesthetic Environment 

Program 
9/9/77· MN Council of Directors of Health 

Care Volunteers 
9/19/77 Management Seminar for Volunteer 

Services in Criminal Justice 
9/21/77 qrow Wing County Volunteer Leaders 
9/22/77 S.E. MN Volunteer Forum. 

g. Requests being filled continuously. 

h. Memo and resource materials sent to VACs 
and other community groups 6/27, 8/8, 8/12 
and 9/16/77. 



COVEJ;NOl('S OFFICE UF VOLU:HEE!( srnvr,;Es 
VoJ,1nteer Joh Description 

l'l/1\ L 1 C /\WAH ENJ•:S S CAMP i\TCN COORIJTNt\TlJI{ 

8-11-77 

Thi:; pu~dt 1011 would illV\llve work·!ng with C.O.V.S. staff, Ac.lvisory Committee 
members and other volunteers to formul.:1te, develop, implement and evaluate a 
comprehensive statewide Public Awareness Campaign. The purpose of the Cam
paign is to provide extensive visability and recugnitiot1 to Minnesota's volun
teers and to encourage greater citizen participation. This volunteer will 
re,'l'lVl' in:,trul·Llons frlllll ;md be .iccountabh• to the C.O.V.S. Information 
orr!,·er. 

Responsibilities include, but would not be limited to the following areas: 

1. Formulating a pL1n of action for the Public Awareness Campaign. 
a. contact other ~ti.lte offices of voluntecrism and national volunteer 

organizations to investigate their activities, successes and failures 
with volunteerism public awareness campaigns. 

b. list potential areas of visibility for volunteerism (posters, billboards, 
milk cartons, public se rv.ice announcements, -etc.). 

c. li.st potential sources of donated visibility (businesses, free air 
time, etc.). 

d. develop a written plan of action, with time frame, for implementing 
various phases of the Campaign. 

e. review plan of action with G.O.V.S. staff and Advisory Committee. 

2. Implementing the Pub] ic Awareness Campaign 
a. investigate and secure sources of donated visibility. 
b. develop materials needed for Public Awareness Campaign and/or secure 

volunteers or organizations (COMPAS, Community Design Center, college 
interns, etc.) to assist in the development of materials. 

c. contact radio and TV stations regarding developing media materials 
for public service announcements. 

d. maintain records of the devleopment and implementation of the Campaign. 
e. periodically review progress with G.O.V.S. staff. 

3. Evaluating the Public Awareness Campaign 
a. using the plan of action and records of accomplishments, determine 

the extent of impact and visibility of the Campaign (what were the 
successes/failures and reasons). 

1,. make rcrnmmenJations for continuc'd future activities for the Campaign. 
c. review evaluation and recommendations with G.O.V.S. staff and Advisory 

Cummittee. 

Due to the extensive nature of the Public Awareness Campaign, this volunteer 
position will require a time commitment of 1 day per week. This wil'.l be an 
on-going project and we request that the Public Awareness Campaign Coordinator 
make a 12 month commitment to the project. An ad-hoc committee may be formed to 
work with this volunteer if it is deemed desirable. G.O.V.S. staff will provide 
orientation, training, supervision and support. Needed secretarial services 
will also be provided. 

G.O.V.S. volunteers may be reimbursed for out-of-pocket expenses (transpor
tation, lunches) incurred while serving the Office. However, state policy 
does not allow for reimbursement of child care expenses. 



Volunteer Job 
Public Awareness Campaign Coordinator 
Page 2 

Skills, Talents I and Ab1.lities 

Experience and skills in the area of public relations. 

Experience in working with mass media. 

Ability and experience in writing and design. 

Knowledge of printing and other reproduction process 

Ability to be persuasive. 

Strong human relations skills. 

Strong organizational skills. 

Evaluation skills. 

Ability to work effectively with staff and volunteers. 

Ability to deal effectively with representatives of businesses and mass media 
and with the general public. 

Ability to make decisions and work independently, when necessary. 



GOVERNOR'S OFFICE OF VOLUNTEER SERVICES 
FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES TO SPECIAL PROJECT REPORTS 

9/1/77 

This.spring, G.O.V.S. published reports on special studies relating to the following 
volunteer issues: 

A. Academic Credit for Volunteer Experience; 
B. Employment Credit for Volunteer Experience; and 
C. Insurance Coverage for Volunteers. 

Summaries of the reports were distributed to everyone on the G.O.V.S. mail list, and 
full reports are available upon request. 

G.O.V.S. is now in the process of planning and conducting follow-up activities in 
accordance with the recommendations. In addition to follow-up activities with public 
and private employers, academic institutions and insurance providers, G.O.V.S. is 
also meeting with various grups of volunteer directors this fall. These meetings are 
designed to a) provide information on the studies and recommendations and their impli
cations for volunteer directors, b) obtain resources in areas of potential follow-up 
activities, and c) provide in-put into potential training needs of volunteer directors. 

The G.O.V.S. studies have far-reaching implications for volunteer directors. If we 
are to be effective in bringing about institutional change in the areas of the 
studies, it is imperative that volunteer directors be aware of and respond to the 
changing needs of our volunteers. 

G.O.V.S. PLANNED FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES 

A. Academic Credit for Volunteer Experience 
1. Continue liaison and work with the Council for Advancement of Experiential 

Learning (C.A.E.L.) project in their attempt to develop guidelines and 
principles on acceptance and assessment of experiential learning, including 
that gained through volunteer experience. 

2. To provide forums for educators to make them aware of and understand the 
issue of acadmeic creidt for volunteer experienc, i.e., 
a. Minnesota Association of Post-Secondary Education; 
b. Righter Education Coordinating Board; 
c. U of M publication sent to heads of all universities and colleges; 
d. Annual meeting of admission and registrar officers; 
e. American College Testing Program; and 
f. Educational Testing Services. 

3. Send letter to all Minnesota colleges and universities, including: 
a. G.O.V.S. report summary; 
b. Newspaper article on reports; and 
c. C.A.E.L. brochure. 

B. Employment Credit for Volunteer Experience 
1. Write to mayors of Minnesota cities encouraging them to change application 

forms and consider volunteer experience in their hiring process. 
2. Write to the Board Chairman of County Commissioners requesting that they 

change their applicationfbrms and consider volunteer experiencein their hiring 
process. 

3. Contact the League of Minnesota Cities and the Association of Minnesota Counties 
requesting their support of G.O.V.S. efforts with mayors and county commissioners. 

4. Report the results of above efforts during Volunteer Week. 
5. Send letters to the 181 private businesses which were contacted for the report, 

with: 
a. Report su=ry; 
b. Newspaper article on reports; 
c. Self-inventory on Volunteerism for Personnel Directors; and 



FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES 
Page Two 

B. 5. d. Positive comments from employers currently considering volunteer experience 
and examples of wording for application revisions. 

6. Meet with selected representatives of private industry to discuss reports and 
develop strategies for increasing the number of private employers who consider 
volunteer experience on their application forms and in their hiring process. 

C. Insurance Coverage for Volunteers 
1. Contact all state department heads to determine their interest in providing 

Worker's Compensation coverage for all volunteers serving state departments. 
2. Review legislation from other states, dealing with insurance coverage for 

volunteers. 
3. Investigate developing legislation to provide Worker's Compensation to all 

volunteers in state departments. 
4. Maintain liaison and communication with the Minnesota Insurance Information 

Center and providers of insurance for volunteers. 

D. Activities Related to All Three Areas of the Studies 
A major recommendation which came out of all three G.O.V.S. special project reports, 
was to provide information and education for volunteer directors and agencies 
utilizing volunteer services, on volunteer insurance and to better prepare them in 
assisting volunteers who may desire to utilize the skills and experiences acquired 
through their volunteer work when applying for paid employment or academic credit. 
The following activities relate to those recommendations. 
1. Develop a packet of information, examples and resources dealing with the 

following areas of personnel management for volunteer directors: 
a. record keeping forms (hours, length of service, etc.); 
b. job descriptions; 
c. application, interviewing, screening and placement forms; 
d. contracts, agreements and goal setting forms; 
e. evaluation forms; 
f. outline for job/character references; 
g. personnel file/portfolio; 
h. volunteer rights and responsibilities; 
i. hiring and firing volunteers; 
j. identifying skills developed through volunteer experience; 
k. grievance procedures; 
1. orientation and training; 
m. staff/volunteer relationships; 
n. philosophy on recruitment 
o. volunteer career development; and 
p. trends in insurance coverage, academic and employment credit for volunteer 

experience. 
2. Provide opportunities for training in selected areas of personnel management 

during the G.O.V.S. regional workshops in the spring of 1978. 
3. Distribute information packets to volunteer directors, upon request. 
4. Reach representatives of statewide church, fraternal, service and civic organ

izations, through the second annual meeting of statewide organizations to be 
held in November, 1977, for the purpose of providing information and awareness 
of the survey reports on insurance, employment and academic credit and their 
implications for volunteers and volunteer organizations. 

5. Continue to gather information on the areas studied and to report new trends 
and technical assistance articles in the G.O.V.S. Newsletter. 



Rudy Perp1ch Govemo, 

Governori Ae,thetic Environment Program 
September 20, 1977 

Mr. Ed Harris 
Office of the Lt. Governor 
State Capitol 
Lansing, Michigan 48909 

Dear Mr. Harris: 

The following summary of our program and grant proposal 
should assist you in your evaluation of our grant proposal: 

HISTORY Minnesota 

The Aesthetic Environment Program was established in the 
Lieutenant Governor's office in 1973. Funded by a small grant 
from the Minnesota Resources Commission, the new office was 
charged with providing stimulation to local subdivisions of 
government to take advantage of available authority and 
resources for the removal of dilapidated buildings, junked 
autos, unnecessary road signs, and other manifestations of 
visual pollution. 

Following this demonstration project, the Aesthetic 
Environment Program merged with the Minnesota Bicentennial 
Commission to continue these efforts. In 1976, an Executive 
Order was issued, charging the Lieutenant Governor with 
continuing responsibility for these programs. In January, 
1977, the program was incorporated into the Governor's office 
and renamed the Governor's Aesthetic Environment Program. 
Throughout these changes in its four years of existence, the 
objective of the program has remained the same: to instill in 
both public and private sectors, a greater concern for the 
natural beauty of Minnesota. through voluntary, governmental, 
and educational efforts. 

THE GOVERNOR'S AESTHETIC ENVIRONMENT PROGRAM 

Today the program focuses on five basic areas, several of 
which have statutory authority and operational funding from 
other state agencies. Where other state agencies have adminis
trative authority, we work closely with program administrators. 

1. COMMUNITY CLEAN-UP - We provide ideas to organizations, 
public officials and schools, "how to 11 procedures, 
informational material, and where possible, the 
assistance of state resources such as Minnesota National 
Guard personnel and equipment. 

(1) 



(2) 

2. REMOVAL OF DILAPIDATED BUILDINGS - our effort involves 
working with the Minnesota Department of Public Safety 
to educate public officials and private citizens about 
the hazards of dilapidated and abandoned buildings and 
the authority that exists to remove them. 

3. BRINGING SALVAGE YARDS INTO CONFORMANCE WITH STATE LAW -
We work with the Minnesota Department of Transportation 
to publicize their program of federal and state grants 
for screening, relocation or removal of qualifying salvage 
yards viewable from the interstate and state trunk 
highway systems. 

4. REMOVAL OF ABANDONED AUTOMOBILES - We inform local public 
officials of the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency's 
l00% reilllbursable grants available to local units of 
government for inventory and collection of junked autos 
and farm machinery. 

5. TREE PLANTING - The Minnesota Department of Natural Resources 
provides seedlings to our program for voluntary conser
vation and educational plantings. In addition, the 
Minnesota Department of Agriculture makes matching grants 
available to local units of government for shade disease 
control and reforestation. 

ORGANIZATION 

The Governor's Aesthetic Environment Program is statewide. 
Because Minnesota's four million residents are unevenly distributed 
over 84,000 square miles, the program was organized along county 
lines. Minnesota has 87 counties which vary greatly in size and 
in the scope of problems affecting their aesthetic environment. 
For this reason, the Governor named volunteer "county coordinators" 
to help determine priorities on a local level, in addition to 
gaining further visibility for the program. Volunteers serve 
without compensation. 

Several months later, in June, 1977, an important change occurred 
in the operation of the program. The Governor made federal public 
employment funds available to clean up visual pollution in the 
state. Under Title VI of the Comprehensive Employment and Training 
Act (CETA), sixty-one aesthetic environment technicians were hired 
as full-time state employees for one year to clean up Minnesota's 
eyesores in conjunction with state and local units of government, 
private industry, volunteer organizations, and other concerned 
individuals. 

Aesthetic environment technicians work closely with their 
volunteer coordinators to establish program needs, priorities 
and organization within their counties. Actual organization 
within the counties is purposely flexible, to reflect local 
conditions and interest. 

to 
Our central office is located in 

administer the program statewide. 

St. Paul, Minnesota's capitol, 
A staff of nine people super-
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vise activities in the field, in addition to other program respon
sibilities such as community education, business involvement, 
public information, volunteerism and personnel. Monies for operation 
of the Governor's Aesthetic Environment Program's administrative 
arm are derived from several sources including the Governor's office 
and the Department of Administration, as well as state agency 
liaisons assigned to work with our program. 

GRANT PROPOSAL 

On October l4, 1977 we will invite our volunteer county coordi
nators and technicians to a workshop in St. Paul, Minnesota to 
discuss progress made during the last seven months and to outline 
objectives and plans for the winter months. Since funds to operate 
our program are very limited, we are applying for our state's $500 
allocation to assist with travel expenses incurred by the volunteers, 
who would otherwise be unable to attend. The Governor's office 
will assist by providing lunch. Expenses for supplies will be 
taken from our own account. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request. I will 
be more than happy to answer any additional questions you may 
have. 

BR/jc 

Sincer;lY, :/ -~ 1 ,/,,,; -··· "~ ~,, ~ 1a..~ 
Barbar. Rohde, Program C ordinator 
Governor's Aesthetic Environment Program 



State of Minnesota 

ITEMIZATION OF WORKSHOP EXPENSES 

OCTOBER 14, 1977 

ITEM 

Luncheon 

Postage, supplies 

Milage for volunteers 

Milage for technicians 

FUNDING SOURCE 

Governor's Office 

Governor's Aesthetic 
Environment Program 

$500 Project grant 

CETA Division 
Department of 
Administration 



MULTISTATE VOLUNTEER PROJECT STATE PLAN 
Louisiana 
Submitted By: Leon Halford and Susan Carskadon 

MAJOR GOAL: To promote the status of volunteerism in self-selected Louisiana 

communities through the involvement of specially recruited 

volunteers working on-self-identified projects to enhance the 

academic, environmental, and health standards of their communities. 

By January of 1978, the Louisiana State Office proposes to undertake the 

following activities to achieve the goal stated above. 

First, the state office will approach the mayors of selected cities in 

the state to determine their interest in undertaking projects which fall into 

the area described above. Those mayors who are interested will be asked to 

form a task force made up of local community leaders from various segments of 

the community. The focus will be on selecting members who represent the aged, 

the poor, the handicapped, etc., as well as persons from business, education 

and labor. The composition of the task force is important because one aim of 

the project is to recruit from those groups who are not normally encouraged to 

volunteer their time and talents. 

The task force membership will then be asked to consult with others in 

their neighborhoods and identify a project(s) that can be implemented through 

volunteerism, e.g., the cleariQp of a park, a tutoring program for neighborhood 

children, etc. Volunteers will then be recruited by the task force with state 

office assistance. The state office will also provide technical assistance in 

identifying projects, implementation and in monitoring progress. 

Evaluation of the program will be performed on the basis of the number of 

projects undertaken, the number of volunteers recruited, the attitudes of 

the participants, and the completion and/or ongoing successes of the various 

projects initiated. 
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TO: Ed Harris 

FROM: Leon Halford, Louisiana Department of Health and Human Resources 

SUBJECT: Progress Report on Community Betterment Project 

During the first week of August, 1977, 70 mayors in cities (urban and 

rural) throughout Louisiana were contacted by letter requesting their parti

cipation in a Community Betterment Project. During the third week of August, 

1977, another 80 mayors were contacted and a public relations campaign was 

launched with approximately 60 radio and television stations receiving public 

service announcements asking persons interested in volunteering on a community 

project to call our office. By the last week in August, 1977, we have received 

13 inquiries into the project and have visited these mayors' offices, receiving 

an affirmative response each time. More responses arrive each day. In visits 

to mayors, we explain the project fully, answer questions, and give suggestions 

as to how they could most effectively establish a volunteer project utilizing 

their offices. A package of outlines, suggestions, and examples to assist 

these officials in beginning their projects was provided them. A copy is 

enclosed for your information. 

We feel that the project is off to a good start and see the idea of the 

Community Betterment Projects gaining momentum each week through our visits 

across the state. 
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WHAT'S A COMMUNITY BETTERMENT PROGRAM? 

A community betterment program is accomplished through the intensive parti
cipation of community residents, including the poverty-stricken. People 
themselves taking part in planning, decision making, and implementation of 
projects for their own betterment. This participation, with co-related aid 
from education, private enterprise, social agencies, and other institutions 
is what the Bureau of Volunteer Coordication has been striving to bring about 
for the past two months through a community development process (community 
betterment). 

GOALS AND PHILOSOPHY 

An effective, functioning community consisting of people, organizations, and 
institutions working together toward commonly perceived and commonly shared 
goals, acting with responsibility toward the solution of their problems, is 
the basic goal of community betterment project(s). 

Several principles have guided the Bureau of Volunteer Coordination in the 
planning and implementation of these programs: 

1. Community participation using community agencies, such as parks, 
churches, etc. 

2. A systematic approach to community functioning. 

3. Geographic coordination of services. 

Although the Bureau has presented the program to mayors in several parts of 
the state for implementation, the intent of BVC is for such programs to 
operate as fully as possible under the direction of a task force and the 
staff who are responsible for executing the program. The function of the 
BVC is seen primarily as providing technical assistance to local programs. 

INTRODUCTION 

The basic concept of Community Betterment is to provide incentives for 
communities to improve local conditions utilizing community initiative and 
resources. 

The word "community" inc 1 udes rura 1 residents outside the muni ci pa 1 1 imi ts 
who identify with a town and rely on it for goods and services. 

In laying the groundwork for this statewide plan of Community Betterment 
in Louisiana, we will state immediately our conviction, based on our exper
ience in the state: that a social action program (Community Betterment 
Program) needs to engage both the resources of the cities and the energetic 
participation of the local neighborhood people. Without both elements, the 
community betterment project(s) will not be effective. 
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People need to understand and desire renewal and development of their 
neighborhood before undertaking a project. In a businesslike approach to 
the problem, the first step is engaging participation and developing under
standing in the drafting of a balance sheet of community assets and liabi
lities, a balance sheet to be made by community people (task Force), with 
professional guidance. Short-range goals will be established, as well as 
long-range goals, reaching one year ahead. 

The project may help resolve many of the confusing problems citizens are 
faced with. In the process of community participation, they can develop 
cohesiveness and knowledge of the proper channels through which to utilize 
the public and private resources available. 

SCOPE OF PROJECT 

The Community Betterment concept is based on reaching families within 
poverty areas. To be successful in reaching these residents who seldom 
volunteer, there must be a small center which services individuals on a 
one-to-one basis, helping to meet the many needs and problems that exist 
within poverty areas. In this instance, the Community Betterment Project 
can serve the community, meeting the need for close-to-home services made 
available to residents, by the residents themselves, on an on-going basis. 

The program and its services should become a major focus for the specific 
target area it is to serve. The outreach from these projects will be 
supported by the Bureau of Volunteer Coordination which will provide 
specific skills and services as needed. 

Human development, and the development of institutional resources, must be 
done simultaneously. At the same time that services are being provided, 
intensive work must also be done with the institutions and agencies in the 
community to change the image and impact on those they serve. This will 
mean helping those institutions use volunteers to increase their outreach 
activities to provide more creative ways of involving all residents in the 
community. This will be accomplished by the task force coordinator and task 
force members who will be trained to work closely with local citizens. One 
of the focal points of community betterment is to help low income families 
to better understand the governmental agencies that affect their day-to-day 
existence and to be able to relate more effectively to these and other insti
tutions in the community. 

Project review will be made available to deal with problems encountered. 
Specialists provided by the Bureau of Volunteer Coordination will work with 
the mayors, task force members, institutions, and organizations in the area. 

The foundation of the Community Betterment Program is the community volun
teers. Through them the goals are translated into action and communicated 
to the community. This communication will be accomplished by personal con
tact through neighborhood canvass and through contacts with individuals who 
come to social service agencies with related problems and concerns. 
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One of the advantages of the projects will be to provide information on the 
needs, services, resources, and attitudes of residents and institutions within 
the community. 

COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION 

The assignment of community residents to projects is an important factor in 
helping the city to increase services to the community. Volunteers will be 
trained as tutors, health aids, correction aids, group leaders, etc. Many 
of these participants may develop employable skills useful to agencies and 
institutions as a result of the training they receive. 

PROGRAM PHILOSOPHY 

The Conmunity Betterment Program's purpose is the recruiting of volunteers 
for planning social action programs for their communities. It includes 
short-term community research projects and conferences with citizens, as 
well as specialists and officials, to provide services which will enhance 
the human and environmental development of cities throughout the state. 

These goals can be expedited by: 

(a) 

(b) 

ic) 

Providing effective services to communities that need them the most; 
' 

Developing the ability and capacity of individuals, agencies, and 
institutions to participate actively in the solution of community, 
group, and individual problems; 

Developing and maintaining a system for feedback in which the govern
mental agencies (cities) working with communities cooperate and 
communicate more effectively with one another and with other commu
nity groups; 

(d) Developing positive attitudes regarding projects in the community; 

(e) Involving the total community in accepting responsibility for projects, 
particularly projects city dollars cannot fund. 

PROGRAM ELEMENTS 

(a) HUMAN DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS include: 

1. The development of a common philosophy and systematized method 
of working with participating communities; 

2. The strengthening of community projects through the provision 
of technical assistance; 

3. The development of a program involving agency directors which 
increases their influence on the leadership of their neighbor
hoods, elected officials, and local organizations. 
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(b) ENVIRONMENTAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS include: 

1. Assisting the entire community to recognize and alienate a 
local environmental problem. 

2. Creating and utilizing a task force of citizens to serve as 
a communication link between the city and the community, and 
assisting the two components in the implementation of pro
gra~; 

3. Working closely with the city and the community toward goal 
fulfillment; 

4. Developing programs in which community residents learn to 
respond immediately and effectively. 

PROGRAM GOALS 

(a) HUMAN DEVELOPMENT GOALS include: 

1. Providing a mechanism for voluntary outreach into the commu
nity; 

2. The strengthening of the existing social service structure to 
support the community betterment project's task forces. 

3. The stimulation of community organizations, agencies, and 
institutions to expand their programs to assist the community 
betterment projects; 

4. The development of new skills, methods, and techniques for 
training volunteers for employment and community leadership; 

5. The identification of human, social, and environmental needs 
and the provision of the necessary information, support, and 
development services. 

(b) ENVIRONMENTAL DEVELOPMENT GOALS include: 

1. The provision of close-to-home centers (projects) for infor
mation, family education, and community action on common 
family, social, and economic problems; 

2. Increasing the capability of existing institutional systems 
for improving the environment of all citizens in the city; 

3. The development of projects administered and staffed primarily 
by residents (volunteers) of the community; 

4. The creation of patterns of communication between task force 
members (residents) and institutions so that more effective 
services may be provided. 
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TIMETABLE 

RECRUITMENT OF TASK FORCE MEMBERS 

Plans are being developed in several cities to phase in task force members. 
The cities involved have indicated that they are currently engaged in 
recruiting volunteers to serve on the task forces. 
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Volunteerism may be the answer! 

As mayor of your city, you are very much aware of the conditions 
in various neighborhoods that need attention - a need for tutors 
for adults and children (educational); a need for clean lakes, 
rivers, parks and rundown streets (environmental and health); a 
need for an auxiliary police patrol (law enforcement); a need for 
renovation of a building for a community center for the youth or 
the aged (social enhancement), etc. 

Because city funds are limited for such projects, volunteers may be 
the solution to the problem of meeting your city's needs in the area 
of community betterment. 

You realize the power of volunteerism through your experience of elec
tions and political backing. This same spirit is tapped in hundreds 
of ways throughout your city from the volunteer fire department to 
meals for the aged to Girl and Boy Scout Troops to hospital auxiliaries, 

The Bureau of Volunteer Coordination has as it's objectives to promote 
volunteerism in the state of Louisiana. That is why we are coming to 
you, as mayor, with a project that will not only generate volunteers 
in your city and promote "community betterment" through various pro
jects, but will give you the opportunity to personally endorse volun
teerism and the spirit of combined effort. 

The project would work as follows: 
You, as mayor, would form a TASK force made up of community leaders 
from various sections of the city. The focus for selection would be 
those who represent a cross-section of society including those who are 
not usually recruited into community projects. We urge you to select 
from the aged, the poor, the handicapped as well as those from business, 
education and labor. This point is all-important because one of the 
goals of the project is to show that anyone, no matter what the dis
advantage, can make an impact on the improvement of their community. 

"AN EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY AGENCY" 
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These selected members (the number depends on what you decide and 
the number of communities you wish to sponsor projects in) will 
then go to their neighborhoods and identify a project that can be 
implemented through volunteerism. The determination of projects 
is up to you and the task force members; we encourage selection of 
projects that are on-going and not limited to short term projects. 
These task force members will do the recruiting for the projects, 
again making an effort to encourage the handicapped, the poor and the 
aged to participate. 

Our role will be to provide technical assistance to you and the task 
force members in all aspects of the program. We will provide you 
with suggestions on how to select effective task force members, pro
jects that will be successful, how to recruit volunteers into the 
projects, and how to evaluate the success of the projects and publi
cize the results. 

The objectives of this program are: 
A). To involve persons who are not normally recruited into specific 

projects for their community. 
B). To enhance educational, environmental, health, and social stan

dards in local communities. 
C) To stimulate the attitudes of the community to their impact on 

their neighborhoods through volunteerism. 

We feel this particular project can help you address yourself to 
the needs of particular communities in your city and we encourage 
you to become part of the Community Betterment Program. 

If you are interested in this project and wish to talk to us further 
about it, please complete the attached form. We would like to meet 
with you in the last half of August. 

City Parish ---------------- -------------
Population - 1970 census figure _________________ _ 

Mayor's name 

Address Zip -------------------
Phone ( ) 

area code 

□ 
□ 

Yes, please phone my office to set up an appointment to 
discuss this further. 
No, 

reason 

I 
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S U G G E S T I O N S 

Many organizations have been able to effectively use volunteers in the 
delivery of services to communities. Volunteers have provided a wide 
variety of services, some of which are listed below. The list is not 
exhaustive but is simply given as a suggestion list for how your task 
force could provide volunteer opportunities: 

Civic Affairs, Civil Rights 
Registering voters 

- Improving communication between religious, racial ethnic groups 
through workshops, meetings, conferences, etc. 

Courts 
- Juvenile court volunteers 
- Work with ex-prisoners to discuss personal and community problems 

Park Department 
- Paint outdoor furniture 
- Plant trees, etc. 

Health Department and Public Health Nursing 
- File, type, etc. 
- Improve housing 

Consumer Services 
- Provide financial and budget counseling to those who have requested 

such help 
- Teach people how to get the most for their money 

Education 
- Working in programs to keep the dropout from dropping out or 

getting him or her back in school 
- Contributing skills and expertise to a school talent bank 

Health and Mental Health 
- Educating the public, young and old, on the prevention of disease, 

drug abuse, alcoholism 
- Taking part in safety programs, blood bank programs, vision, and 

hearing tests 

Housing 
- Improving existing structures in rundown areas 
- Mounting or joining in non-profit programs for building new homes or 

renovating old 

Legal Rights, Crime Prevention 
Providing law education to groups in and out of school 

- Improving police-community relationships 
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Recreation 
- Providing play activities and play space in areas where needed 

Education 
- Conducting arts and crafts endeavors; sharing a musical talent, 

teaching dance, and theater 
- Making vacations and field trips possible for the retarded, the 

handicapped, the city bound 

Employment 
- Counseling young people on career planning; providing a career 

fair 
- Working on an equal opportunity drive 

Transportation 
- Raising funds to buy a mini-bus for a senior citizens center 
- Taking part in driving education and other safety programs 

Welfare 
- Serve as a big brother/big sister to a fatherless or motherless 

girl 
- Teach nutrition and homemaking skills 
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Selecting Task Force Members 

The Bureau of Volunteer Coordination's staff believes the best recruitment 
tools is a good, sound community project. We will concentrate on just a few 
general suggestions: 

1. Be specific when selecting task force members whenever possible. 
Some general public relations work is necessary to acquaint the 
community at large with your programs and to establish both visi
bility and credibility. 

2. Determine where the skills are that you need and actively seek them 
out. If you need a brochure done, seek help from an advertising 
agency or from the college art department. If you are starting 
a program for children with learning disabilities, try an ex-teacher, 
pschology students, and parents of the children (they have basic 
skills needed, plus a real interest in learning more about the 
problem). 

3. Recruit by inviting people to respond to the opportunity to vol
unteer, not by telling them they should be concerned and 
involved. Hopefully, if the job you have designed is meaningful, 
you can enthusiastically approach the community with a real offer 
of opportunity to serve, to grow, and to make a difference. 

4. Be enthusiastic! If you are not committed to or excited about 
the idea, no one else will be either and, most certainly, lack 
of enthusiasm will not attract or inspire volunteers to want to 
help. 

5. Opportunities to volunteer must be expanded to all segments of 
the community--it is consistent with the concept of equal oppor
tunity. Instead of being the privilege of the already privileged, 
volunteering must become the right of everyone. Remember, those 
who understand the culture and life styles of those you are trying 
to recruit make the best recruiters. 

6. Utilize a variety of recruitment techniques. Certain approaches 
will appeal to one person, another to others, so try variety and 
creativity. Some of the possible techniques are in this package. 

Perhaps our final consideration regarding the recruitment of volunteers 
(task force members) might well be to rethink what volunteers identify as 
being important to them. This should have impact on how you attempt to 
recruit them. 

Task Force 

What are some of the functions that the task force should assume? Although 
there are obviously numerous variables, I think these can be generally 
agreed upon by the community. 

1. Carry out the functions and obligations as designated by charter. 
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2. Set policy, authorize operational goals and objectives, and 
emphasize quality of overall cooperate planning in the organization. 

3. Serve as a public and community relations organization. This means 
task force members need to have access to the community--to hear 
from them and talk to them on a regular basis. The project must 
not operate in a vacuum. 

4. Monitor operations of the project. This means having access to 
necessary information regarding the program, problems, and achieve
ments so it can objectively evaluate the execution and the project 
itself. The task force members need to be prepared to ask pene
trating questions. 

5. Encourage the project chief to establish rules and procedures for 
the administration of the project and see that they are followed. 

To keep the communities alive and well takes love and caring--not just for 
people--but for the community itself. A community decays when its institu
tions and people lose their vitality--in the ever renewing society what 
matures is a system or a framework within which continuous innovation, 
renewal and rebirth can occur--the last act of a dying community is to get 
out a new and enlarged edition of the rules of the game. 

So, we begin as a community caring about people--not just the people we serve, 
but the staff and volunteers who serve with the Community Betterment Project. 
That caring must be extended to communities and organizations that enables 
the caring to reach out into society. 
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How Many Doors Do you Open To Recru1t A Volunteer? 

Keep The Member Interested 
and On The Jo 

Give him a job that is 
interesting and important. 
Get one which will not 
take more time than he 
can give. 

The One The Line 

Get his time 
commitment and 
sign up. 

Specific Proposal 

Offer him the job 
of his choice 

eate Preference 

List the many volunteer 
jobs that make up the project 

use Interest 

In the program of 
your project in the 
community 

Contact 

Find the person 
you want and find 
a way to meet him 
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SUGGESTED ROLE OF THE TASK FORCE 

l. Assessing community needs/helping volunteers or the Community 
Betterment Project Coordinator assess community needs. 

2. Establishing measurable goals and objectives based on the needs 
identified. 

3. Communicate the concept of the Community Betterment Project to 
community residents. 

4. Recruiting and placing volunteers on projects. 

5. Counseling volunteers on problems they encounter in the project. 

6. Planning Community Betterment Projects in the community. 

7. Evaluating individual effectiveness in the project. 

8. Securing as liaison with other organizations and community agencies 
involved in volunteer services. 

9. Planning rewards/recognition activities for volunteers' efforts. 

10. Identifying and obtaining sources of future funding and other 
material resources. 
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Community Betterment 
Project Consideration 

and Summary 

We will require of you a short summary of the project(s) your city has chosen. We 
encourage you to maintain documentation of all the efforts made by you and the task 
force members. The purpose 1this documentation may serve as material for a grant 
or revenue sharing proposal in the future to continue or expand your project. 

If the project is one in which "before" and "after" photographs would be appropriate, 
we encourage you to have some made. These can be used in news articles about the project 
and we may request prints for inclusion in a slide program about the various projects. 
A complete file would also include copies of all newspaper and/or television and radio 
accounts of the project from it's inception to completion or apex. 

The following notes concern points in determining a successful project and the way 
to organize your project summary: 

1. Any project that benefits your community 

However, remember that no more than seven (7) projects may be included in the 
project summary. 

2. What constitutes a project? 

This question defies a simple answer. Each community must make its own decision 
based on common sense. 

If your community has questions about this, please contact the Bureau of Volunteer 
Coordination. 

3. Be concise 

Remember, in most population categories we (Bureau of Volunteer Coordination) 
must visit every site. We probably will not have more than a half an hour for 
each of the projects. 

4. What project(s) should be emphasized? 

The first and most important consideration in deciding which project(s) should be 
emphasized in the amount of work and community involvement. Obviously, a project 
that involved many people and organizations from all sectors of the community 
deserves more attention than a minor project that involves only a few people. 
Also, measure your project(s) against what you think other communities of a 
similar size around the state are working on. Is the project exceptional and/or 
unique? If so, how? Be sure to bring this out. 

5. Leaving nothing to be assumed 

Remember, we know nothing about your town. Hence your introductory paragraph is 
very important. A short history of your town with emphasis on its origin, unique 
qualities, economy, etc. will help lay the ground work for the ensuring summary. 

The introductory paragraphs can also be the place to introduce your task force 
members and explain how the town got involved in Community Betterment. 
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6. Betterment Task Force 

The Betterment Task Force (or whatever you decide to name it) may be primarily 
an information and coordinating body. Projects need not originate from the 
Betterment Task Force. Some community members may originate project ideas and 
should be encouraged. Be sure to emphasize instances when this occurs as well 
as when the task force has played an active role in landing or carrying out a 
project. 

7. Don't overlook the importance of study projects and the role of planning 

Remember, study projects and evidence of adequate planning are just as important 
as "cosmetic" projects that are easy to photograph or illustrate. 

8. Put yourself in the shoes of an "outsider" 

We all become accustomed to our local environment and fail to see it as a 
stronger world. As you compile your project material it would be helpful to imagine 
yourself as someone who has never seen or heard of your community. This "role 
reversal" will help you determine whether or not you are including all the 
necessary information that we will need to revisit your town. 

9. Be creative 

Don't let all this advice overwhelm or scare you. There are certain basic 
guidelines that every community is required to follow in order to achieve a 
semblance of order in the evaluation. However, the best projects are the ones that 
follow these basic guidelines while expanding on them with individual style 
and creativity. 
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NOTES ON THE MANAGEMENT OF VOLUNTEERS 
••• from a workshop with Marlene Wilson, noted 

expert on volunteerism and author. 

• There are 37-50 million volunteers in the U.S. - 1 out of every 5 
:: persons over 14 yeara old, volunteers. 

: Most social programs (the Welfare Movement, Mental Health, and Child 
• Abuse) were started by volunteers. 

Don't stereotype volunteers; each volunteer 
is different just as each employee is different, 
Avoid '.'lumping" volunteers and referring to 
them as "the volunteers", 

Get to know each volunteer as you would an 
employee. Because they are volunteering does 
not mean they don't need job satisfaction, 
acceptance, recognition; arid .a feeling that 
they are vital to the operation of the program, 
just as employees do. 

Volunteers can and do develop loyalty to a 
program (just as employees do) if they are 
managed correctly. 

The management of volunteers can be paralleled to the management 
of paid staff persons. 

PAID STAFF 

PLAN 

ORGANIZE 

VOLUNTEERS 

(1) SET GOALS 
(2) PLAN OBJECTIVES for utilization of volunteers. 

Have paid staff, clients, and volunteers alreac 
on board, help plan objectives to increase sens2 
of effort and participation in the decisions 
concerning your office. 

(1) Write specific JOB DESCRIPTIONS for volunteers 
as you would for a salaried job slot. 
(a) Identify the time span of the project for 

that job description and when matching the 
volunteer to the job get a connnittment fro~ 
them that they will be able to complete the 
project or a particular part of it. 
Don't lower standards for volunteers. 

(b) A volunteer job should never be the same as 
a job that a·paid employee is doing or 
should be doing. This point is all important 
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in developing the job description. 

(c) If the volunteer job is not a learning 
process it is busy work. Anybody resent~ 
busy work. 

(2) TRAIN AND ORIENTATE the paid staff to the use 
of volunteers to avoid the situation where pai~ 
staff feels threatened. 

:/ith the proper 
attitcdes (initiated on the part of the admini. 0 

• 

trators and supervisors) the paid employees anc. 
the volunteers should form a team. 

(1) RECRUIT 
(2) INTERVIEW 

(a) Find out what that particular person is 
trying to get out of the volunteer expec
ience. Then match the volunteer with fr:· 
job description in order to facilitate ti . 
best completion of the project. 

(b) Ask what kind of supervision they work 
best under. Ask open-ended questions ts 
really learn about the person instead or 
learning only facts. 

(c) Give them the opportunity·to see the 
various job descriptions you have developed 
and decide what they- feel they would do 
best. Through the interview you can 
help direct them if·they need it. 

(1) TRAIN 
(a) Initial training in order to begin the 

project. 
(b) Subsequent training - by simply asking t:·. c 

volunteer (or employees) what they would 
like to know to do a better job, you can 
discover what the training needs are. 

(2) SUPERVISE - Don I t lower standards for voluntee:· 
(a) Conduct subsequent interviews to find ii 

the volunteer is satisfied or to answer 
specific problems such as absentism, low 
moral, etc. Volunteers must have super
vision - either another volunteer (orien:, 
to supervising) or a paid staff person·_. 
The volunteer must feel and be accepted 
for job satisfaction. (Just as an employe. 
must feel and be accepted) - supervision 
is part of this. 

(b) People are all different how they are 
guided should be different. Use coonnon 
sense and judge your style on (1) situation 
(2) person and (3) task. 

(1) EVALUATION - Devise a plan to evaluate the volt:::· 
teer's job performance to insure maximum perfo~
mance. Regular interviews that pennitt an outlet 
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for the volunteer's suggestions, ideas and input 
into the project are necessary. Evaluations could 
be written and filed and should be discussed with 
the volunteer. Perhaps you could let them fill part 
of it out. 

(2) RECORD KEEPING - It is important to keep a persona: 
folder for each volunteer (as you would for employ
ees)to record interviews, volunteer hours, and 
evaluations. As you use more and more volunteers,you 
will not be able to remember these details for 
everyone. As more women move into the job market. 
they will use their volunteer participation as 
references and job experience. (In a few stat.es 
and cities and·with the federal government it is 
counted as work experience). 

(1) Therefore by keeping a personnel folder on each 
volunteer, 

(2) recording the number of hours they work, 
(3) identifing the projects and evaluating their stron;; 

points, you can: 
(a) Compute your volunteer participation into 

dollars for budget purposes. 
(b) Develop recognition and esteem- they will 

take thei_r job -more seriously as will the 
paid staff. 

(c) Establish a respect in industry and private 
business for volunteerism and the value of 
the volunteer experience to the applicant. 

MYTH - "I CAN'T "FIRE" OR REPRIMAND A VOLUNTEER." 
You can. Never lower standards for volunteers - hold 
them to the agreements made in interviews. 

YES, YOU CAN FIRE VOLUNTEERS IF: 
1) You have given them the proper supervision. 
2) You have discussed the problem with them in 

:Interviews and have agreed on alternate be-
havior. (don't lower standards). 

3) You have given them an opportunity to tell 
you why the situation has not improved. 
••• and there is no improvement. 

Then suggest that this volunteer job may not be suited 
to them and give them ideas and options of where they 
may be of maximum benefit and be happier. 

To find out what is your attitude about volunteers, ask 
yourself (managers and employees): 

1) Will I accept and seek out people who are more 
expert than myself? 

2) How will I feel if they are better? 
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INTERVIEWING AND PLACING VOLUNTEERS 

One of the oldest and most universal methods man has used to 
assess one another is the interview. One way to know another 
person is to have a conversation with a purpose, which is one 
definition of interviewing. However, in the field of volunteerism, 
there are many people who feel very uncomfortable with the concept 
of utilizing this particular management tool. They feel it is 
inappropriate to interview and screen people who are volunteering 
their services, at least in anything but the most casual and 
superficial fashion. 

I firmly disagree with this viewpoint and suggest that we owe it 
to volunteers to conduct thorough and effective interviews. If 
we don't then we are in essence saying to them, "we know what we 
need and want - but we neither know nor care what you wnat. Because 
you are free we have an obligation to accept you". No applicant, 
whether paid or volunteer, wants to be judged suitable or not for 
a position without a chance to discuss it face to face. 

We also owe it to our organization to interview well. When we 
are about the business of human services we must be responsible 
about our efforts, or we and our volunteers may do more damage 
than good. 

It is necessary to build into the volunteer selection process 
procedure for ensuring suitability, appropriateness and quality 
control. We must screen out those clearly unsuited for certain 
jobs and redirect them to appropriate placements whenever possible. 
This is essential for several reasons: 

1. The clients of the agency must be protected. They must 
be helped, not hindered by any volunteer involvement. 

2. The agency reputation is greatly affected by the volunteer 
who works there. 

3. Morale of paid staff and other volunteer declines when 
inappropriate or poor volunteer placements occur; and 

4. The volunteer himself suffers when misplaced. 

Just as it is essential to recognize and deal with high risk volunteers, 
it is just as important to recognize high potential candidates. One 
of the greatest faults of many volunteer programs is under-utilizing 
those volunteers who have unusual skills, organizational capabilities 
or extraordinary talents. These people frequently go undetected 
because no one interviewed them effectively and once they were placed, 
they were forgotten. 

So for the benefit of all concerned - the agency, volunteer,·staff 
and client - it is important that the task of interviewing and selec
tion be taken seriously. 
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WAYS TO PUBLICIZE YOUR CITIES' COMMUNITY PROJECT(S): 

In the beginning to recruit volunteers and stimulate interest in the project: 

1. Spot Announcements (see attachment*) 

2. News Releases announcing your endorsement and scope of the project(s) 

3. Interviews on radio and television talk programs explaining the project 
and the impact volunteerism can have on the community. 

4. Posters, fliers and signs. 

5. Setting up neighborhood meetings to gain support for that project. 

During the project and after completion: 

1. Ribbon cutting and grom1d breaking ceremonies. 

2. Recognition of volunteers who were on the project in news releases, 
banquets, luncheons, picture taking ceremonies, etc. (see attachment 
of certificate) 

3. Erect a permanent sign outside the Community Betterment 
or for a road sign at the city limit. (see attachment. 
name can be printed above this logo.) 

Project(s) 
Your cit. 's 

( 
The Community Betterment Project logo should be used in all the publicity) 
so people will identify it with the project. 
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EVALUATION OF THE PROJECT: 

The better job you have done in planning, the easier evaluation will be. 

Evaluation is determining if you have achieved your objectives. 

Planning ~ 1) establish your standards (objectives) 

Evaluation--) 2) measure performance against those standards 

Adjustment ➔ 3) i,orrect deviations from standards (future courses are determined 
in this process). 

EXAMPLE: 

Objectives: Clean-up of unused park. 

1) cut grass, do landscaping 

2) make recreational equipment operational (includes painting) 

3) have plmnbing in restrooms corrected (paint restrooms) 

4) arrange that the park is kept in top condition by subsequent 
volunteer projects. 

RESULTS: 

1) grass was cut twice in 6 months 

2) swings were fixed (no painting or maintance done on other equipment) 

3) one restroom painted (no plumbing fixed) 

4) this project was carried on for two consequetive weekends. Volunteers 
did not carry the project after this. 

EVALUATION: l , .. ,.,, -.. , ,_,., .... ,,~···· 
PLANS TO REMEDY THE SI'!'UATION: 

Contact task force leaders and establish publicity and recruitment of 

volunteers. Mayor will "pitch in" in order to show he backs the project, 



MULTISTATE VOLUNTEER PROJECT STATE PLAN 
Colorado 
Submitted By: Josie Johnson 

MAJOR GOAL: To establish a State Office of Volunteerism in Colorado. 

Activities conducted to date toward meeting this goal have included the 

creation of a Governor's Task Force, made up of a cross section of Colorado 

citizens, who are in the process of conducting a needs assessment for the 

proposed state office. This needs assessment will then be evaluated by 

representatives from existing volunteer organizations and the task force. 

This phase is scheduled for completion by September, 1977. 

OBJECTIVE: To design the structure of the state office in such a manner that 

it is accessible to and effective in meeting the needs of the rural, 

urban and suburban residents of the state. 

To assist in meeting this objective, staff will develop effective two way 

communication with existing volunteer organizations and establish the necessary 

branch offices, hire and train the necessary field representatives, etc. Feed

back from existing volunteer organizations will provide the evaluation for this 

program element, which is scheduled for completion in September, 1977. 

OBJECTIVE: To define the role and functions of the state office. 

To meet this objective staff will review and analyze the needs assessment 

conducted earlier, and consult ACTION and the NICOV Report. September of 1977 

is the targeted completion date for this activity. The report generated will 

also include specific goals and objectives for the state office. 

OBJECTIVE: To devise a means of implementing the goals and objectives developed 

above in a manner that is as unencumbered as possible by such 

debilitating conditions as partisan politics, unnecessary 

bureaucratic procedures, etc. 
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This objective will be met by staff on an ongoing basis utilizing resources 

as they are identified. 

As an initial step in this process, a review of the current political 

climate will be conducted by staff between September and December of 1977. 

The executive and legislative branches of state government will be approached 

for their support and the activity will be evaluated on the basis of the support 

received. 

OBJECTIVE: The identification of funding sources for the state office. 

To meet this objective staff will consult relevant literature and resource 

people to obtain information on the necessary guidelines to observe in seeking 

funding. This activity is scheduled to occur between September and December 

of 1977 and will be evaluated on the basis of feedback from the funding sources 

and on the presence or absence of funding. 

OBJECTIVE: To design a state office that conducts cost-effective operations. 

State office staff will meet this objective by first developing standards 

for cost-effectiveness and then by comparing state office operations to these 

standards on an ongoing basis. Records will be maintained on the cost of services 

by the state office broken down to reflect the nature of the service provided, 

the number of organizations or individuals served, etc. 

OBJECTIVE: To develop an effective system of two way communication with the 

other state volunteer offices for the purpose of information 

exchange, technical assistance, etc. 

Staff will indicate this ongoing activity in September of 1977 and make 

evaluations on the basis of the number of states such linkages have been 

developed with. 
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OBJECTIVE: To coordinate the services provided by the state office with the 

needs of the state's voluntary organizations. 

Staff will meet this objective by first consulting the needs assessment 

performed earlier and through an ongoing assessment of services provided by 

other voluntary organizations such as NICOV, the VAC's, ACTION, volunteer 

directors, etc. In this manner, undesirable duplication of services will be 

avoided and state office effectiveness will be maximized. Evaluation on this 

activity will be accomplished by the assessment of feedback from these resource 

groups. 

OBJECTIVE: To maximize the visibility of the state office and enhance the 

public's awareness of the value of volunteerism through the 

development of an effective public relations/educational program. 

This objective will be met by the acquisition of a public relations staff 

and the development of appropriate ongoing programs. Their activities will 

be evaluated on the basis of increases in public awareness of volunteerism and 

increases in service utilization. 



GEORGE L. BROWN 
Lieutenant Governor 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

-EXECUTIVE CHAMBERS 

DENVER 

M E M 0 

Ed Harris, Project Director 

Josie Johnson W'_ . . 
Comments regarding Volunteer1sm State ProJect 

October 3, 1977 

You will remember I reported during the July 19-21 ACTION MULTISTATE 

VOLUNTEER PROJECT WORKSHOP in St. Louis, Missouri that the Governor of 

Colorado had appointed a Governor's Task Force to research Volunteerism 

in Colorado. The Task Force conducted a statewide survey, during the 

months of April and May, 1977, with volunteers and volunteer coordinators 

to determine a need for and interest in establishing a state office of 

volunteerism in Colorado. The results of the survey was submitted to the 

Governor September 20, 1977. (A copy of that report was sent to you.) The 

Committee Task Force Chairperson reported that the Governor received the 

report enthusiasitically and offered his full support. The Task Force 

Chairperson further reported that there were many questions regarding 

regulations required by ACTION that needed to be answered before a 

substantive program to create a State Volunteer Office could be designed. 

A list of questions have been submitted to the director of the ACTION 

office in Washington, D. C. The answers to their questions will determine 

the next step in developing an office. (A list of the questions were not 
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available.) The Office of Lt. Governor George L. Brown has offered full 

support and stands ready to assist in the creation of a State Office on 

Volunteerism. The Lt. Governor has been in personal contact with the 

Director of ACTION, Mr. Sam Brown and has been assured of his interest and 

support. Please extend to Lt. Governor James J. Damman our sincere apprecia

tion for the opportunity to have been involved in the Multistate Volunteer 

Project Conference. We have a renewed interest and deep commitment to give 

visibility to the tireless workers in the total field of Volunteerism. Thank 

you Ed for your patience and persistence. Feel free to contact us. We wish 

you success and God's Blessings. 



MULTISTATE VOLUNTEER PROJECT STATE PLAN 
South Carolina 
Submitted By: Linda Lewis 

MAJOR GOAL: To cooperate with national, state and local agencies to promote 

volunteerism in South Carolina. 

OBJECTIVE: To develop and implement an advocacy program for volunteerism in 

the state. 

This objective will be met by SCOVS staff, statewide and regional associ

ations of voluntary directors through educational and public relations programs; 

the creation of community resource centers designed for this purpose among 

others; the promotion of media exposure for volunteer programs; and through 

actively supporting and/or indicating legislation favorable to volunteerism. 

The impact of this annual program will be evaluated by surveys which will 

reflect the number of new volunteers recruited, the number of media spots 

employed, etc. 

OBJECTIVE: To provide technical assistance to the state's volunteer directors. 

During the next year, SCOVS staff will provide a range of services to local 

volunteer directors including training programs for volunteer directors as on

going needs are identified; on site visits; through offering 30 or more work

shops in management techniques throughout the state; through the continued 

identification of funding sources and guidelines for volunteer programs; and 

through the provision of an annual statewide conference for volunteer directors. 

In addition, staff will provide technical assistance for designated special 

projects such as the spring cleanup project and the development of a crisis 

intervention network on a county by county basis throughout the state. 
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OBJECTIVE: To further develop and enlarge our clearinghouse services. 

Throughout the coming year, SCOVS staff will continue to provide information 

to the 1,300 volunteer directors in the state, to publish the SCOVS newsletter and 

to provide information as requested by national and/or out of state volunteer 

organizations. In addition, staff will develop and implement a special request 

system for information and a lending library for specialized voluntary information, 

technical data, etc. 

The success of these services will be evaluated on the basis of the relevant 

criteria for each service, e.g., the number of requests for information that 

were filled; the number of new library holdings acquired and distributed; the 

number of special requests for information accommodated, etc. 



SOUTH CAROLINA OFFICE OF VOLUNTEER SERVICES 

Revised State Plan 

GOALS - OBJECTIVES - JUSTIFICATION 

The South Carolina Office of Volunteer Services is 
established to serve as a focal point for volunteerism 
in South Carolina, and to provide supervision and plan-
ning in the initiation, development, evaluation, imple
mentation, maintenance, expansion, and advocacy of state
wide programs of voluntary citizen participation, especially 

those concerned with poverty. The primary goals of 
the section are: 
1. Act as an advocate for volunteerism in South Carolina, 

through the provision of official support and public 
recognition. 

2. Serve as a clearinghouse for information from national, 
regional, and state sources developing communication 
and coordination among federal, state, and private 
sectors in South Carolina as well as between in-state 
and out-of-state organizations. 

3. Increase the knowledge and expertise of volunteer 
directors by sponsoring and co-sponsoring workshops 
and conferences on subjects related to voluntary 
action, 

4, Through the above goals expand the use of volunteers 
in state agencies to allow for the effective utili
zation of volunteers as a source of revenue and a 
means to expand the services of each agency, 

the 
1 . 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

These goals will be obtained by accomplishment of 
following objectives: 
Draft and implement legislation supportive of volun
teerism such as workmen's compensation and insurance 
for volunteers. 
Act as a liaison with the Governor's Office, keeping 
him in touch with the needs and accomplishments of 
volunteers in South Carolina. 
Continue extensive public education on volunteerism 
via radio and TV appearances, newspaper and magazine 
articles, and personal visits. 
Participate in and arrange recognition of volunteers, 
including the Governor's involvement in National 
Volunteer Week and encoragement of statewide nomina
tions for National Volunteer of the Year. 
Actively initiate and aid in the establishment of 
Voluntary Action Centers and Community Resource 
Centers. 
Publish a quarterly newsletter as a communication 
medium from the South Carolina Office of Volunteer 
Services~ from volunteer directors to one another, 
and for the dissemination of information received 
from in and out-of-state sources. 
Maintain and continually update a library of techni
cal and descriptive publications and a listing of 
audio-visual materials dealing with all aspects of 
volunteerism. 
Maintain contact with federal and private national 



organizations and other state offices to keep up with 
new research results in volunteerism and to share 
resources. 

9. Sponsor or co-sponsor an annual statewide conference, 
keynoting a national consultant. 

10. Co-sponsor regional conferences utilizing local resource 
persons. 

11. Provide access to training materials and information 
maintained by the South Carolina Office of Volunteer 
Services. 

12. Act as resource persons in conduc.tfogtraining workshops. 
13. Sponsor educational workshops designed especially 

for state agencies, both to initiate and expand programs. 
14. Offer technical assistance in the implementation, 

maintenance, and expansion of volunteer programs. 
15. Draft and implement a model program in a state agency 

such as Department of Social Services, to serve as 
a guide for the establishment of volunteer programs 
in state agencies in every county. 

i6, Travel weekly throughout the state making personal 
visits to on-going and potential volunteer programs 
in state agencies. 



SOUTH CAROLINA OFFICE OF VOLUNTEER SERVICES 

JAMES B. EDWARDS 
GoWH'nor 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

1321 Lady Street 
Room 312, Owen Bid. 

LINDA B. LEWIS 
Director 

Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
758-5771 

BARBARA BALLINGER 
Asst. Director 

MEMORANDUM 

Ed Harris 

Linda B, Lewis/SCOVS 

Multistate Volunteer Project State Plan -
Progress To Date 
September 8, 1977 

Activities completed upon returning from the 
Lt, Governor's Conference on Volunteerism in 
St. Louis, Missouri, July 19, 20, and 21. 

1. Crisis Intervention Project - a project 
in which 1,6 million dollars was allotted 
for poverty level persons to cover costs 
of fuel incurred this past winter, The 
SCOVS recruited volunteers to imple-
ment this project over a 10 county area. 
All reports, to date, have been favorable 
as to the involvement of volunteers. 

2. Six workshops have been conducted upon 
request of these agencies: 
1. Charleston County Family Court - staff 

resistance to volunteers - using our 
video cassette on that subject, The 
Voluntary Difference. 

2. Camden Memorial Hospital - staff resis
tance - (see above). 

3. Camden Memorial Hospital - staff resis
tance - (see above). 

4. Catawba Center for Growth and Develop
ment - staff resistance - (see above) 

5, Spartanburg County Youth Bureau - staff 
resistance - (see above). 

6. Greenville American Red Cross - Motiva
tion of Volunteers. 

3. Completion of the Palmetto Focus, the 
newsletter published by the SCOVS everv 



quarter and distributed to 1300 volunteer 
directors in South Carolina. 

4. Final plans have been made for the 3rd 
Statewide Conference on Volunteerism to 
be held October 27 and 28 in Columbia, s.c. 

Workshop topics are: 
1. Communication Skills 
2. How to Start a Volunteer Program 
3. How to Build a Slide Presentation 
4. ~olunteer Program Nanagement 
5. Public Relations 
6. The Non-Traditional Volunteer 
7, Writing Job Descriptions 
8. Involvement of Student Volunteers 
9. Assertiveness Training 

10. Creative Public Speaking - a work
shop which will be offered on-going 
both days. Each person that 
participates will be given public 
speaking pointers then video taped 
and played back for critiquing purposes. 
We are fortunate in having with us 
for the conference, in-state 
consultants, Narcia Penn, Director, 
O.V.S., Virginia, Susan Beard, Director, 
O,V,S,, Department of Welfare, West 
Virginia, Jeff Shembera, Asst. Director, 
0,V.S., Florida, and Dr. Arlene 
Schlinder, National Center for Volun
tary Action, Washington, D.C. This, 
of course, does not include trainers 
which will be provided to us by 
ACTION. 

Activities which are currently on-going within 
the SCOVS: 

1. Designing and writing a new brochure for 
the SCOVS; 

2. Identification of funding sources for 
the continuation of the SCOVS; 

3, Research on volunteer liability insurance 
in South Carolina and other states with 
such legislation; investigating probability 
of a private insurance company in S.C. 
to underwrite volunteer liability insurance 
for state agencies. 

4. Research and collecting data on state 
agencies that involve volunteers and the 
feasibility of legislation for workmans 
compensation for volunteers in state agencies. 

5, Involvement of the SCOVS in a Weatheri
zation Project to weatherize homes for 
poverty level persons. Volunteers 



will be recruited for this purpose. 
6. Writing a handbook to accompany the 

video cassette,"The Voluntary Difference,'' 
forwhich the SCOVS has had numerous 
requests to rent or purchase. 

7. Implementation of plans in South Carolina 
for the Rural Conference on Volunteerism 
to be held in Blacksburg, Virginia, 
November 2, 3, and 4, and sponsored by 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and 
State University, the Appalachian Regional 
Commission, the Weyerhaeuser Foundation 
and State Offices on Volunteerism. 



MULTISTATE VOLUNTEER PROJECT STATE PLAN 
New Jersey 
Submitted By: Charlotte Speck and Bernice Shepard 

MAJOR GOAL: To encourage and support the development or expansion of voluntary 

programs in the state of New Jersey. 

-
OBJECTIVE: As the first objective toward meeting the above goal, the state 

office will provide ongoing support and technical assistance to 

help establish voluntary action centers throughout the state. 

To help meet this objective, the state office will meet once every two 

months with the VAC directors in an effort to determine their needs and provide 

the necessary assistance. In addition to the state office staff, NCVA, the 

directors of the State Action Office, the Department of Human Services, and 

the Assistant Commissioner of the Department of Community Affairs can serve as 

resources to assist in meeting this objective. 

This ongoing activity will be evaluated after a one year period by a survey 

of the VAC directors as to the effectiveness of the state office in meeting the 

objective. 

OBJECTIVE: The state office will attempt to provide a forum for voluntary 

agencies for the exchange of information, ideas, etc. 

To meet this objective, the state office will arrange an annual conference 

of voluntary agency directors and at least three regional workshops will be held 

during the same year period to address participants' problems and provide needed 

training. The state office staff, ACTION, NCVA, local trainers, NICOV, VAC 

Directors, the Governor's Office, the Assembly, the Alliance and the local 

voluntary agencies will provide the needed support for these activities. 

These activities will be evaluated on the basis of participation at the 

conference and regional meetings and a formal evaluation of same by the participants. 
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OBJECTIVE: The state office will attempt to establish and support the develop

ment of a formal communication network for the voluntary groups and 

associations within the state. 

To meet this objective, the state office will publish a quarterly news

letter and distribute it to over 1,000 voluntary organizations within the state. 

The newsletter will include information relative to volunteerism at all levels. 

The state office will utilize the Office of Public Information, federal, state 

and local voluntary agencies, the Assembly, NCVA, and NICOV for information 

sources. State office staff will be responsible for the newsletter publication. 

This activity will be evaluated on the basis of the prompt meeting of 

publication dates and the feedback received by consumers as to the quality of 

the information provided. 

OBJECTIVE: The state office will attempt to promote and support volunteer 

recognition and visibility within the state. 

This objective will be met by working closely with the department's public 

relations office and the mass media, and by attending the volunteer recognition 

events throughout the state. State office staff expect to utilize the Department 

of Public Information, the Governor's Office, the Public Broadcasting System, 

the State Division on Aging, the Department of Community Affairs, and the local 

voluntary agency directors to assist them with this ongoing activity. 

This activity will be evaluated on the basis of the number of media presenta

tions made and a staff assessment as to the impact of same on the general public 

in terms of the promotion of volunteerism. 

OBJECTIVE: The state office will encourage and assist in the development of 

educational programs aimed at providing training and skill development 

for volunteer administrators in New Jersey. 
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To accomplish this objective, the state office staff will work closely 

with the State University in developing a curriculum for the training of 

volunteer leaders and coordinators in the principles of management and human 

relations. During this year long activity state office staff will solicit 

the services of Rutgers State University, AAVS, the Office of Special Services, 

the Department of Human Services, and the local volunteer agency directors. 

It is expected that Rutgers will begin to offer these courses in 1978. 

OBJECTIVE: The state office will develop educational programs on volunteerism 

with special emphasis on application for the potential volunteer 

who is approaching retirement age. 

To accomplish this objective, the state office will draw on the expertise 

of Rutgers State University's Department of Continuing Education, the Depart

ment of Education, the Division on Aging, the ombudsman, and the local volunteer 

agency directors. With these resources the state office hopes to develop pre

retirement courses for volunteer recruitment. 

The success of these activities will be evaluated on the basis of the number 

of persons exposed to the courses and the number of new volunteers recruited as 

a result of this program. 

OBJECTIVE: The state office will undertake a program to quantify the number of 

voluntary agencies and active volunteers in the state. 

To meet this objective, the state office staff and student interns will 

consult with the State Library, the Secretary of State's Office, the Department 

of Human Services, the Department of Corrections, the Department of Higher 

Education, and identified public and private voluntary and non-voluntary agencies 

in the state. The information collected will be compiled in a directory and 

made available to interested parties in the state office's resource library. 
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In addition, a cost benefit analysis will be made of the findings. 

Although this is by its nature an ongoing activity, it is expected that 

within three years the project will be "completed." It is hoped that the 

proposed cost benefit analysis will be able to provide valuable information 

and documentation on the economic impact of volunteerism in the state. 



MULTI-STATE VOLUNTEER PROJECT STATE PLAN 

NEW JERSEY OFFICE OF VOLDNTEER SERVICES 

MAJOR GOAL: To encourage and assist government agencies and 
non-government organizations at state and local levels to 
expand or develop volunteer projects to meet human, social, 
and environmental needs. 

In order to accomplish this goal, the following activities 
will be undertaken in a six month period. 

(1) The Office will conduct a study of all state 
departments to assess the need for volunteers who 
would be utilized to augment, humanize, and enrich 
government services; 

(2) Staff will work closely with the State TJniversity 
in developing a curriculum on research and 
administration of volunteer programs; 

(3) The Office will start to work with the State 
University in developing educational orograms on 
voluntarism with special emphasis on the potential 
volunteer who is approaching retirement age. 

During the six months period, the Office will maintain 
detailed reports on these activities so that the strengths and 
weaknesses of current operations can be evaluated, and possible 
alternative courses can be implemented when necessary. 



- - ---- ----------------------

MULTISTATE VOLUNTEER STATE PLAN - PROGRESS REPORT 

NEW JERSEY OFFICE OF VOLUNTEER SERVICES 

During the six-months' period of operations of the State Office, the overall 
goal was "to encourage and assist government agencies and non-government 
organizations at state and local levels to expand or develop volunteer 
projects to meet human, social, and environmental needs". 

The office prepared a questionnaire which was sent to all state departments 
assessing their use of volunteers to supplement paid staff work. Most of 
the departments expressed great interest in having volunteers work in their 
department, recognizing this as a good way to reduce alienation by bringing 
citizens and their state government closer together. However, the office 
sees that educating public employees on the concept of voluntarism will be 
crucial to the success of the project because of recent funding cutbacks and 
job layoffs. 

Staff will be meeting with department representatives to further explore 
program possibilities. The office itself has obtained a volunteer student 
intern who will be assisting us in our research and program development 
efforts. 

The office has also made contact with our state senator to gain support and 
to have an advocate in the legislature for promoting our volunteer project. 

During this period, the office has been serving on a task force comprised of 
representative volunteer leadership in the state to assist the Rutgers 
University Graduate School of Social Work in developing an institute on 
voluntarism. The institute will utilize graduate students and university 
faculty in doing research on the volunteer movement in the state. Also, 
undergraduate and graduate level courses will be given on an on-going basis 
for both volunteers and volunteer managers. The proposal, outlining this 
program, has been submitted to the Rutger's Board of Trustees for review and 
approval. We have also been meeting with representatives of the Title I 
Office of the Department of Higher Education for funding of the project. 

The office has also been meeting with the State University's Department of 
Education, the Division on Aging, the Ombudsman, and other pertinent volun
teer agency directors to begin developing courses on volunteer opportunities 
for people approaching retirement age. We are anticipating that these 
courses will be fully developed for the spring semester of 1978 and a part 
of the Adult Education Program sponsored throughout the state. 



MULTISTATE VOLUNTEER PROJECT STATE PLAN 
Wisconsin 
Submitted by: R. Richard Wagner 

MAJOR GOAL: To establish an efficient state Office of Volunteerism in Wisconsin. 

OBJECTIVE: To report to the Governor on the proceeding of the Multistate Volunteer 

Project Conference. 

This objective will be met by the preparation of a written report utilizing 

previously prepared material and material obtained at the conference. The report 

will be submitted the week following the conference. 

Upon submission of the report a request will be made to the Governor to 

support the exploration of definite steps toward the establishment of a State 

Volunteer Office. 

OBJECTIVE: To review and update a previously completed needs assessment. 

This objective will be accomplished by an informal task force made up of 

state agency directors and other resource persons within the executive office. 

This activity is scheduled for completion in the first month following the 

conference. 

OBJECTIVE: To determine what requirements must be met to make application for 

ACTION funding. 

This task will be accomplished during the first month through consultation 

with the Wisconsin ACTION office. 

OBJECTIVE: To pave the way for cooperative association with existing voluntary 

organizations by alleviating their previously identified concerns 

about a state office. 

To accomplish this task, staff will hold informal consultations and advisory 

meetings with existing voluntary organizations such as the VAC's, volunteer 
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directors, etc. It is expected that one product of these meetings will be a 

clearing understanding of the proposed relationship between the state office 

and the state's other voluntary organizations. This activity is scheduled to 

be completed at the end of the first month and will be evaluated on the basis 

of the support received for the proposed state office. 

At this point a written recommendation will be prepared by executive office 

staff requesting a definite decision by the Governor with respect to the creation 

of a State Volunteer Office. The success of this activity will be evaluated by 

the Governor's response. 

OBJECTIVE: To prepare a proposal for ACTION funding and to assist in the federal 

review of the application. 

These activities will begin approximately two months after the conference. 

State office staff, utilizing the assistance of the appropriate congressional 

offices, will consult with the federal officials and legislators concerned. 

These efforts will be evaluated on the basis of the funding decision. 

OBJECTIVE: To establish an advisory council and begin implementation of the 

first year's grant. 

This objective will be accomplished by staff working with ACTION, experts in 

the field of volunteerism, the advisory council, the Executive Office, and other 

resource personnel as needed. These resource groups will develop an information 

clearinghouse, provide technical assistance where needed, attempt to stimulate 

volunteer recruitment, and otherwise provide assistance to voluntary organizations 

in Wisconsin. 

An evaluation will be conducted of the progress achieved during the first 

year grant period and will provide the necessary documentation for making appli

cation for further funding and program development. 



STATE OF WISCONSIN 

OFFICE OF THE GOVER'-iOR 

MART" J. ,t:HHEIBER 

September 26, 1977 

Mr. Ed Harris 
Multistate Volunteer Workshop 
Office of the Lieutenant Governor 
State Capitol 
Lansing, Michigan 48909 

Dear Ed: 

In response to your request for an update on Wisconsin's 
participation in the multi-state project on Volunteerism 
the following is submitted: 

1. Acting Governor Martin J. Schreiber filed an 
application with ACTION for FY77 funding for a state 
office of volunteer services. 

2. ACTION subsequently requested a specific focus 
for the Office on Volunteer Services in line with 
their new guidelines. Governor Schreiber selected 
health care for the focus of the grant project. We 
are now awaiting ACTION's response. 

3. Our concern for the future is to use the exper
iences and any models developed by other states as 
we establish a program for volunteer services in 
Wisconsin. 

We appreciate the impetus and the information the multi
state project has given our efforts here in Wisconsin. 

All best to you in the future. 

RRW:sn 



MULTISTATE VOLUNTEER PROJECT STATE PLAN 
Missouri 
Submitted By: Robert Fowler 

MAJOR GOAL: To cooperate with state and local agencies and organizations to 

improve and increase the effective utilization of volunteers in 

the state of Missouri. 

OBJECTIVE: To create a greater awareness of the value of and need for an 

expanded volunteer involvement in the state. 

To accomplish this objective the state office will initiate three new 

volunteer programs by January of 1978. The programs will be developed for 

the Ellis Fiscbel State Cancer Hospital, Missouri Services for the Blind, 

and the Juvenile courts. In addition, high school volunteer programs will be 

expanded in cooperation with the Department of Education and the state office 

will offer its services as the secretariate for the Missouri Organization of 

Volunteer Effectiveness. 

OBJECTIVE: To foster educational exchange and training pertaining to volunteerism 

through the provision of forums designed for this purpose. 

Using state office staff and the information clearinghouse as resources, 

six workshops will be presented for voluntary administrators by January of 1978. 

The workshops will be presented in St. Joseph, Columbia, Hannibal, Joplin, 

Springfield and in one other location within the state. 

With the same resources and timetable, two additional workshops will be 

designed and presented to the volunteer leadership of the American Cancer 

Society and the juvenile courts. In addition, quarterly meetings of the state's 

volunteer administrators and field coordinators will be conveyed on an ongoing 

basis for the purpose of sharing information and expertise. 

OBJECTIVE: To provide information relative to the development and ongoing 

operation of public and private volunteer programs through the 

expansion of clearinghouse's services to serve more volunteer 

organizations. 



PROGRESS REPORT 

MAJOR GOAL: To cooperate with state and local agencies and organi

zations to improve and increase the effective utilization 

of volunteers in the state of Missouri. 

OBJECTIVE: To create a greater awareness of the value of and need 

for an expanded volunteer involvement in the state. 

To accomplish this objective the state office will initiate 

three new volunteer programs by January of 1978. The programs will be 

developed for the Ellis Fischel State Cancer Hospital, Missouri Services 

for the Blind, and the Juvenile courts. In addition, high school 

volunteer programs will be expanded in cooperation with the Department 

of Education and the state office will offer its services as the 

secretariate for the Missouri Organization for Volunteer Effectiveness. 

A. To create greater awareness, the Third Annual Citizen Involve

ment Evaluation Survey has been completed and the Missouri 

Volunteer Office Third Annual Survey of Volunteerism in State 

Government has been distributed to state and local agencies. 

(Survey report enclosed) 

B. Contact initiated to Ellis Fischel State Cancer Hospital 

regarding the status of utilization of volunteers. 

C. Compilation of existing volunteer services for the blind. 

D. Completed survey of Juvenile Court services. (See survey report) 

E. Distributed NCVA's newest publication entitled "Youth as 

Volunteers." 

F. Serving as secretariate for the Missouri Organization for 

Volunteer Effectiveness. Now consulting and facilitating a 

statewide Task Force on legislation affecting volunteerism 

with MOVE. 



OBJECTIVE: To foster educational exchange and training pertaining to 

volunteerism througl1 the provision of forums designed for 

this purpose. 

Using state office staff and the information clearinghouse as 

resources, six workshops 11ill be ~resented for voluntary administrators 

by January of 1978. The workshops will be presented in St. Joseph, 

Columbia, Hannibal, Joplin, Springfield and in one other location 

within the state. 

With the same resources and timetable, two additional workshops 

will be designed and presented to the volunteer leadership of the 

American Cancer Society and the juvenile courts. In addition, 

quarterly meetings of the state's volunteer administrators and field 

coordinators will be conveyed on an ongoing basis for the purpose of 

sharinq information and expertise. 

A. St. Joseph workshop completed on September 27th. Hannibal 

workshop scheduled for October 28. 

fl. Workshop to statewide stc1ff of the American Cancer Society 

completed. Juvenile coccrt workshop scheduled for late fall. 

C. Quarterly meetings with ,tate volunteer administrators 

scheduled after mcetin0s with department and division heads 

are completed. The depar ,,nent and di vis ion head meetings are 

being conducted as a result of the state survey. 

ORJECTIVE: To provide information relative to the development and 

ongoing operation of public and private volunteer programs 

through the expansion of clearinghouse's services to serve 

more volunteer org~nizations. 

A. 297 packets were sent out to public volunteer orograms (See 

samples). 



IX. Transcript Summaries of Conference Calls 



CONFERENCE CALL SUMMARY 

DATE: August 31, 1977 

PARTICIPANTS: Robert Fowler, Missouri 
Richard Wagner, Wisconsin 
Ed Harris, Project Director, Lansing, Michigan 

AGENDA: The Role of an Advisory Council and Recruitment Problems and 
Techniques 

Ed: As you know, we set up this call because Richard had expressed an interest 
in discussing these ares with you, Robert. 

Richard: Do you have an advisory council in Missouri, Robert? 

Robert: No, we don't. 

Richard: Do you have problems as a result of this? 

Robert: The decision was made not to have an advisory council. If you check 
around the country, attitudes are divided concerning this topic. We have a 
network; they are not officially designated as an advisory council, however, 
Michigan is probably the only state in the country, in terms of state-wide 
volunteer programs, with a commission that is highly technical and mandated. 
I'm kind of glad we don't have a council as I think we can get input here 
without it. 

Ed: Are you speaking in terms of an advisory council that advises or one that 
has decision-making authority? 

Robert: We performed a SWOT test (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and 
threats) on the idea and came up with these findings: 

Strengths: An advisory council on volunteerism would provide good public 
relations. If the members were drawn from the local level where the needs 
are, they could help a great deal to identify those needs. 
Weaknesses: The advisory council might begin to try to direct activities. 
They might also request more than can be provided by the office, thus 
producing problems. 
Threats: We listed only one, but important, i.e., they might try to chart 
their own course. 

I might add that we performed this test sometime ago and might think differently 
now. 

Ed: What do you call your council--an advisory committee? 
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Robert: We have no officially recognized council; everything in Missouri is 
established by executive order. 

Ed: Richard, have you discussed any pros or cons about establishing an advisory 
council with your task force? 

Richard: The position in this state is that we would have to have one because 
of the problem of citizen participation. One of the things I would hope that 
such a group would do in this state is foster involvement. Toward this end we 
would balance the appointments to obtain as wide and representative a cross 
section as possible. 

Robert: Our effort to involve minorities here has been through our client
volunteer programs. 

Richard: Do you find enough visibility that you can identify the leaders in 
volunteerism in minority communities? 

Robert: That's a problem. The only way we have been able to do that is really 
by contacting one minority program that leads us to another. Often times the 
people involved in these programs don't think of themselves as volunteers, which 
is more of a white, middle_class concept. We do have MOVE, which is the Missouri 
Organization for Volunteer Effectiveness. They serve as an advisory body to this 
program. MOVE is made up of professionals in volunteerism, primarily paid staff. 
I can make 20 calls to MOVE members, pretty well substituting an advisory council, 
and saving them from having to travel all over the state. That's another reason 
why I know Michigan and Wisconsin would appreciate this. St. Louis and Kansas 
City are five hours apart. You don't just drive 20 miles--you go three or four 
hundred. People in Rhode Island have a different, and enviable, situation. 

Richard: Robert, how many staff are in your office? 

Robert: Presently, there are three. By the way, Colorado just completed their 
state-wide task force study on volunteerism. 

Ed: Josie is supposed to send me a copy. 

Robert: I think it should be an excellent report, and the Governor will probably 
be anxious to see how they approached it. I hope Josie will be able to coordi
nate what she did in St. Louis with that task force. I think Colorado is a model 
to hold up. Quite frankly, I wish we had started our program with the same 
process because they have a complete needs assessment from all the volunteer 
leaders in a way they can use. We did not have a completed game plan when we 
began, so Colorado is in a good position. 
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Ed: Also, Richard, I thought you might be interested in a copy of Recruiting 
Low Income Volunteers. It is available from the National Center for Voluntary 
Action in Washington, D. C. It presents the findings of a study of five 
projects that used low income volunteers and presents information on under
standing your target community, planning volunteer projects, project operations, 
recruitment techniques, volunteer placement and activities that directly affect 
low income volunteers. It is 50¢ a copy. The address is NCVA, 1214 Sixteenth 
Street, N. W., Washington, D. C. 20036. They also have another one on volunteer 
recruiting which describes recruiting methods, use of media, special projects, 
and emphasizes how to develop roles for volunteers based on their skill and the 
program's goals. It is titled Volunteer Recruiting. 



CONFERENCE CALL SUMMARY 

DATE: August 31, 1977 

PARTICIPANTS: Bernice Shepard, New Jersey 
Lavon Bliesener, Michigan 
Richard Wagner, Wisconsin 
Ed Harris, Project Director, Lansing, Michigan 

AGENDA: Recruitment and Program Development in an Urbanized Environment 

Ed: I arranged this call and matched these states because Bernice expressed a 
concern about recruitment and program development in an urbanized environment 
like New Jersey, and because both Michigan and Wisconsin had expressed similar 
concerns and were similar in their urban characteristics. 

Bernice: There are only six VACs here in New Jersey. I felt we started off 
in a way that would build good working relationships, but suddently there seems 
to be a lot of concern from the VACs about our role as a state office. 

Lavon: We have 13 VACs in Michigan and five have just had a change in directors. 
Since we have had no formalized mechanism to meet with them, I approached building 
a relationship by being available and providing what assistance I could. I've 
gone out and spent a day with them from time to time, e.g., sight visits, and 
this type of thing. We've added one VAC in Niles, Michigan, through the efforts 
of our community involvement project. They decided it was more appropriate for 
them to be a VAC rather than a community involvement project and that arrangement 
seemed appropriate. We've been on call with them to assist in getting them 
started with NCVA. Our relationship with them has been very good so far. 

Bernice: In the beginning, did you meet with them? 

Lavon: Yes, and on two occasions I called the VACs together for a luncheon meet
ing to let them know what we are doing, update them on the status of our community 
involvement projects, and to solicit their feedback. These meetings seem to have 
been helpful to all concerned. I plan to continue this practice, particularly 
since there are five new directors. 

Bernice: Have you been asked by the VACs to fund them? 

Lavon: No, but they were very suspect and had many questions about our role as 
a state office. It has taken some nurturing in low key. I have been out and 
met with them to see what the programs are like and have also been featuring a 
VAC and its programs and director in our newsletter. 
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Bernice: We built our hopes too much on the VACs initially. They had lobbied 
before for a state office, which we were not aware of. When we did get together, 
it was a very good meeting and they suggested meeting quarterly. When I had the 
accident, Charlotte called a quarterly meeting and suddenly none of them could 
come. I was rather disappointed. 

Lavon: I think it takes time to develop these relationships. We decided to 
meet with the VACs two times a year, here in Lansing. We would have two goals, 
to update them on what we are doing and what is happening around the Capitol in 
a morning meeting, and then to meet with their legislators for lunch and the 
afternoon. By the way, not all of our discussions relate exclusively to volun
teerism. If there is something else they want that I can provide, I do it or 
find someone who can help with their particular request. We meet in the spring 
and fall. My other goal is to see what is happening in their area so I have a 
better feel for what types of technical assistance they may need. I hope this 
approach will be effective, but I know what you mean about them reacting defen
sively and being unclear about our role in the whole business. I try to keep a 
low profile and be on the alert for how we can be of assistance to them. 

Bernice: You said you have not been asked to form VACs? 

Lavon: No, and I didn't feel it was my place to create trouble. When the Niles, 
Michigan, group decided to become a VAC, we made a couple of trips down there, 
got them in touch with NCVA, provided them with the necessary materials, proce
dures, etc. We also assisted them in getting a CETA person to be the director 
and provided other technical assistance as needed. 

Ed: What I hear you saying, Lavon, is that initially there was some resistance 
about the VIM Commission in terms of the effect it would have on the VACs and 
who is in control. You tried to model your role as one of providing assistance, 
developing communication channels, and not trying to control their activities. 

Lavon: Yes, one of the things they were asking was, "Are we under you now?" 

Bernice: I keep saying we are not an enforcement power, we are not a funding 
agency, although we do try to find out where the money is. I feel we are not 
progressing as fast as I had hoped. 

Lavon: I think it takes tender, loving care. It's a continuous process. As I 
said, we have five new directors, which I see as a positive element because they 
will not have to readjust to us as did the other directors. 

Richard: Why is there so much turnover in VAC personnel? 
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Lavon: VACs are usually in somewhat of a tenuous position, depending upon the 
particular community and their board. They're not overpaid, and if their board 
is not supportive in fund raising, it can be pretty discouraging. In volunteerism, 
you can get stretched ten or twelve different ways and you can burn out fast. 

Bernice: I think you may be right because funding is a real, serious problem. 
I do what I can, but unless the United Way, Red Cross, etc., can assist,setting 
up a VAC may be creating a structure for nothing. 

Ed: Bernice, what specifically were you concerned about in terms of program 
development in urban communities as opposed to rural? What do you see as the 
difference and uniqueness of urban related programs? 

Bernice: I was interested in knowing how the urban areas approach it. I think 
I mentioned to you before that our state is so different. Even though it is a 
small state, it is the most populated and state politics are really weird. While 
I have some concerns, I don't see anything happening at this point, until after 
November. 

Lavon: The answers to some of these things you will find are not always immediate. 
If you try to force a solution, it usually ends up not being on target anyway. It 
just takes time. 

Bernice: I think that was the cause of my concern about the VACs because no one 
told us initially what we would be doing, who we would be relating to, and, of 
course, we started getting a lot of information from NCVA, and all that. We 
tried to force something that was not going to be at that point. 

Ed: Richard, is there anything that you have some concerns about? I know you 
are in the initial stage of trying to create a state office in Wisconsin. 

Richard: I talked with the ACTION office yesterday, going back over a draft for 
an application for federal funding. The Governor is agreeable and is pushing to 
go ahead on this. Some of the other staff are less than crazy about creating the 
office, however. 

Ed: What kind of resistance are you meeting on that issue? 

Richard: Many of them are new, with only a month or two 
and they are overwhelmed with existing responsibilities. 
priority. 

in the executive office, 
It's not a political 
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Ed: That's what I hear from many people. You know, Bernice, I think your concern 
about the urbanized environment primarily means that you have to contend with so 
many governmental agencies and political considerations that often times you are 
entering into turfdoms that override the real purpose and functions of your office 
as you see them. 

Bernice: Like Richard--it's not a matter of real priority from the top, and it 
does present a tremendous problem in that I try to sensitize those on the top, 
just as I do with the community. I don't have to do this with the agencies--they 
know. Sometimes the internal problems can be overwhelming. 

Lavon: Richard, I can understand what you are saying. I have a program specialist 
from the Governor's office sitting in front of me. There are four or five of us 
and we all have different ideas on the priorities. 

Richard: It seems to me that one of the concerns expressed in St. Louis was that 
too often you get traditional kinds of volunteer organizations, and some partici
pants seemed particularly interested in those that try to reach out to minorities. 
I wonder if Michigan and New Jersey have done anything in particular about trying 
to come up with a directory of minority volunteer organizations or any special 
thing to try to reach these target groups. 

Lavon: That was one of my concerns when I came into this office, that we would 
get bound up in too much of the traditional and private end of it. I think in 
the two years I've been here, I've gone over the other way, but for a reason. I 
did it because I know ACTION's sentiments and commitment to human service delivery, 
and, also, to minority and rural groupings. I've tried to key in on those and 
then go back to the better established ones like United Way or Junior League. I 
think we've done much in two years--going out into the communities and community 
agencies and organizations, like Open Door Crisis Centers, and that sort of thing, 
and have established communication channels with them on a somewhat informal, 
personal basis. 

Richard: Are there minority or community organizational mailing lists? 

Lavon: 
call a 
tion. 
tions, 

Yes, in Detroit. The Voluntary Action Center in Detroit has what they 
VAC forum which is under their city's United Community Services Organiza
The FAC forum is made up of 500 different black groups, community organiza
social ACTION groups, etc. We have attended some of their meetings. 

Bernice: I think maybe I have a little advantage. Maybe I did the same thing 
Lavon did, except that being a minority, I naturally had some contacts and I had 
worked with migrant farm workers before taking this job. I had a lot of involve
ment with the rural areas and had also worked with community ACTION agencies. 
The Division on Women is in our department, so I have that mailing list, plus the 
Division on Aging is in this department, so I also have theirs. I, also, had some 
relationships with some of those people, so I didn't have to start from scratch. 
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The agencies I have been approached from are agencies I really hadn't thought 
of as volunteers, e.g., First Aid Sqµads, Volunteer Firemen, etc. They approached 
me because I hadn't thought of them as volunteers. But I use the same basic 
approach, very informal. 

Ed: Have any of you received any information from the University of Pittsburgh 
Urban Research Center? 

Bernice, Lavon, Richard: No. 

Ed: What they've done is a reanalysis of the original census that ACTION funded 
back in 1974 on Americans who volunteer. It gives a national breakdown of who 
volunteers and why, notes, trends, overtime, etc. It also gives breakdowns by 
states which could help give you information on how many volunteers are in your 
state, what types of volunteers they are, what types of services they provide, 
etc. When they contacted me, I sent them a copy of our notebook and a list of 
the conference participants. It may be useful for you to compare your state with 
others, etc. 

Richard: One of the things I heard talked about was the whole question of how 
do you establish credit for what volunteers do. Can it account for educational 
or working experience? I wonder if we could provide voluntary experience as a 
qualifying skill. 

Lavon: I haven't done anything formally in that area yet, although it is some
thing I want to do because our Civil Service system here says they do allow 
volunteer experience to be used on a resume. One person who has done a lot of 
work in this area is Charles Tildon, Jr., Executive Director, Maryland Service 
Corps, 1123 North Eutaw St., Suite 310, Jackson Towers, Baltimore, Maryland 21201. 
He has all the how to steps as well as a report of his experiences. His telephone 
number is 301/383-3079. 

Ed: Going back to the 1974 American Volunteer Study, the address of the contact 
person there is University of Pittsburgh, the Center for Urban Research, c/o Jiri 
Nehnevajsa, Director, or Larry Stockman, 249 North Craig Street, Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania 15260. Incidentally, they break down the demographic characteristics 
of volunteers into some 90 different categories and can update that information 
for your state and provide comparisons with about a week of one of their 
researcher's time, or so they claim. 



CONFERENCE CALL SUMMARY 

DATE: September l, 1977 

PARTICIPANTS: Amy Solomon, South Carolina 
Robert Fowler, Missouri 
Lavon Bliesener, Michigan 
Leon Halford, Louisiana 

AGENDA: 

Kenneth Krautbauer and Laura Lee Geraghty, Minnesota 
Ed Harris, Project Director, Lansing, Michigan 

Legislation in Volunteerism 

Ed: You had expressed several concerns in regards to legislation in volunteer
ism. Laura Lee has been kind enough to enter this conversation as an expert in 
this subject. As I understand, Laura Lee, you are the person who was involved 
in the instigation of the legislation on volunteerism in your office. There 
are a lot of questions I am sure that everyone would like to direct to you. 

Laura Lee: I don't know how I suddenly became the expert on legislation. We 
have initiated legislation which creates and funds our office through statute, 
and that is the primary piece of legislation that we have had activity with so 
far. If you talk about legislation on benefits to volunteers, payments to 
volunteers, etc., we have not had much experience in that respect. A number 
of other states have been able to get their offices funded and created by state 
statutes, so I don't feel as though we are the only one in the country that has 
been able to do that. 

Robert: Laura Lee, would you please send us a copy of the statute. I think 
your newsletter basically covered this, as I recall, but it would be helpful 
for us to have the actual statute. 

Lavon: Wasn't that the actual statute in your newsletter? 

Laura Lee: I don't think the actual statute itself was in the newsletter. It 
was fairly brief and that's what I would recommend to anyone who goes in, to 
make it uncomplicated. 

Ed: Everyone in this conference call would like a copy of the statute. 

Laura Lee: If ACTION is funding these programs, they should be able to not 
only supply current information on who is established by statute, but also 
copies of legislation, etc. I have no qualms about sending it, but a direct 
communication system would be better because that's going to change all the 
time. 
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Robert: Has anyone received a memo from Jim Baer on the citizens' review report? 
We are sending a letter out today endorsing ACTION's efforts to legislatively 
establish an office of voluntary citizen participation. I would encourage each 
of you to do that. In fact, we have asked to either meet with Sam Brown or Mary 
Keane to discuss that office, not so much about the state-wide grant, because we 
are no longer eligible for that, but to become available for mini grant. I think 
the private sector of volunteerism needs to support ACTION in its effort. 

Lavon: Laura Lee, getting back to the enabling legislation, that's going to be 
one of our priorities this year. One of the things about Michigan is that, by 
constitutional law, the Governor's office can only have a commission or a blue 
ribbon committee, or whatever, within his office for two years, and then it has 
to move under another department. Now, yours, as I understand it, is established 
in the Governor's office. You don't have any constitutional law. 

Laura Lee: There is a strong, strong trend for that. We really did some soul 
searching before we made that decision to remain in the Governor's office, but 
there are pros and cons any way you look at it. Our final decision was that we 
would try it within the Governor's office. That is not a popular move with res
pect to the legislature, by the way. We would be willing to compromise that 
point if that was the main point on which there was going to be complications, 
but the main reason for choosing to remain in the Governor's office is the 
increased visibility. For us, there has been a conscientious effort to keep 
it clean of politics. 

Lavon: Right now, we are under the Department of Management and Budget. We are 
called "special commissions". I feel we belong in the Department of Management 
and Budget because we serve all departments and the general public. 

Laura Lee: Before we made the decision that we were going to stay in the 
Governor's office, we took out a seat chart and took a look at all the depart
ments, etc. There were only one or two that we would have considered going under. 
I am adamantly opposed to going under one of the human service departments. We 
do not have an umbrella human service agency. I believe as you do, that if you 
do well under a single department, then you are going to be tied into their 
program rather than your program and you are going to lose your credibility with 
the other state agencies. 

Robert: We are, right now, part of the Office of Administration, which is your 
Department of Management and Budget. The Lieutenant Governor serves as coordi
nator. In a lot of ways, Phelps in Missouri does what Romney does for NCVA. 
Whether we will stay that way, I don't know. We are going to get more private 
money in '78 and it is going to be an interesting transition. We are going to 
remain a quasi public-private agency in Missouri, it appears. That's the way 
we are headed now. In fiscal year '78, we are going to have half public money 
and half private money. It may not be as successful as others, but in Missouri, 
considering all the factors that we had to deal with here, it seems like a good 
route to go and it seems one accepted by the leadership of the volunteer programs. 
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Lavon: At this point, the Commission is reviewing the various pieces of legisla
tion at our September 7 meeting, and then I will be talking with the Governor's 
office on it. Then we will be able to get on the road. We have, for this Multi
state Project, also, put a January l time line on having legislation written so 
it is introduced at the new session on January 15. 

Laura Lee: I would suggest you have that written, at least the first draft, by 
the end of November because you probably will have to redraft it and that's when 
everyone else is getting legislation ready to pass. Something that helped me a 
lot was talking to the attorneys for both the House and the Senate because they 
know what they will buy and what they won't buy. They were very helpful and, 
unfortunately, I did not do that until after the last draft of the legislation. 
I found them very good resources. Lavon, we developed about a 10 or 15 page 
packet of information for the legislature which contained everything from our 
fact sheet to job descriptions. 

Lavon: I received one. 

Robert: We extended an invitation to M.O.V.E. (Missouri Organization for Volun
teer Effectiveness) to set up a state-wide task force study on state legislation 
affecting volunteers, and they have accepted the study with a great deal of 
enthusiasm. In fact, they are going to put in their own money and they are 
really going to do a lot of work. I would appreciate receiving a copy of that 
packet, also. 

Leon: Laura Lee, would you please send me a copy of any other information you 
may have. I will tell you why. We are in a somewhat unique situation. We are 
in the Office of Human Services and that means we are removed from the Governor 
as well as the Lieutenant Governor and, right now, we are battling for our lives 
as far as funding. We were finally written into the '77-'78 budget, so right 
now it looks very good. What I'm saying, in essence, is we definitely need to 
look at some kind of legislation that will insure that the office of volunteerism 
will be around for years to come. What kind of politicking was done as far as 
getting the legislation passed? That is the key. How much groundwork had gone 
into it? 

Laura Lee: An awful lot. I can't go into it except to say it's the toughest 
thing I have ever done in terms of time, energy, etc. I found that every single 
legislator had to be contacted individually before we went into hearings. We 
went through eight hearings before we got to the full floor. There is no tradi
tion in funding volunteerism; there is the feeling that volunteerism is free and 
why should the state get involved. It really took between 15 and 45 minutes with 
every legislator. Now, fortunately, I have an advisory committee that is very, 
very active, and they did much of this. As a matter of fact, with a very popular 
democratic governor, we had almost solid republican support because of the 
advisory committee members. 

Lavon: Why did you have eight hearings? Did it go to different committees 
within your legislators? 
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Laura Lee: That's the way our system is set up. It went to committees and sub
committees. 

Leon: Was it accepted in the form that was submitted or were there modifications? 

Laura Lee: There were a number of modifications and there were a number of things 
we had to fight for. Budget was one of them; we lost almost a third of the budget. 
The most surprising thing to me was that they tried to cut off the advisory commit
tee and that was our biggest fight. We were able to keep it, but that was some
thing I had not anticipated. There are a number of other terminology changes, but 
when I send this packet of information out, I will also send the new legislation 
out so you can compare the original with what was passed. 

Lavon: Why do you think they were opposed to an advisory committee? 

Laura Lee: It is a trend that is happening now in this state. There are many 
commissions, committees, etc., in the state that are primarily rubber-stamping 
or non-functioning. Mine is very, very active, but there is a feeling that there 
is too much of this other kind of thing going on with state money provided to 
support it, so it was more in principle than in looking at our advisory committee 
versus others. 

Lavon: The reason why I asked is because I would predict that is what we would 
be faced with in Michigan because they are saying there are too many commissions 
being formed, too much money going to that. 

Laura Lee: Be careful about who is carrying your bill; make sure they know vol
unteerism. We couldn't control that because the Governor does not name his own 
author; it is put up for grabs by the House-Senate leadership and neither one of 
our chief authors was very familiar with the field. One of them worked her way 
into it and did an excellent job. The other one really posed a problem for us. 
Fortunately, the second author in the Senate was a former junior leaguer who had 
been very active with our office and the advisory committee, and that helped. 
Realize that you never get on the floor; you'll never get a chance to say a thing 
unless that's provided for by your chief authors. Once that bill is introduced, 
it's really their business, not yours anymore. 

Lavon: My biggest concern is having it go in either as complete or maybe overly 
so. Once it gets out of your hands, you don't know what they are going to add 
or delete. 

Laura Lee: It is so important to maintain a really good relationship with the 
chief authors because they are the ones who are going to have to fight if some
thing is going to be deleted or added. You should be able to just stop in their 
office and say, "Hey, I think we have a problem here and this is why I think it 
should be this way." 
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Robert: We have a woman legislator who is very interested in possibly forming 
a committee. MOVE doesn't know--they have talked to us about it, and this gal 
is a great supporter of our office, but I don't know if she should serve on a 
committee. Do you think that would be a problem? 

Laura Lee: My inclination would be to say, put her on. I'd check that out 
through the powers that be, the Lieutenant Governor or whatever, so that is not 
contrary to their philosophy or whatever, but I think that would be the most 
helpful. Very frankly, when we went into this process--and I've got very sharp 
advisory committee members--none of us had ever done this before. It was like 
the blind leading the blind. 

Leon: I think your advisory committee was intimately involved in drafting your 
legislation. Is that correct? 

Laura Lee: Yes. 

Leon: What happens if you don't have an advisory committee per se? There is 
an advisory committee which serves the total function of the Office of Human 
Services, an umbrella agency. 

Laura Lee: Well, then you would simply draft it yourself. I always drafted 
the legislation in connection with the Reviser's office, but it was a matter 
of clearing through the advisory committee, getting suggestions, seeing that 
we had all the bases covered, etc. I don't see that it would make any differ
ence, in terms of the drafting, whether or not you had an advisory committee. 
In terms of the actual working time, once the legislature is in session, good 
luck without that kind of a backup system, at least for me. But I always have 
to recognize that working with an advisory committee does take time and effort 
and a lot of work. It doesn't just happen. 

Lavon: I have a commission of 15 and we meet once a month for nine months. I 
have always said if a volunteer office doesn't have an advisory committee in 
some form or other, it would be good to get one, informally or whatever, 
including some of your community organizations, possibly as an Adhoc committee 
along with some people from state departments and a legislator. 

Leon: We have been working directly through some of the well-established volun
teer agencies, getting suggestions, and so on. We are at the point now where 
we cannot continue to operate in this manner. We have discussed this time and 
time again. There is only one advisory committee and that serves the entire 
Office of Human Services. So, I would take your advice about an Adhoc committee. 

Ed: Laura Lee, what progress have you made in regards to benefits for volunteers? 

Laura Lee: I think we are doing a lot in that area outside of legislation and 
I would like to keep as much of it out of the legislative field as I can. The 
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one thing we are looking at now is comprehensive workers' compensation coverage 
for all volunteers in these departments. Currently, there are four different 
pieces of legislation that cover these departments, but there are many more 
departments that are either utilizing volunteers or could, or might in the future. 
What we would like to do is get a comprehensive piece of legislation. I don't 
know whether or not we are far enough along to bring that up during the next 
session. 

Leon: Where will the funds come from for benefits for volunteer workmen's 
compensation? 

Laura Lee: That's one of the problems. The workmen's compensation office keeps 
telling us there are no funds involved. It would probably have to be state 
funded if we are going to provide workmen's compensation. We are working on 
other areas that deal with employment credit and academic credit for volunteers 
and I think our office can be very effective in creating some change without 
legislating it by encouraging mayors, private employers, county boards, etc., 
to change their hiring practices to consider volunteer experience. The same goes 
for academic institutions. So we are really putting much more effort into the 
benefits for volunteers that would not have to be legislated. 

Lavon: Laura Lee, we have just formed a task force on insurance liability and 
volunteer benefits issues. This is just my feeling, and I would like your 
opinions on it. When I looked at enabling legislation, I felt we ought to keep 
those two things separate, enabling legislation for this office and anything 
that would be legislatively involved in the insurance liability issue. Do you 
agree? 

Laura Lee: Yes, definitely. 

Robert: Our office is interested in the same thing, but here are the two points 
that we hope the state-wide task force study will look at, that is, authorize 
and summon every department or division to develop effective programs for citizen 
involvement and provide for a list of services for the Missouri volunteer offices. 
This is the only part of this whole legislation, affecting volunteerism, our 
office has ever mentioned. Then we can go ahead and provide volunteer benefits, 
transportation liability, and workmen's compensation. Virginia did that. If you 
will notice their legislation says, "enlist the services of". Do you think we 
should put that in there? 

Laura 
would 
would 

Lee: 
have 
have 

All I can tell you is what we went through here, and I 
been too much to throw at the legislature at one time. 
lost the whole thing if we tried to do that. 

think that 
I think we 

Leon: I am doing the one part, legislation affecting volunteerism. 
doing any enabling legislation. My question here is, is it good for 
mention in the legislation the relationship of this office, the T.A. 
of this office, really? 

I am not 
us to 
services 
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Laura Lee: I would guess it is. It is just one more reinforcement of the fact 
that you exist. Secondly, you are there to serve state offices. If you are 
doing it the other way around, then I would put it in. 

Robert: Lavon, are you going to mention the commission? 

Lavon: We are just in our early stages of looking at the whole issue on benefits 
and insurance liability, and I have been holding back because I want to do what 
Laura Lee has done, I think, and that is do as much as we can without legislation. 
In Michigan, workmen's compensation is a big thing right now and I can't even 
touch it. 

Laura Lee: It is in Minnesota, too. That's why I am not making any commitment. 

Robert: That's interesting because our office has requested an op1n1on from the 
Attorney General. Last week it came out and the Attorney General says that volun
teers serving on a regular basis in state government qualify for workmen's compen
sation if something should happen to them. 

Lavon: Maybe the best thing for us to do is get an attorney general's opinion. 

Robert: I'll send you a copy of you would like. I sent Amy a copy a few days 
ago. 

Laura Lee: I would like a copy of that, also. 

Leon: Do you go directly to the attorney general to get an opinion pertaining 
to that? 

Robert: We had a legislator request it for us. 

Leon: Please forward me a copy, also. 

Ed: Do you have any more questions? 

Leon: Most things I have been working on pertaining to volunteer experience in 
relation to paid employment are still pending. 

Lavon: I have a question for Amy. You have a tape on volunteerism and paid 
staff. There is a $10 fee for reviewing it and x amount for the tape. Does 
that $10 go towards the full amount? 

Amy: It can be applied towards the full amount. 
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Lavon: I think we will be sending you a request for that. 

Laura Lee: 
tape, also. 

Amy, one of our VACs here in town had requested information on that 
Are there written materials that go with that? 

Amy: Linda is in the process of writing a manual and will try to get that done 
next week. If you request the tape at any time in the near future, she will send 
you an outline. 

Robert: How are you sharing the results of our efforts with the rest of the 
assembly? 

Lavon: I was going to send a memo to all of the assembly members, not as a 
member of the assembly, but as a member of the Multistate Project, sort of an 
outline, and saying the report we did is available and what we are doing. That 
is okay with the Lieutenant Governor. 

Robert: I think we should let the newspapers know. 



CONFERENCE CALL SUMMARY 

DATE: September 8, 1977 

PARTICIPANTS: Robert Fowler, Missouri 
Leon Halford, Susan Carskadon, Louisiana 
Charlotte Speck, New Jersey 
Ed Harris, Project Director, Lansing, Michigan 

SUBJECT: How to Facilitate The Organization of The Components of A 
State Office 

Ed: The reason I set this call up is primarily because Leon had expressed an 
interest in the problem of how to facilitate the organization of the components 
of a state office and, also, Charlotte and Bernice had expressed some concern 
about that since they are still in the stage of developing their state office. 
I have asked Robert to join in this call because of his expertise in this area. 
Are there any questions you would like to direct to this problem area--it is 
rather a large one? 

Charlotte: I can start off by saying some of our problem is just getting 
support, and that's internal support, as well as outside support. 

Robert: I think there you have to communicate to the right people what you are 
all about and, hopefully, they will understand it. We deal with a real image 
problem when we begin talking about volunteers. Everybody says, "Oh, that's 
nice". I think we have to get down to the concrete contributions, to show 
governmental leaders that volunteers are contributing millions of dollars in 
services to governmental programs, and these are services that would not be 
provided otherwise. That's a strong point, one of the strongest points that 
we can make. 

Charlotte: A good cost benefit analysis. Where have you picked up the manpower 
to do this? 

Robert: Interns. In fact, this past year we have just completed our survey of 
volunteer programs in state government. Have you conducted a survey of volun
teers in state government? 

Charlotte: We have conducted a survey with different departments but not overall. 

Robert: Every year we total the number of volunteer programs existing in state 
government agencies, the number of volunteers, and the number of hours contri
buted, and then we equate that through an hourly wage given to us by the volun
teers. We do not use minimum wage because, obviously, many volunteers are worth 
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more. I am a bit pressed for time--! apologize for that. Let me share some 
ideas--they are not mine--of some of the most successful concepts for setting 
up an office. I like what Michael Robinson did in North Carolina. They divided 
the state in half; one staff person took half the state and another person took 
the other. half. In Washington, they didn't divide the state, but they did divide 
up specific line responsibilities. The Washington office has a training section. 
That person does nothing but training, and then it has another person who is into 
the area of office management. Not all the staff is doing that. When it comes 
to workshops and conferences, that one staff person is responsible to do it. 
They have a research person, I believe. When it comes to any research, that 
person is responsible for it. Here in our office we have a person who is respon
sible for clearing help. We have an office manager to whom I direct all the 
projects. That's the way we are set up here. Whether that is good or bad, it 
works for us. 

Ed: It sounds a little more simplistic and less complicated. 

Robert: All of our staff is involved in training as we all have something to 
contribute. There are some things I have no responsibility for in the office, 
but we all report to the Lieutenant Governor here. I rather like dividing up 
the state. If you are strapped for manpower--New Jersey is so small--you might 
even divide up departments. Connecticut did that. One person was responsible 
for the corrections volunteer programs, another person was responsible for all 
the mental health volunteer programs, and another person handled all the private 
volunteer programs. 

Leon: What are the results of North Carolina's setup? 

Robert: My contact with them has been very good because each person has been 
able to identify a hard-core clientele. They have been able to concentrate on 
a geographic area. The only problem is that if one person leaves, you have a 
vacuum because no one in the office knows about that half of the state, if there 
has been no sharing and communication. Then, too, that half of the state may 
have only one contact with the state office. There have been some weaknesses, 
but my contact with them has been facilitated as a result of the organizational 
structure. 

Leon: That creates a tremendous burden on one person, especially with a large 
state. For instance, community services. Will that create a problem? 

Robert: Well, I guess it might; I don't know. I would write M. J. Calhoun in 
North Carolina and ask her those questions. I would hesitate to answer. 

Ed: I can say, on behalf of conference calls, the cost benefit makes the calls 
successful. The savings is tremendous. For instance, the call I had last week 
with five states, with a six-way conversation, including myself, for 45 minutes, 
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only ran $117, so the savings you can have by possibly substituting conference 
calls in place of travel would be one way in which you could possibly cut down 
unnecessary travel expenses. 

Robert: Texas set up a network and they divided Texas up into something like 18 
different regions. They have a volunteer who is a major contact and support 
person for the state office there. It is an individual state type situation. 
If we look at the State of Missouri--St. Louis, and then Kansas City--you can 
divide the state up half and half. There is the west side and the east side. 
We deal differently with each of those. It is not easy but you have to hang in 
there. I think the average number of people in the state office is about three. 
That might help you to know where you are on the scale. We have four in Missouri. 
That will be reduced to three at the end of this month. 

Leon: How do you maintain information on costs to provide your elected officials 
on the effectiveness of the program, especially when you're in the process of 
setting up a network for that kind of feedback? What steps did you take in 
getting the data you needed for your program compiled for your elected officials? 

Robert: Primarily, it has been the annual report which has been given to the 
legislators, which indicates not only what we are doing ongoing, but also what 
we have accomplished. 

Leon: Where did that information come from in your annual report? Did you rely 
on VACs or other co1T1T1unity organizations? 

Robert: Sure a lot of it came from the networks; a lot of it we were directly 
responsible for. 

Leon: Did you have a task force play a role in that? 

Robert: No. That's done by staff because that is an inhouse report, then made 
public, and hopefully reflects what has been accomplished over the past year. 
It is an important tool, to communicate. 

Ed: The interns you make use of, Robert, do they come from local universities? 

Robert: Yes. 

Ed: What about you, Leon, do you have any universities you can draw upon? 

Leon: Yes. 
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Ed: Charlotte, I know that in New Jersey you have universities there you can 
draw upon. In fact, part of your state plan is getting involved in an educa
tional program. Have you started on that? I notice that in the plan of yours, 
you intended to get with the University on that this fall. 

Charlotte: We have two things. We are working with Rutgers University in 
developing full curriculum and undergraduate and graduate programs in volun
teer management and giving ongoing courses to both volunteer managers and the 
volunteers themselves. The proposal has been submitted to the Rutgers Board 
of Trustees. 

Ed: Have they been receptive to the idea so far? 

Charlotte: Yes. Actually, it is going to be a lot larger than we had planned 
because it is going to be a complete research institute on all aspects of 
volunteerism, and they want to use their School of Social Work and School of 
Administration to do a lot of research. 

Leon: Bob, how do you go about gaining and maintaining support from your 
elected officials? I know you're very close with the Lieutenant Governor, but 
what about your other elected officials? 

Robert: We don't really maintain contact. I may have lunch with a legislator 
who is very interested in volunteers. I don't know if you are permitted to do 
that. We have a newsletter; New Jersey has a newsletter, THE VOICE. I think 
the newsletter is one of the ways to gain support in the conmunity. Many of 
the legislators are on our mailing list, but we don't push it down their 
throats. We have legislators here who are sincerely interested in volunteers. 
We make our newsletter and our annual report available to them. You really 
can't approach it with high pressure. They know we are here, and we are here 
to serve. I think you have to use your tools, and our tools in this case are 
the newsletter, publications that we make available, and that's the key. 
People can't have an image of you if they can't really see something. Our 
emblem has a lot to do with our success; I am sure of that. 

Ed: Robert, do you make use of the news media and radio? I know that it is 
expensive. 

Robert: Yes, we do. A lot of it is free. We utilize the Lieutenant Governor 
in a very constructive way, so we are able to get free coverage. The press 
really eats up our annual release of the number of volunteers in government. 
I don't know why, but they do. 

Ed: Leon, have you given any consideration to the news media? 
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Leon: With the community project concept, we have leaned very heavily on the 
media, but that's the only time. As Bob indicated, it does not cost anything. 

Robert: News releases--that 1 s another role--Washington 1 s Office of Volunteers 
has a public information officer who does nothing but that. They decide how 
they can get media attention for what they are doing. Sometimes we don't do 
as much as that and, of course, the press doesn't really understand what we are 
all about. They do one of these nice things--volunteers--that 1 s nice. They 
smile and they go on. I think we try to emphasize the needs we are meeting. 
We have had some features on people who are eating dog food in ghettos in St. 
Louis and, now, volunteers who are providing homemakers' services. That's the 
kind of stuff we have got to talk about. We have got to communicate, then we 
start getting support and understanding, and things work a lot better. If you 
ever get that kind of feature in New Orleans or Freeport, or Newark newspapers, 
you are in great shape. We are fortunate enough to have that here, both in 
Kansas City and St. Louis. 

Leon: How did you go about establishing that kind of rapport? 

Robert: Here, again, through the Lieutenant Governor's office and direct con
tacts with the media, we have access to AP and UPI and all the major political 
correspondents. We go to them and say, "Here's a story; here's something you 
may be interested in. 11 Someone will pick it up. 

Ed: It all gets back to the visibility aspect of the state office and why it 
,"s important to have it located in the office of Governor or Lieutenant Governor, 
so you can have that coverage. 

Robert: Ed, I want to say thank you for these conference calls. They have been 
excellent. 



LOCATING AND UTILIZING INFORMATION SOURCES 

ON VOLUNTEERS AN~ VOLUNTEERISM 

A description of the Volunteers in Michigan Clearinghouse is 

given to describe how we in Michigan have located and utilized infor

mation sources on volunteers and volunteerism within the state. 

Our emphasis in creating a statewide Clearinghouse mechanism 

was to make it a living, breathing unit that would not only provide 

materials but also have flexibility which would service volunteerism 

in the state. The Clearinghouse provides information on the 11how-to's 11 

of recruiting, training, recognition, etc. of volunteers and also has 

an information and referral system for disseminating information on 

good programs, resource persons, and new and good ideas. We rely 

on our newsletter for Clearinghouse information and up-to-date activities 

which should be shared. Involvement of many different volunteer organi

zations and persons around the state are key to a dynamic information and 

referral product. It is our hope that the details included in our 

Clearinghouse paper will be helpful information. 

Please feel free to contact VIM with questions or if further infor-

mation is needed. Please request from: 

Ms. Beverly Wiener 
Clearinghouse Coordinator 
Conmission for Volunteers 

in Michigan 
357 Hollister Building 
Lansing, Michigan 48933 
(517)373-8870 



V I M Clearinghouse 

Described below are the various clearinghouse activities and how 
each developed. 

1. RESOURCE LIBRARY - We have collected publications on all areas 
of volunteerism. The publications are divided into two sets of categories. 
The first set of categories describes the various aspects of managing a 
volunteer program, such as planning new programs, publicity, fundraising 
and training volunteers. The second set of categories describes the 
various service categories, such as health, education and justice. 

We began with all of the publications of the National Center for 
Voluntary Action and the National Information Center on Volunteerism. 
We also ordered materials from other sources as we found out about them. 
As people found out what we were doing, they sent us materials or suggested 
publications they had found useful. 

We tried to get multiple copies of free or inexpensive materials so that 
we could sent them out in response to individual requests for information. 

The resource library has been a useful source of information, both 
for volunteer programs and for the VIM staff, 

2. NEWSLETTER - The VIM Viewer, published bimonthly, is an excellent 
vehicle for the distribution of ideas and technical assistance. 

The newsletter serves a variety of purposes. First of all, it informs 
the volunteer community a~out what VIM is doing. Another function of the 
newsletter is to provide technical assistance by printing useful information 
and listing publications which can be ordered free or at low cost. The 
VIM Viewer also contains news about innovative programs, staff changes and 
conferences and workshops. 

After VIM held a statewide conference on volunteerism, we published 
summaries of each of the workshops in the newsletter. In that way, we made 
the information available to a large audience. 

The VIM Viewer provides a vehicle for disseminating good ideas from the 
Clearinghouse. 

3. INFORMATION ABOUT VOLUNTEER PROGRAMS IN MICHIGAN - We sent a 
questionnaire to everyone on our mailing list asking for information on their 
volunteer programs. About 25% returned the questionnaire, which asked about 
the kinds of services provided, target groups, number of volunteers and what 
they do, and age of the program. Information from the returned questionnaires 
was transferred to key-sort cards. We are now able to locate quickly all 
~he volunteer programs in a particular service category or all the programs 
in a ~articular geographical area. This is especially helpful to new programs 
enabling them to contact established agencies for consultation. 

The questionnaire also asked respondents to evaluate VIM services and to 
identify needs that VIM could meet. 

4. INFORMATION AND REFERRAL - People with questions about any aspect 
of volunteerism can write or call our office. If the question is general, 
we can send them a short publication or copies of our newsletters which 
summarize th 7 workshops at our statewide conference. More specific questions 
usual~y re9ui:e research. I try to answer all questions if possible, but 
sometimes it is more appropriate to refer a person to a state department or 
local agency. 

Requests average between ten and twenty a month. However, if we offer 
a free material i~ our newsletter, we usually receive from twenty to forty 
reque~ts. From time to time, the Clearinghouse service is described in the 
VIM Viewer so that people know it is available. 



5. SPECIAL PROJECTS - As special informational needs are identified 
the Clearinghouse Coordinator tries to find a way to meet the need. Wide
spread concern over the availability of insurance for volunteers led to the 
creation of a task force on insurance for volunteers. This task force will 
determine what is the present situation in regard to volunteer insurance and 
will make recarranendations to the VIM Commission. Another project now underway 
is the development of a list of resources for volunteer training, including 
films, videotapes, simulation games and publications. 

SOURCES 

Many excellent written materials are available through the National 
Center for Voluntary Action, 1214 16th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C. 
20036 and NICOV, P. 0. Box 4179, Boulder, Colorado 80306. 

Other materials can be found by watching newsletters of local and 
national groups and of other states. 

Volunteer leaders around the state are excellent sources of information. 
As people become aware of the Clearinghouse and the newsletter, they volunteer 
information. Workshops and conferences are excellent places to meet people 
interested in volunteerism. In addition, as VIM develops groups like the 
Roundtable and task forces like the Insurance Task Force, the informal 
information network expands. 

State government employees are also excellent sources of information, 
and many of the questions we receive require us to contact state agencies 
for information or assistance. 

GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF THE VIM CLEARINGHOUSE 

1. An information system should be dynamic, with information going out 
of the Clearinghouse as well as coming in. 

2. Requests for information should be answered as fully as possible to be 
helpful. This may involve making a phone call to clarify the nature of the 
question. 

3. On-going personal contacts keep the information flow going. This 
can be accomplished through on-site visits, attendance at conferences, 
creation of VIM task forces and discussion groups and any other activity which 
brings people together to discuss corranon goals. 



USING SMALL GROUPS TO SERVICE AND RECRUIT LOW INCOME VOLUNTEERS 

Submitted by: Leon Halford and Susan Carskadon, Louisiana Office 
of Human Services 

The following ideas and suggestions recount the kind of experience being shared 
by those in the Bureau of Volunteer Coordination. Within the framework of the 
overall objective of recruitment and retainment of volunteers in low income 
areas, each day has its own objectives with experiences planned and organized 
to realize these objectives. A flexible planning schedule is observed in 
order that sufficient time be given to organizations and communities that 
require the greatest attention. 

Purpose 

The meetings were initiated with several purposes in mind. First, we recognized 
the need to reestablish continuing interagency and intercommunity lines of 
corrununication that will help to close the gap in services for low income com
munities. As a result of our meetings with low income residents, we have moved 
to provide some relief for this deficit. Taking into account the multitude of 
environmental, familial, and peer groups pressures which have impact on these 
residents, both for providing the community with the frame of reference through 
which it views the world, and the scope of alternatives within their awareness, 
we felt that an intervention design of working with communities of low income 
residents could perhaps help them better cope. Our purposes for this conmunity 
work are to: 

1. Help the residents to see how their lack of participation leads 
to undesirable consequences for themselves, their families and 
corrrnunities. 

2. Provide legitimate channels for residents to pursue status, gratify 
needs, and interact with block clubs, P.T.A.s and other community 
organizations around concerns which they encounter. 

3. Help modify the community frame of reference toward local 
community organizations. 

4. Increase the community's knowledge and use of community resources 
such as legal services, health services, and job markets, to 
provide alternative outlets for meeting their concerns. 

5. Provide the community with program decision making power and 
responsibility to enhance their self images. 

Cornnunity Relations 

It is very important that recruiters keep open lines of communication with the 
community, especially those that represent the poor, women, young people, handi
capped, and the aged. These are the networks that reach many of the people for 
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whom community organizations' services are intended. These communities need to 
be kept informed on such matters as progress being made to resolve special employ
ment problems, health services, parks and recreation, child care services, etc. 

Recruiting organizations and agencies should consider using minority newspapers, 
radio, churches word-or-mouth and advisory conmittees to keep communities 
informed. In addition, posters and literature are important and should be 
distributed where they can reach a large number of potential volunteers. 

An effective community relations program will go a long way toward enhancing 
the image of the organizations in low income communities and will provide 
positive assistance in achieving overall goals. 

Recruitment 

Recruitment is the same process for staff and participants and is one of the 
primary means of offering project opportunities to poor communities. 

Positive recruitment rather than passive reliance on posting recruitment 
notices in every area where people congregate in numbers is necessary for 
effective recruitment. The following are specific techniques that will 
aid the prospective recruiter: 

l. All solicitations and advertisements concerning volunteer 
recruitment in special communities should emphasize 
possible career ladders involved. 

2. Use the handicapped and women on all recruitment teams. 
Train recruitment teams to use objective standards and 
keep them continuously aware of recruitment goals. 

3. Direct appeals to all segments of the cormlunity, 
utilizing all special interest groups and all recruit
ment sources. Solicit recruitment suggestions from the 
community. Make personal visits to group meetings, and 
make home contacts to stress the importance of com
munity involvement. 

4. Contact agencies and consultant firms that specialize 
in attracting residents from low income areas. 

5. Contact educational institutions, high schools, vocational 
schools, teen centers, churches, health units, etc. 

Other recruitment sources for low income communities: 

l. Civic organizations; community leaders; public training 
programs; conmunity action agencies; model cities agencies; 
and apprenticeship information centers. 
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2. Advertise in the media to recruit low income residents. 
Emphasize interest in recruiting both sexes, especially 
for organizations which have been stereotyped as serving 
the elite conmunity. Place classified ads under "Help 
Wanted, General or Help Wanted, Male and Female." 

3. Use neutral terms to describe the organizations policies, 
goals and objectives. 

4. Try to avoid recruitment which is primarily by word 
of mouth. 

Nature of the Groups 

The worker team (volunteer) concept was utilized as a means of dividing the 
time and workload required for recruitment and conmunity contacts. It was 
anticipated, (and this occurred for the most part), that team members 
(volunteers) would complement and enhance each other's capacity to observe, 
initiate and interpret group process and dynamics. Also, a team planning 
together weekly, enabled the delivery of a more creative program. 

Once the groups started, they demonstrated a high level of enthusiasm and 
investment. They related quite well to all the workers despite the fact 
that all but one worker was white. In light of this involvement, voluntary 
recruitment and community maintenance was feasible. 
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MOTIVATING VOLUNTEERS THROUGH PUBLICITY 

Volunteers are essential to the Governor's Aesthetic Environment Program. 
Without them, our efforts to restore Minnesota's natural beauty would be greatly 
minimized. People must not only volunteer to clean up the state, but also, people 
must volunteer to keep it clean. The two prime areas of volunteer involvement are 
community clean up campaigns and tree planting. The following is a brief summary 
of how we have used publicity techniques to motivate volunteers into action. 

To launch the statewide beautification program, volunteers from nearly every 
county in Minnesota were selected to serve as county coordinators. It has been their 
responsibility to create local awareness of our program and to supervise our CETA 
technicians. We believe that these volunteers working in a leadership position 
spurs fellow residents on to volunteering for our program. 

Coordinators have proven themselves to be good public relations people. Approxi
mately 75 percent of the coordinators have scheduled radio and TV appearances in 
their counties. We helped them get started by hosting a reception at the Governor's 
residence in honor of their appointments. Each coordinator had a photograph taken 
with Governor Perpich. These were then distributed to local newspapers, accompanied 
by a press release. Technicians were also trained by our publicity staff persons 
about how to work with the media, how to write a press release, public service announce
ment, etc. Several coordinators and technicians write a regular colunm for the local 
newspapers in their counties. 

Our volunteers and technicians also have at their disposal a variety of promotional 
materials developed by our office to aid them in generating voluntee.r support at the 
local level. These include: a Citizens Guide, a condensed flyer, expanded information 
sheets on each of the five program areas, posters, decals, buttons, name tags, and 
Certificates of Appreciation. In addition, we have 12 slide shows about the program 
that are available on request. 

To this point, we have discussed ways in which our office helps to motivate volunteer 
county coordinators. Now let's look at specific events that have motivated others. 

In April, our office conducted a series of regional workshops around Minnesota 
to acquaint local officials, volunteer organizations, businesses, and the general 
public, with our program. We sent press releases to all regional areas, giving them 
specifics about the state program, and about the corning workshop. We also contacted 
the vice president of the Minnesota Jaycees who supervises Community Action Programs 
statewide. He publicized the workshop in the Jaycees "Ships Log" newsletter. As a re
sult, a good relationship was formed with the Jaycees who have taken the initiative in 
tree planting and community clean ups throughout Minnesota. 

On Arbor Day, April 29, tree planting activites took place throughout the state. 
Minnesota Jaycees helped to motivate 19 communities to match Bicentennial funds totaling 
$5,000. As ~n organization, the Jaycees contributed $2,000, while over $20,000 was 
generated from the communities. Our office publicized the events with press releases, 
but more importantly, our staff was available to deal with Jaycees on a personal basis. 
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During the summer months our coordinators and technicians made a special effort 
to inform the public about the program by securing booths at their county fairs. Many 
of the teams sparked public enthusiasm by holding a raffle with tree donations from a 
local nursery. One energetic team collected $250 from local businesses and produced 
5,000 litterbags for the fair. The governor attended wany of the fairs, accowpanied 
by a staff member from our office and a display system with large photographs depict
ing our programs. All fairs were supplied with written materials and a slide show 
when requested. 

Community clean up campaigns lend themselves well to creative publicity methods. 
Mike Currie, Ninnesota's vcluntary clean up chairman, has established an ongoing 
campaign in Rochester. It began with eight concerned individuals who incorporated 
to form the Community Cooperation Clean-up Coordination Committee. The public was 
made aware of the idea through public service announcements and personal contacts 
made by the committee. Donations were sought for litter pick up from local businesses. 
Over $1,800 was raised, enough to pay 21 youth groups for picking up the area •. 
Currie is planning a statewide effort for next spring, with MacDonald's participating 
in the advertising area. 

Spring Lake Park Jaycees organized a clean up campaign recently and used a 
"flyer drop" to get their message to the public. Local schoolchildren distributed 
an information pamphlet alerting residents to the community clean up. National 
Guard trucks picked up loads of discarded items from homeowners who, in turn, came 
to the huge garage sale where all items were sold. The unusable refuse was hauled to 
the landfill. 

Currently, our office is in the midst of promoting "Minnesota Clean-up ~·Teek" to 
be held from September 25 through October 1. We have directed Jaycee organizations 
to initiate clean up campaigns wherever possible. Our office staff and the county 
coordinators and technicians are mainly concentrating on school involver:1ent. Informa
tional letters were mailed to all elementary and secondary schools, urging their 
involvement in two contests. At the elementary level, each school has been asked 
to conduct a poster contest and send the winning one to our office. Posters should 
depict a clean up theme. One St. Paul school brought posters to the Governor's Office 
last week when the Clean-up Week Proclamation was signed by Governor Perpich. 
At the secondary level, students will be picking up litter for their statewide com
petition. The judging will be based on how much litter is picked up in proportion 
to the number of students involved. Prizes for both contests will be a meeting with 
the governor and Certificates of Appreciation. 

"Minnesota Clean-up Week'' marks a kick-off programs that we are developing for 
schools. During the winter months our technicians will be making presentations to 
schools in their counties, encouraging them to get involved in making Minnesota a 
cleaner place to live. our office is producing a brochure for comm.unity education 
directors throughout the state that will give them specific ideas for organizing 
conm,unity clean ups,and tree planting. It is our hope that students will get actively 
involved in volunteer activities with our program, as well as learning the importance 
of having a "clean up consciousness." 



MULTI-STATE VOLUNTEER PROJECT 

SUBJECT: RETAINING VOLUNTEERS 

SUBMITTED BY: NEW JERSEY OFFICE OF VOLUNTEER SERVICES 

In our work with voluntary agencies we have noticed that one 
of their major problems is not in the actual recruitment of 
volunteers, but rather, in the retention of volunteers. In other 
words, when they get volunteers, how do they motivate them to 
remain? 

In the process of recruitment it becomes critical for the 
organization to understand the motivations of their volunteers. 
For example: what are the key facts involved in the individual 
decision to volunteer or to avoid volunteering?; is the person 
committed to volunteering?; is the person committed to volunteering 
only a minor part of ones life?; and what does one really hope 
to gain from the volunteer experience?; etc. 

There are many factors that make for a meaningful, positive 
volunteer experience and they are essentially: (1) a good program; 
(2) well defined and carried out personnel practices and, (3) a 
very receptive, understanding, climate for the volunteer to work 
in. 

If a program is well-conceived and organized, volunteers will 
feel they are making a. positive contribution. Success can really 
be measured if the volunteers keep coming to work, bring in new 
volunteers to share work that needs to be done, and seek new 
responsibilities for themselves. 

Today volunteer opportunities are much broader, challenging, 
and hold unlimited possibilities for the person who really wants 
to give. Women today often see their volunteer experience as a 
stepping stone to paid work. The management skills learned in 
volunteer work have proven valuable to both organizations and 
businesses; and often are parlayed into paid employment. 

Volunteers should be given ample opportunity for growth. 
They must be included in the planning process and have a definite 
role in decision-making. Apart of this is giving volunteers 
respect and making sure they feel that they are an accepted and 
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valuable part of staff and the workings of the agency. 
Commitment for training and support must be made by both the 
volunteer and the person with whom they work. Though pre
service and in-service training the volunteer can learn and 
grow on the job. Also, the better trained the volunteers are; 
the more effective the service they can render-and the more 
secure they will feel about the service they are giving. 

The ability to realize personal and professional growth, 
the opportunity to learn additional skills, the chance to devote 
one's time and energy toward constructive purposes, and the 
feeling of knowing that you're helping others, are all possible 
benefits for the volunteer. It is up to managers, however, 
to help the volunteer recognize his/her full potential. 
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The SCOVS has been requested to report on its 
experiences with ''staff relationships with 
volunteers". In this regard the South Carolina 
Office ~f Volunteer Services has developed a 
video cassette on staff resistance. 
Marlene Wilson, national consultant and author 
of The Effec·t·ive "Management of Volunteer Pro~rams, 
~fter previewing the video cassette comments: 
11T. found the videotape presentation to be a 
refreshingly professional treatment of a very 
serious problem in volunteerism today, volun
teer/staff relationships. Used as a discus-
sion tool, it could initiate productive inter
changes with paid staff regarding attitudes, 
pla~ning, supervision and recognition of 
volunteers. It illustrates beautifully how 
large problems grow out of seemingly insigni
fi~ant incidents that go unrecognized and 
un,resolved ''. 

After two years of traveling in South Carolina 
and talking with over 1200 volunteer directors, 
a need for such a training tool became apparent. 
There were surely many other problems con
fronting volunteerism, but without the support 
and backing of staff volunteer programs were 
doomed to failure. In most volunteer programs 
in South Carolina an orientation/training 
program was conducted for volunteers, but 
almost without fail, an equally important need 
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was overlooked: training staff for volunteers. The 
objective being, of course, to form a partnership 
between regular staff and volunteers with understand
ing and acceptance on both sides. 

By using the video cassette, "The Voluntary Difference", 
on staff resistance and offering workshops statewide on 
this subject, the SCOVS hoped to make a dent in alle
viating this stumbling block to successful volunteer 
programs. Thus far, since completion of the cassette, 
the scoys has conducted 15 workshops addressing the 
needs of staff in a volunteer program. 

Of primary importanct in evaluating a volunteer program 
or in starting a new volunteer program is the attitude 
of the staff with whom the volunteer will be working. 
Often heard remarks from staff, whether in a public 
agency or the pr iv at e s e ct or , were : " I don ' t have t i me 
to use ·volunteers.'' "I don't want volunteers inter-
ferjng with my clients." "Aren't I doing my job properly?" 
Always, the remarks, questions and unspoken fears were 
the same, As stated in Orienting Staff to Volunteers 
by Dr. Ivan H. Scheier, Director, NICOV, those often 
repeated questions and fears are condensed into six 
staff .fears: 

1. Concern for the client; 
2. Concern for professional or other staff status; 
3, Concern for control; 
4, Visibility threat; 
5, Fear of the new and untried; and 
6. Fear of speaking up. 

These are very real concerns on the part of the staff 
and the best way to deal with each concern is in an 
open, honest, and straight-forward manner. 

By making the staff feel free to speak and interact with 
each other and the workshop facilitator, one can begin 
the process of overcoming staff concerns about volun
teers. Some ways in which the SCOVS has tried to make 
staff feel more comfortable in discussing their concerns 
are: 1. having small informal group meetings, 2. insur
ing staff of confidentiality, 3. applying no pressure 
to use volunteers, 4. insuring staff that if they do 
decide to work with volunteers they are free to back 
out at any time, and, of course, 5. angwering questions 
honestly and if there is no answer or the answer isn't 
available, say so. Also, an important factor which 
should be considered is whether or not to have 
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top administrators present at the meeting. The SCOVS 
has found that both staff and volunteers are much 
more receptive to "speaking up" if the group is limited 
to their peers. 

Dr. Scheier has compiled the following unfavorable cues 
which helped the SCOVS in recognizing staff resistance 
and identifying the specific problem: 

1. Staff person doesn't show up at meeting 
2, Shows ~plate 
3, Leaves early 
4. Sits in back of room and does not participate 
5, Sends a representative to meeting 
6, Inappropriate humor 
7~ Cites negative examples 
8. Can't remember being a volunteer himself 
9. Thinks of the volunteer as a do-gooder 

JO. Agency has no problems (so therefore needs no 
volunteers) Dr. Scheier suggests at this point 
that the volunteer director book a flight to 
Brazil! 

11. Harping on negative issues about volunteers. 

The following cues show an accepting staff and identify 
pos;lt:lve areas: 

1. Absence of all elF?en unfavorable cues! 
2, Has had good experience with volunteers and talks 

about it 
3. Was a volunteer himself and remembers it well 
4. Can think of good constructive job for volunteers 

to do 
5. Takes lead in answering questions others ask 
6. Ask good questions 
7. Positive attitude 
8. Wants program to get underway rapidly 
9, Seeks you out personally to express his interest 

It is highly unlikely to have all unfavorable cues. In 
fact, often times, if the facilitator is skilled, the 
interaction by questions, answers and discussion will 
help alleviate many misunderstandings. 

However, if one expects active support and acceptance 
from agency staff, then certainly there are strategies 
which have to be followed in administering volunteer 
programs. Some of these are: 

1. Run a good program--quality; 
2, Respect and empathy for people you're trying to 

persuade; 
3. Selectivity--don't try to convince everyone at 

once; 
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4. Mutual identification--staff must identify with 
volunteers; 

5. lnformation--provide data on the history of 
vol·un tee rism; 

6. lnvolvement--involve staff in all phases of 
volunteer program; 

7. Incentive sharing-~be sure staff shares in the 
rewards of a volunteer program; 

8. Ventilation--give staff full opportunity to 
''apeak up"; 

9. Continuation--of orientation and training for 
staff; 

JO, Negotiation, consultation, and reconciliation--
don't tell--aGk, don't talk--listen to staff. 

Nothing, succeeds quite like success. For example, last 
spring, the SCOVS was approach~d by a youth services 
agency to conduct a workshop on staff resistance. 
The volunteer director had related no staff/volunteer 
proble~s whatsoever. However, that was before volun
teers Became an actuality for staff to react to and work 
with in the agency. It soon became apparent that there 
was a problem. Staff members were requesting volun
teers at regular intervals, but after several months-
there were no new requests by staff for volunteers. 
There was also a high volunteer attrition rate. 
A workshop was conducted, and happily with good results. 
In~tially, staff were reluctant to discuss their feelings 
about volunteers and administrators who were urging the 
tnvolyement of volunteers. After several warm-up 
exercises, (and hopefully they will warm-up) some good 
dtscussion took place, some concerns were shared, 
questions answered, and even hostile feelings aired. 
Exp e c t and w·e 1 come the s e re a c t i on s , b e c au s e p rim a r i 1 y , 
one is seeking attitude changes associated with informa
tion gain. Just as important as seeking staff attitude 
changes is the attitude of the volunteer director and 
his/her relationships with staff. 

Attitude changes don't happen overnite, but a sure step 
in the right direction is the realization of a sense 
of being a team. If volunteer directors, agency staff, 
and the volunteer can form a partnership, then surely 
a successful volunteer program will follow. Governor 
Jerry Brown of California has stated: "Volunteerism 
is not a luxury. It is a vital necessity for a civilized 
society that wants to truly meet its human needs." 
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RESOURCES: 

Ivan H. Scheier, Ph. D., Director, The National 
Information Center on Volunteerism, 1221 University Ave., 
Boulder, Colorado 80302 

Linda B. Lewis, Director, S.C. Office of Volunteer 
Services, i321 Lady St., Rm. 305, Columbia, S.C. 29201, 
(803) 758-5771. 



PARTICIPANT MAILING LIST 

Lavon Bliesener 517/373-8870 
Executive Director, Volunteers in Michigan 
357 Hollister Building 
Lansing, Michigan 48933 

Susan Carskadon 504/389-6137 
Field Coordinator, Office of Human Services 
Bureau of Volunteer Coordination 
530 Lakeland 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70801 

Lieutenant Governor Jim Damman 
State Capitol 517/373-6800 
Room 128 
Lansing, Michigan 48909 

Robert Fowler 314/751-2781 
Coordinator of Volunteer Services 
Missouri Volunteer Office 
Box 563 
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101 

Laura Lee M. Geraghty 612/296-4731 
Director, Governor's Office on 

Volunteer Services 
130 State Capitol 
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155 

Rosemary Goff 616/296-2374 
Administrative Assistant 
Lieutenant Governor's Office 
Room 122, State Capitol 
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155 

Leon Halford 504/389-6137 
Statewide Director of Volunteer Services 
Office of Human Services 
Bureau of Volunteer Coordination 
530 Lakeland 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70801 

Josie R. Johnson 303/892-2087 
Executive Assistant to the 

Lieutenant Governor 
State Capitol, Room 144 
Denver, Colorado 80237 

Kenneth J. Krautbauer 612/296-4731 
Assistant Director, Governor's Office 

on Volunteer Services 
130 State Capitol 
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155 

Linda B. Lewis 803/758-5771 
Director of State Volunteer Services 
South Carolina Office of Volunteer Services 
1321 Lady Street, Room 312 
Columbia, South Carolina 29210 

Lt. Governor William C. Phelps 314/751-278 
Box 563 
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101 

Stanley R. Pratt 517/373-8870 
Chairman, Volunteers in Michigan Commission 
357 Hollister Building 
Lansing, Michigan 48933 

Barbara Rohde 612-296-2866 
Program Coordinator, Governor's Aesthetic 

Environment Program 
Room 130 
State Capitol 
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155 

Bernice Shepard 609/292-7560 
Director of Volunteer Services 
Department of Community Affairs 
363 West State Street 
Trenton, New Jersey 08626 

Amy Solomon 803/758-5771 
South Carolina Office of Volunteer Services 
1321 Lady Street, Room 312 
Columbia, South Carolina 29210 

Charlotte Speck 609/292-7560 
New Jersey Office of Volunteer Services 
Department of Community Affairs 
363 West State Street 
Trenton, New Jersey 08626 

Stanley M. Stewart 313/226-7848 
State Director, ACTION 
231 West Lafayette, Room 616 
Detroit, Michigan 48226 

Chuck Tyson 517/373-6800 
Executive Assistant to the Lt. Governor 
Office of the Lieutenant Governor 
State Capitol 
Lansing, Michigan 48909 

R. Richard Wagner 608/266-3554 
Special Assistant to the Governor 
Executive Office, State Capitol 
Madison, Wisconsin 53702 
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